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I

ABSTRACT

of a thesis titled SEMITIC INFLUENCE ON VERBAL USAGE AND 
ON THE SUBORDINATE CLAUSES IN THE APOCALYPSE, submitted 
to the Department of New Testament in the University of 
St. Andrews.

August, 1975. Steven Thompson

The major peculiarities of the language of the 
Apocalypse related to the usage of the Verb and of the 
Clause are here explained as due to the influence of the 
Hebrew and Aramaic languages, not to the author’s lack of 
familiarity with Greek.

The approach has been to isolate in each case the 
usage which is not compatible with Hellenistic Greek syntax, 
and then to extract from the Septuagint identical construc
tions, The next step was to determine the type of Hebrew/ 
Aramaic construction responsible for the anomaly in the 
Septuagint, and then to apply the same explanation to the 
identical construction in the Apocalypse. While this 
method has proven to be fundamentally sound and reliable, 
it is a strange fact that previous treatments of the Semitic 
element in the language of the Apocalypse have failed to 
apply it consistently. Another basic presupposition of 
this thesis is that the research should not be restricted 
to a single Greek manuscript or printed text of the Apoca-



lypse. Instead, an eclectic approach is made, which 
respects any manuscript evidence supporting the more 
semitised construction.

The study included every significant facet of verbal 
usage from that of lexicography. Voice, Mood, Tenses of 
the Finite Verb, case additions to the verb, and the 
Infinitive and Participle. Included in the section on 
Clauses were Noun - and Verbal - Clauses, plus the Sub
ordinate Clauses such as Relative, Circumstantial, 
Conditional, Temporal, Final,and Consecutive. Specific 
types of Semitic influence were seen to be present in each 
section listed. In at least some cases the Semitic influ
ence was of such a direct nature that it could be explained 
only as due to direct translation from a Semitic source. 
While the evidence points predominantly to Hebrew sources 
underlying the Ape., the case for Aramaic influence at some 
points cannot be ruled out without doing an injustice to 
the facts. The results of this study, based as they are 
on directly observable Semitic influence on the Greek of 
the LXX, can be applied to any Jewish translation Greek text, 
to serve as a syntactical survey of that language.

The study also demonstrated that the eclectic approach 
to the text of the Apocalypse is the only sound one, because 
no single manuscript or family of manuscripts has preserved 
a majority of the semitised (and therefore more nearly 
original) readings.
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INTRODUCTION
The justification for writing this thesis is found in 

the fact that it puts forward a number of explanations for 
the peculiar language associated with the verb and with 
clauses in the Apocalypse which have for centuries been a 
source of perplexity and misunderstanding to students and 
especially to translators of the book.

At least since the time of Dionysius bishop of 
Alexandria (died 265 A.D.) questions have been expressed 
about the un-Greek nature of the language of the Ape, 
Dionysius drew attention to the fact (see Eusebius, 
Ecclesiastical History, vii.25.7ff.) that the Greek of the 
Ape. contained a number of unusual constructions which can
not be explained in terms of Greek grammar and syntax.
This peculiar disregard has perplexed modern scholars as well. 
In the words of R.H. Charles who studied the book for many 
years while preparing his commentary, the Ape. possesses a 
distinctive character of its own which makes it 'absolutely
unique' linguistically^. More recently Matthew Black 

2observed that "there is one New Testament book. Revelation, 
whose crude Greek is particularly stained by 'Semitisms' ".

R.H. Charles, A Critical and Exeqetical Commentary on 
Revelation (Edinburgh, 1920), I, cxliii (hereafter cited as 
Charles I (or II), foil, by page number),

p"'The Biblical Languages' in The Cambridge History of 
the Bible (Cambridge, 1970), I, lOf.
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While one could not pretend at this stage to be able 
to explain all linguistic oddities in the book, yet this 
introductory survey demonstrates that the major part of the 
peculiarity attached to the un-Greek use of the verb in the 
Ape, can be ascribed to the influence of Semitic syntax, 
primarily biblical Hebrew.

With the turn of the century as the starting point for 
this survey, we begin with the 5th edition of Meyer's 
Kritisch-exegetisch Kommentar dber Die Offenbarung Johannes, 
by Wilhelm Bousset, Under section vii of the introduction 
the editor begins a discussion titled 'Gebrauch des Verbums'^ 
by stating that verbs in the Ape. are characterised by 
haphazard shifts between present and future tense. Especially 
in chapter eleven»is this evident. He also notes that the 
use of the imperfect is not frequent in the Ape,, but in 
•those places where it has been employed, it has been done 
: deliberately. It is preferred, for instance, in des
criptive, explanatory relative clauses such as those in 
i,12, ii.l4, and vi.9. Outside of such special categories 
the imperfect is not in general use in the Ape,

Noteworthy also is the nearly exclusive employment of 
aorist infinitives, with seemingly little sense for the 
distinction between aorist and present infinitive.

While he points to Hebrew parallels to the language of 
the Ape., Bousset does not go so far as to see behind the

^Pp. 168-71



use of the verb traces of direct Semitic influence, although
at certain places in the book he recognizes the possibility
of direct translation from Hebrew sources.

Another study touching on the use of the verb in the
Ape. is that of T.C. Laughlin, The Solecisms of the Anocalvpse ,̂
The book (a published Ph.D. thesis) surveys briefly various
peculiarities in the language of the Ape. traceable to Hebrew
influence. Concerning the verb two points are noteworthy:

2first, the absolute use of the participle XêY«>v as
found for example in Ape. xi.l. This is LXX usage, he says,
based on Hebrew ; the second point concerns
the tenses, the mixing of present and future tense verbs in
the same clause or sentence when according to Greek usage

•awe should expect only future verbs . The observations of 
Laughlin though brief are valuable for the LXX parallels 
which are cited to illustrate the Hebraic nature of the usage . 
he discusses.

H.B. Swete’s The Apocalypse of St John (London, 1907) 
is valuable for its discussion of the vocabulary of the Ape,, 
but regarding the syntax of the verb, no significant new 
information is produced.

^Princeton, 1902. Thanks are due to Professor Bruce 
Metzger who provided a photocopy of this thesis.

^P.16f.
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A comprehensive survey of the grammar of the Ape. was
provided by R.H. Charles is his commentary on the Ape.̂ ,

2His observations on the Semitic influence on the verb. 
will be surveyed briefly. He notes the frequent wavering 
of the text of the Ape, between present and future tenses, 
but notes that in most cases the changes are not arbitrary ,
A careful study of context will show that while in some 
places the future is rightly employed, there are other places 
where the present occurs when we would expect the future or 
participle. This may be due to the influence of Hebrew 
tense usage, since a Hebrew imperfect (and perfect) may be 
rendered as past, present, or future, according to context. 
Cases of confusion of this nature can be amply illustrated 
from the LXX. The possibility of a confusion of future 
tenses for pasts on the basis of Semitic idiom is suggested 
by Charles at Ape. iv.9-10^. The past imperfect or his
torical present is frequently replaced in the Ape, by a 
participle. Cf. the following: i.l6 èicxopeuojiêvn ,
iv.2 mÔfi}ievo4 He notes this use of the participle
for a finite verb is frequent in late Hebrew, and the same 

use is also even more frequent in both Aramaic and

Î, clix.
2Pp. cxxiii - cxxvii.
3On p.cxxiii, note 1 he points out the relative con

fusion exhibited in chapter 11, ascribing it to the author's 
use of 'traditional material'.

T̂bid. , p.cxxiv.



Syriac? thus its displacement of the past imperfect in 
our author is probably due largely to Hebraic influence^. 
Regarding the use of the infinitives, Charles notes that 
they at times are used in the sense of finite verbs in 
conditional clauses, as well as in principal sentences,

. while the infinitive plus the article serves as a finite 
verb,

Charles maintains that the criteria of grammar and
syntax in the Ape,, including syntax of the verb, can be
employed in separating portions of the book which originated

2with the Seer from sections which were based on sources .
Concerning the nature of the language of the Ape., he
expressed the opinion that while its author wrote in Greek,
he remained in the thought world of the Hebrew Bible ,
Furthermore, while related closely to Greek as found in the
LXX and other Greek OT versions, and the apocrypha and
pseudepigrapha, the Ape, nevertheless possesses a distinct

4character of its own ,

Charles here (p.cxxiv) and elsewhere notes usage of 
language which is more akin to Aramaic than to classical 
Hebrew? however, he does not seem to consider seriously the 
possibility of Aramaic sources behind portions of the Ape., 
nor does he say much about the influence of an Aramaic 
mother tongue on the author of the Ape.

Î, 271-73.
Î, cxliii,

^Ibid.



The next significant work on the language of the Ape., 
drawing heavily on that of Charles, was by R.B„Y. Scott 
who in 1928 published his Ph.D. thesis. The Original Language 
of the Apocalypse , Scott stated his premise at the out
set? 'the Apocalypse as a whole is a translation from

2Hebrew or Aramaic' . Though basing his conclusion ulti
mately on alleged mistranslations from the Semitic source, 
Scott also examined certain Hebrew idioms frequently 
encountered in the book. Regarding the verb, he follows 
Charles in referring to participles used as finite verbs.
He also pointed to a number of cases in which the Greek of 
the Ape. employs the participial forms of to
represent possessive Lamedh in Hebrew. The occurrence of 
a peculiar- Hebrew construction is also noted in which a 
finite verb is used with a noun that has the particle of

3comparison, where in Greek a participle would be used .
Since the majority of Hebrew verbs have causative stems, 

while in Greek separate verbs must be added, and while in 
Hebrew causative expressions are comparatively more frequent 
than in Greek, Scott finds it natural to expect that in the

^Toronto University Press 

^Ibid.
3Cf. Gesenius-Kautzsch (Cowley), Hebrew Grammar, 

)155g, (hereafter cited as GK).



Apc, clumsy phrases with %ot,êw or ôCÔwpt would
be found to express the causative idea^, Cf, Ape. xii.13 
... 7t£fp ... icamPaC vet V . Also
noted by Scott are a number of cases in which confusion of 
tense has occurred. He makes two observations on the 
matters first, that the difficulty often arises from the 
various meanings of the Hebrew imperfect (i.e. imperfect, 
present, and future) and, where that does not operate, a 
misunderstanding of a Waw consecutive for simple Waw or vice 
versa may have occurred when the Seer rendered an unpointed 
Hebrew text into Greek. Scott also feels that present 
participles are found where aorist or perf, participles are 
expected in several places.

In his conclusion Scott reaffirms his premise that the 
Ape. originated in Hebrew and was translated into Greek by 
an early Christian. By this he does not deny the possibility 
that the book is composite in origin; nor does he ignore 
the fact that distinctions in style and diction are apparent 
in the book. These differences he sees, though, in the
Hebrew original, not in Greek.

In his commentary on the Ape, Father E.-B. Alio of
the University of Fribourg notes that certain participles

Scott, op. cit., p'. 10.

Saint Jean L'Apocalypse, 4th edn. (Paris, 1933) 
The verb is discussed on pp.cliii - civ.
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must be given the sense of finite verbs. This he ascribes, 
as did the others, to Hebrew influence, and especially to 
Aramaic, He also noted the appearance of the impersonal 
plural verb, and asked if it could be due to Aramaic influ- 
ence.

In his final work, published post-humously, C.C. Torrey 
sets forth his reasons for believing the Ape, was written 
originally in Aramaic and later translated into Greek^.
His arguments touching on the use of the verb include the 
use of the indefinite 3rd person plural in place of the pas
sive voice, in line with Aramaic usage, Torrey sees evidence 
in the Ape, of very frequent use of the Aramaic participle, 
which prompted the translator to employ a Greek correspond
ing participle where a finite verb would have sufficed. 
Similarly, where the Greek present tense occurs, Torrey felt 
an Aramaic participle could be taken for granted. This is 
cause for a number of places where the Greek has (or should 
have) the future. Finally, he mentions the confusion of 
tenses which arises over the similarity between Aramaic 
peal participles and perfect tense verbs in unpointed texts,

Torrey has not time, however, to consider influence of 
the Hebrew tense system on the verbs of the Ape. - 'In short 
there is in Rev. no trace of Hebrew usage in the tenses 
employed. Wliatever evidence there is of falsely or too 
literally rendered verbs points to Aramaic rather than to

Hebrew'^.

^Apocalypse of John (New Haven, 1958),
^Ibld.. p.57



The first monograph devoted to a study of the verb in 
the Ape. is Angelo Lancellotti’s Sintassi Ebraica nel Greco 
Dell'Apocalisse. I. Uso delle forme verbali^. He attempts 
to show how the verb in the Ape. is employed along Semitic, 
and more specifically, Hebraic, lines by analysing certain 
verbs in the Ape. in the light of Hebrew grammar. His 
first chapter discusses the distinction between the Hebrew 
and Greek concept of verbal tenses; following chapters 
present descriptions of verbs in the Ape. which conform to 
the Hebrew qatal, yiqtol, the participle in its differing 
Hebrew and Greek roles, especially employed nominally and 
verbally; the infinitive in its nominal and independent 
employment is discussed last,followed by a final chapter of 
recapitolazione and a conclusion.

Regarding tense, Lancellotti notes that the aorist for 
the most part is employed along normal Greek lines, but in 
a few cases a rather Hebraic sense is displayed when the 
Greek aorists in the Ape. express the sense of Hebrew 
perfects. The perfect tense in the Ape. has little connec
tion with Hebrew syntax, although a possible connection with 
Hebrew perfect is suggested. The present tense more than 
the others is used abnormally. Omitting the cases in which 
the present is found in indirect discourse, dependent on a 
past tense verb, Lancellotti asserts that the so-called 
'quasi atemporal' use of the present in the Ape. is due to

^Collectio Assisiensis 1, Assisi, 1964,
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Semitic influence. Finally, the futuristic present is
attached by him to the Hebrew imperfect referring to future
events (but wrongly, as we shall see infra). While the
future in the Ape. is generally used along Greek lines, its
substitution for the aorist subjunctive is unusual, and its

1use with the value of an imperfect is based on Hebrew
imperfect tense usage. Also, its modal use with the value
of a Hebrew jussive and as cohortative is Hebraic.

Lancellotti discusses Semitic influence on attributive
and circumstantial participles, bringing out several specific
points at which, he says, Semitic influence is at work.
The participial clause also is included in his discussion.
Finally, the case for Hebrew influence at work on the
infinitive, is presented.

The study is wide-ranging and suggests many possibilities
for further study and research. While specific criticisms
of his findings are included at the appropriate places in
this thesis, we could note here the general weakness of his
monograph-inadequate documentation and illustration from
Hebrew and the LXX of the existence of the many syntactical
equations which he suggests.

The significant but difficult to read morphological
2study of the Ape. by G. Mussies requires mention here since

^Cf. Lancellotti, p.115,
2The Morpholocv of Koine Greek as Used in the 

Apocalypse of John. A Study in Bilingualism (Leiden, 1971)



•li

lts concluding chapter is titled 'The Use of the Verb in 
the Apocalypse'. Here is given in detail a discussion, 
plus statistics, of use of the Voice (pp. 330ff.), Moods 
(pp. 321ff.), participles (pp. 324ff.), and the durative, 
aoristic, futural and perfective categories (pp. 330ff.). 
Again, specific criticisms of his work are to be found in 
the main portion of this thesis.

At this point attention should be drawn to three recent 
monographs in the field of Hellenistic Greek syntax which 
are valuable to the student of the NT for the light they 
throw on the language of the NT. From Sweden comes 
L. Rydbeck, Fachprosa, vermeintliche Volkssprache und 
neues Testament. Studia Graeca Upsaliensa 5 (Uppsala, 
1967); from Greece comes B. Mandilaras, The Verb in the 
Greek Non-literarv Papyri (Athens, 1973), and from the 
Netherlands comes W.F. Bakker's Pronomen Abundans and 
Pronomen Coniunctum (Amsterdam & London, 1974). Discus
sions in relevant parts of this thesis have been signifi
cantly enriched by use made of the findings of the above- 
mentioned authors, and appreciation is expressed for the 
attention given by each to the influence of his research on 
the Greek of the NT as seen in its Hellenistic matrix.

This introductory survey could not be concluded without 
reference to two classic studies devoted to the Semitic 
element in the language of the New Testament. First, a 
work which is so widely established and recognised that it 
hardly requires mention is Matthew Black's Ah Aramaic
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Approach to the Gospels and Acts. Now in its third edition, 
it serves as the standard presentation of the Aramaic element 
in the Greek of the Gospels and Acts. The usefulness of 
this great store of information has a wider application than 
that implied by the title however, and even though the author 
excluded from his study 8emitisms due exclusively to Hebrew 
(cf. p.34), yet anyone acquainted with An Aramaic Approach 
will observe how this thesis has, with certain modifications 
to allow for a difference in subject matter, patterned 
itself after Black's study.

In a more recent monograph Klaus Beyer has made his 
important contribution to the understanding of New Testament 
Greek. His Semitische Syntax im neuen Testament, of which 
Part I only has appeared, brings to bear a great deal of 
Semitic evidence which illuminates un-Greek usage of the 
Clause. His study, rich in Hebrew and Aramaic examples • 
illustrating the constructions under discussion, has been

Idrawn upon in several places where it discussed construc
tions which are found in the Apocalypse.
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CHAPTER I 
TEXTUAL CONSIDERATIONS

The preparation of this thesis has been greatly facili
tated by the excellent textual studies published during the 
last six decades for the Apocalypse, making it the most 
thoroughly studied New Testament book, from the viewpoint 
of text. The commentaries of Bousset and Alio are rich in 
textual references? both however were superseded by the 
commentary of R.H, Charles, who in vol. II included the 
Greek text of the Ape. with extensive critical apparatus.
Latin sources, meanwhile, were carefully presented by 

1H.J. Vogels , These works, in their turn were superseded
oby the masterly apparatus prepared by H.C. Hoskier represent

ing thirty years of labour collating and recording in toto 
the variants found in every Greek ms. of the Ape. known in 
his day, plus a comprehensive treatment of the ancient 
versions, %ile today some doubt is expressed about the 
accuracy of his citations of some versions, yet his accurate 
work on the Greek text is definitive and irreplaceable.

The Greek material presented in Hoskier's apparatus has 
been studied and carefully analysed by Josef Schmid of Munich, 
who has aimed at determining manuscript families and the

1Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der lateinischen 
ApokalVPSe-^bersetzung (Düsseldorf, 1920),

2Concerning the Text of the Apocalypse 2 volumes 
(London, 1929).
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allegiance of the Fathers. In his major work his task is 
sixfold^s (1 ) to accurately define the two medieval forms 
of the text of the Ape. (Koine, and the text used for the 
Commentary of Andreas)? (2) to note the relationship of
these two forms to one another, (3) to demonstrate the two
fold nature of the earlier tradition made possible by the

47discovery of Chester Beatty Papyrus p ? (4) to consider
the possibility of a 'neutral* text? (5) to note the
relation of the Koine and Andreas texts to this earlier
tradition? (6 ) testing of the manuscript tradition by

2the criteria of the language and usage of the Ape. . In
3addition to these main objectives Schmid notes that so 

far no trace of a Western text of the Ape. has been found^.
Since.the publication of Hoskier's apparatus the early 

text of the Ape. has been further illuminated by discovery 
of the p^^, a late third-century manuscript containing

^Studien zur Geschichte des qrlechischen Apokalvpse- 
Textes 2. Teil Die alten Stëmme (München, 1955).

2Admirably summarised in an article by J.N. Birdsall, 
'The Text of the Revelation of S. John', Evangelical 
QuarterIv xxxiii (1951), 228-37.

^On pp.12, note 2 and 150, note 1? cf. ZNW 59 (1968), 
251, v/here this is repeated.

^For a review of Schmid, cf. G.D. Kilpatrick,
Vigiliae Christianae 13 (1959), 1-13.
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1chapters ix.lO - xvii.2 . Several manuscript discoveries
2of minor significance are described by J. Schmid . He

concludes, after describing some thirty-one previously
unknown or unnoticed manuscripts of the Ape. that these are
not of any help in illuminating the early character of the
text (they date mostly from the 10th to the 17th centuries) .

In light of these major textual advances in the Ape.
during the past half century it need not be stressed that
in the work of analysing the nature of Semitic influence on
syntax, the approach which is based on a single manuscript
or printed NT text is inadequate,and can lead only to

4unsatisfactory results- Matthew Black long ago demonstrated 
the weakness of a similar approach, relying only on the 
Westcott-Hort text, for studying the Semitic element in the 
Gospels and Acts. His practice of granting a hearing to 
the more Semitised reading, regardless of its textual pedigree,’ 
should be applied to other portions of the NT text. Ape. 
included. No single manuscript or textual family preserves

Published by F.G. Kenyon, The Chester Beattv Biblical 
Papyri., fasc. iii (London, 1934). For evaluations see 
M.J. Lagrange, 'Les Papyrus Ch. Beatty', Revue Biblique 43 
(1934), 488-93 and R.V.G. Tasker, JTS 50 (1949), 65ff.

^z m  52 (1961), 82-88; Z m  59 (1968), 250-58.

^ZNW 59 (1968), 251.

"̂Aramaic Approach ,̂ p.28f.
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all the more Semitised and therefore more original readings 
in those portions of the NT dependent on Semitic sources.

It is all the more surprising then to notice that the 
two most recent studies on the verb in the Ape., i.e. those 
of Lancellotti and Mussies, ignore in large measure the 
wealth of textual information so readily available, thereby 
limiting their studies to a single printed text of Merle in 
the case of Lancellotti, and a single uncial manuscript 
(Alexandrinus) by Mussies!

In the chapter of his monograph titled 'Textual Criticism 
and Linguistics' Mussies gives reason for his choice of 
Alexandrinus as the basis for his study of the Ape, (p,14)s .

Instead of describing the use of 
language of a text edition which 
is inevitably eclectic the linguist 
will have to choose the best ms. 
available and describe in the first 
place the idiom of that one alone.

This approach is justified if one were aiming to describe 
the use of language as influenced by the textual tradition 
responsible for producing the selected manuscript. In the 
case of codex A for the Ape, we have in fact the book at a 
stage of textual transmission which it reached in the hands 
of 5th century Alexandrian textual scholars.

To penetrate behind this stage of the manuscript tradition 
it is necessary to draw upon a wide range of witnesses for the 
evidence they contain of the earlier, less polished construc
tions, especially Semitisms, which were almost certainly
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removed by certain later copyists. By limiting his work 
to the basis provided by codex A, Mussies imposes undue 
limitations on his findings, especially those in his final 
chapter on the verb.

The only alternative to the single text method pursued 
by Lancelotti and Mussies is that of adopting a judicious 
eclecticism. This means, according to G.D. Kilpatrick^, 
that Î

No readings can be condemned cate
gorically because they are 
characteristic of manuscripts or 
groups of manuscripts. We have to 
pursue a consistent eclecticism.
Readings must be considered 
severally on their intrinsic 
character,

2Elsewhere he notes that in principle any variant which occurs
in a manuscript which is not a copy of another manuscript
may prove to be original. It should not be dismissed because
it does not occur in this or that textual type, nor because

3it has inadequate attestation •

'The Greek New Testament Text of Today and the Textus 
Receptus' in The New Testament in Historv and Contemporary 
Perspectives? Essays in Memory of G.H.C. Macgregor, edited 
by H. Anderson and W, Barclay (Oxford, 1965), p.205f.

V̂igiliae Christianae 13 (1959), 6 ,

^Ibid.
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Another factor, related.to eclecticism in solving 
textual differences in the Ape,, is of course an awareness 
of Semitic idiom in Greek dress, Metzger observes^ that .
'a knowledge of Hebrew and especially Aramaic will occasion
ally throw light upon a variant reading in the Gospels',
The same point is made by Kilpatrick regarding the Ape, when 

2he notes that here perhaps the most important consideration
is language. Among the writers of the NT the Greek of the
Ape. stands out, and would 'invite correction', J, Schmid
emphasizes the importance of understanding language of the 

3Ape. .
This consideration of textual matters concludes with a 

mention of the criterion of Atticism and its implications 
for the text of the Ape. Atticism became a dominant trend 
in Greek literary circles during the first and second 
centuries A.D.; it induced scribes to insert into,the NT 
text Attic forms in place of the Hellenistic originals. 
Kilpatrick in discussihg this trend notes^ that the most 
evident stylistic consideration at work on the NT text was 
the smoothing over or removal of Semitic idioms. He rightly 
suspects that sometimes the attempt to improve the language

1 9The Text of the New Testament (Oxford , 1968)
p. 233

2Vigiliae Chr. 13 (1959), 6 

3,Op. cit., pp. 249-51
1

p.126.
'̂ 'The Greek New Testament Text of Today op. cit.,
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of the NT was successful to the point that the more atticised 
Greek expression appears in our text while the original un- 
Greek one is relegated to the apparatus. This is evident, 
for example, in the use of the tenses of verbs, and where 
an un-Greek tense occurs, there is almost invariably textual 
evidence of considerable uncertainty among ancient copyists, 
with many attempts at smoothing. Our findings, presented 
in the body of this thesis, lend greater support to the idea 
of textual smoothing, showing its extensive nature.

Except in places where the readings of specific NT 
manuscripts are cited, the Greek text used in this thesis 
is that of the United Bible Societies, edited by Aland,
Black, Martini, Metzger, and Wikgren (2nd edition, 1968).
It was not chosen arbitrarily, but because examination shows 
that in it, more than previous printed texts of the Greek NT, 
an effort was made by the editors to include in the text of 
the Apoc. the more semitised readings, whenever textual 
support allowed. For citations of the Hebrew OT the 
edition of Biblia Hebraica, edited by P. Kahle, was employed. 
For the LXX the 3 vol. hand edition by H.B. Swete
was relied upon, since its apparatus criticus is superior 
to that of Rahlf's.
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CHAPTER II 

GREEK VERBS WITH HEBREW MEANINGS^

In Ape. xvii.6 we. read that the Seer was 'astonished* 
at the vision of the great harlot, &6a,upao% lÔiSv

liêva « Here the traditional meaning
oof 6aufid4,etv 'marvel', 'wonder', 'be astonished' hardly

bears the force required by the passage? better, 'he was 
greatly appalled - a sense however unattested in secular 
Greek. In an almost identical expression in Dan. iv.l6 
we find that Aramaic D  means 'appalled, dumb
founded' - 'Daniel was dumbfounded for a moment'. The 
reason is given in the following phrase, 'Do not let the 
dream and its interpretation dismay you'. It should be 
noted that lxx of Dan, here uses the verb employed by the 
Seer; (i8Yd\«<s Ô& 6 . Note
the use of corresponding Hebrew gal Î) with
identical meaning in Lev. xxvi.32, which in the LXX is

For a recent evaluation of words in the Ape. under 
real or supposed Hebrew influence, cf. .Matthew Black,
"Some Greek Words with 'Hebrew' Meanings in the Epistles and 
Apocalypse" in the forthcoming Festschrift for Prof. William 
Barclay.

2In later development the Hellenistic 0&upd&s&w 
took the auxiliary definition of 'honour', 'admire'? cf. 
Liddell & Scott, s.v, .

^The term D  73 has two definitions, with uncertain 
connection; 'desolated', and 'appalled'; cf. BDB Hebrew 
Lexicon, s.v.
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t r a n s la t e d  by  0aupdcrovmt Ix * ot #%8poi

'thé enemies who occupy it shall be appalled’ (NEB).
Elsewhere in Dan. we find the expression in viii.27 'I was 
appalled by the vision' (LXX xaî lOaSpâ ov opacrtv ).

On the basis of these occurrences it is here suggested 
that when Ôavpd̂ to is employed, and the meaning 'marvel',
'astonished' seems too weak, one should understand 'appalled' 
after the meaning of the Hebrew equivalent. We could add 
here Ape. xvii.7 Atd tC eQaujiowmç; ? 'why are you
appalled?'

The two remaining occurrences of Oaupd̂ co 
require separate consideration. In Ape. xiii.3 lOavpdcrôTj
o\r) h oiçCcnü iro0 OripCou , the traditional rendering
of which is represented by the NEB ‘The whole world went 
after the beast in wondering admiration*; cf. followed
the beast with wonder' (RSV). Both renderings attempt to 
deal with the incongruous aorist passive^. The traditional 
explanation, that here we have a passive form for deponent 
is not convincing, because in his two uses of the verb noted 
above the Seer chose the active voice. A different explana
tion is called for, and the conjectural translation to 
follow is based on the fact already established, that

ôav|idçpc» in the Ape. has the meaning of Heb. T)Z)

On the aorist form for possible active verbs, cf.
B1~D §78, also section on Voice, infra. Ape. xiii.3 and 
xvii.8 contain the only two occurrences of the passive form; 
elsewhere the NT uses the active. • •
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I conjecture that in Ape. xiii.3 sOavpdcrOTi =
'be desolated' in the sense expressed numerous times by the
Hebrew equivalent; eg. Eze xxxv.15 H  * J7 U  ^  tiJ' T r :
'You shall be desolate'. It should be noted in support
that while in Greek an increasing sense of 'honour', 'admire'

1become attached to the verb , Hebrew has no such connota
tion, however. Therefore in order to appreciate what effect 
the sense of Hebrew 'desolate', 'devastate' would give, we 
must read Ape, xiii.3-4 without any trace of the idea of 
worship - i.e. 'The whole world was devastated in the wake 
of ( èîcCcrtü perhaps for • ^  with the sense
'behind') the beast. So they threw themselves down before 
the dragon because it gave authority to the beast? then 
they threw themselves down before the beast, declaring "who 
is like the beast? Who can make war against him?" '
The final phrase supports the conjectural translation; the 
beast is free to devastate and tyramze the earth because 
there is no force to oppose it. Finally, verse 7 reveals 
that the same beast has conquered the saints in battle; 
furthermore, he exercises sÇovcrCa over every tribe,
people, language group, and nation. In vs.8 all on earth 
(except those inscribed in the lamb's book) again prostrate 
themselves before the tyrant. The fate of any who refuse

1Cf. Bauer-Arndt & Gingrich, s.v. 2,
where 'wonder' is equated "with 'worship',

2Here Ttpooxvvêo) without sense of 'worship'.
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to capitulate is stated indirectly ‘for those who have ears' 
in VolO - exile and death by the sword, in words taken from 
Jeremiah's captivity passages, xv.2 and xliii.ll. The 
Seer closes this dramatic section with the words 'here is
the patience and faith of the saints'.

Seen from this angle, one comes to doubt whether any 
sense of 'worship', 'marvel', 'admiration' finds its way into 
the passage. To the contrary, the mood is created by a 
powerful irresistible tyrant beast who extracts submission 
from his subjects.

The other passive, 8a,vpcw8f)o'owccui , in Ape, xvii.8
should be translated ‘those who inhabit the earth shall be 
devastated’. Unfortunately for this conjecture, ^€üUj4.cc^cu 

with the sense 'to devastate' does not occur in the LXX.
ACôwjjii. appears frequently in the Ape., as does

its equivalent JJH J in the OT, sometimes in the
sense of 'to set, p l a c e A p e .  iii.8 ôêôoDxa
lv<j«ttov orot) is unusual Greek, but as Helbing

2in his observations on the cases in the LXX notes, is Hebraic 
and means 'set','place', as does "jJl ] in 2 Ki iv.43,
where the LXX renders tC ôfô 'uoSro kvimiov kxa'vov &v6p0v; 
'How am I to set this before a hundred men?' ( lvo&%tov =

^ ). Cf. also xiii.16 'place a mark'?
xvii.17 put it in their heads'.

1 3Cf. Black, op.cit.? cf. his Aramaic Approach , p.132,
2Die Kasussvntax der Verba bei den Septuaqinta 

(Gottingen, 1928), pp.52, 193.
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The causative sense of ôÊôùopi is clear in
Ape. iii.9, Ôtô̂  Ix Tfic ovvaYwyflc Totf Samvât
'I will make (those) of Satan's synagogue'.,.'. Equivalent 
OT usage is seen in Isa iii,4 U   ̂"7J/3 O J)<* T : “ Î

TD n T and I shall make boys their princes^ .Y
Cf. Apc. iii. 21 è vtxSv Ôĉcno xa6fout pe?' I|io0
'he who conquers I will make ( gr^mt?) to sit with me’.

The Ôuxret xpoo'suxprg ayCwv in
2Ape. viii.3 is puzzling. Charles suggests one should-

understand ôvptdpa'ra after ÔÆcret # 'that he
might cense the prayers, and so make them acceptable before 
God'. While not feeling satisfied with his emendation, 
we have no suitable alternate explanation for the use of 

. here. As Black noted^, a special
feature of the Ape, is its frequent use of IôôOt] with
an impersonal singular, to reflect the sense of
meaning 'to allow, to permit's so Ape. vi.6 , vii.2, ix.5, 
7,14,15, xvi.8 , xix.8 .

In LXX Nu. xiii.30 xXnpovo|ietv expresses the
idea of taking possession by forces 'Let us go at once 
and occupy it? for we are well able to overcome it' (R8V - 
italics mine). This strong sense attached to the verb is 
not native to the Greek language but derives from the
underlying Hebrew 1  ̂ 'take possession of', 'displace'?T

^Cf. BDB, op, cit., S.V.  ̂r? ] for further examples 
Î, 230,
3'Some Greek Words with "Hebrew"Meanings
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and in a secondary sense 'to inherit'^. It is employed 
elsewhere in the LXX with similar force; Lev. xx.24 
'you shall take over their land (s.c, the land of the nation 
which Jahweh was to cast out before them, vs. 23), for I 
will give it to you to possess'. (Again, Hebrew JZ/ ”) ** ).

Such usage can only be described as a pure Semitism, 
since nothing like it is to be found in Greek. Many times 
in the LXX this verb is used in a milder though still 
Semitic sense of 'acquire, possess', without implied force. 
Isa.lxi.7 in your land you shall possess a double
portion' - here again xXripovofj.eî'v ~ U/ T
Cf. 3 Ki. xvii.24 '(The king of Assyria brought people 
and placed them in the cities ...) so they took possession 
of Samaria'(italics mine). In the majority of OT passages 
where xXripovojaetv translates 1 ^, the idea of
possessing land, cities, fields, etc. which were ii> the • 
hands- of others is expressed. Only in .a comparatively few 
places does the terra actually denote its Greek sense 'to 
inherit'.

Since Polybius (II B.C.) uses ?tXnpovofie?v twice in
the sense 'to acquire , obtain, a’f]v . » « ôogcLV 
in 15,22,31, cpfni-nv in 18,55,8,^ it is not a pure
Hebraism. But except for these two passages, its only

^Cf, BDB Hebrew Lexicon s.v. U/ "7 **
2Cf. Liddell & Scott, s.v. KXripovo{iêü>
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attestation meaning 'acquire, possess' comes from 2nd 
century A.D. authors such as Lucian and Phf.ynichus.
Never does it take this meaning in classical Greek^.

In line with OT usage and opposed to Hellenistic
Greek , the verb meaning 'inherit' is rare in the NT?

2according to Bauer only once. Gal. iv.30: 06 y&p
(in xXTipovofifjcret & utdç 'this son (of a slave) shall by 
no means inherit', which cites LXX Gen. xxi.lO, where 
xXnpovopIca = (ZZ _ Other NT occurrences (about 17)
conform to Hebraic usage, e.g. Matt, v-5 o&ToS 
x\ripovo|j.f)0'ou<nV they shall possess the land*
(a citation of Ps. xxxvii.ll); no idea of inheritance in 
the legal sense is implied; this refers to the taking 
possession of a territory in the OT sense, although allowance 
must be made for a metaphorical,not literal 'territory'? 
cf. xix,29 'whoever has left houses ... or lands for my 
sake .. o shall gain possession of ( xXripovo|if}cyet )
eternal life'.

In Ape. xxi.7, immediately following his vision of a 
new heaven and new earth (land), the Seer reports the promise 
of the one on the throne: b vix65v xXupovoiJificmt mtJm
'the one who is victorious shall take possession of all this'. 
Here is the final canonical echo of the promise of a land

1Cf. Bauer, s.v, %Xnpovop&w 2. ? this is
Hellenistic Greek usage, he notes.

^Ibid, 1.
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and heritage first made to Abram, according to Gen. xv.7.
In neither passage does the verb xX-npovoiiêo) / i/J ^

denote ‘ inherit’, must be understood in its Hebraic sense.
The idea of heirship is expressed in both passages, however, 
and it is certainly not coincidental. In Gen. xv.1-4 
Abram’s chief concern is his lack of a male heir; he was 
childless, so the possession of the promised land meant 
little, if it could not be passed on to a legitimate heir.

The Seer dealt with a similar concept, which included 
in common with the Gen. passage a ’new land*, a city (cf.
Heb. xi.lO Abraham looked forward to a city), and the issue
of legal heir: Ape. xxi.7b JcrofiOit xat o,Wo«;

jjiot vJoc ? the matter in the Ape. was resolved
by conferral of sonship.

Black in his article cited supra has dealt with the 
various Hebrew meanings expressed by àb in e tv when it
translates "j (Z/A/ 'to oppress ’ , or more specifically, 'to 
defraud, to cheat'? e.g. Hos, xii.B 'False scales are in
merchants' hands and they love to cheat'(NEB).

Of the ten occurrences of in the Ape.,
nine (xxii.ll being excepted) were declared by Charles^ to 
mean 'hurt'. Black is not so sure, and in his examination 
makes some interesting suggestions. The difficult 'hurt 
not ( ) the oil and the wine ' of vi.6
could in fact express the sense 'and do not (fraudulently)

Î, 59; II, 222.
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I
O

1withhold the oil and the wine' „ This suggestion seems to 
derive support from its context, which is generally under
stood to refer to a fixing of the maximum price for the main 
food-stuffs “ a whole day's wage for the average daily 
consumption of a worlonan.

In a number of passages in the Ape. which refer to 
God's judgments 'harming' - i.e. smiting, or destroying 
the earth. Black agrees that aôixe?v has the sense of
hiphi1 of /7 3  3 'to smite's e.g. Isa. x.20.
Generally, the English versions render 'to harm', but a 
stronger sense of 'to smite seems justified in Ape. vii.2,3,
ix.4 ,1 0 , and possibly ii.ll.

2Charles suggests that should be
given the secondary sense of Hebrew 'to devastate' in 
Ape. ii.27 and xix.5, based on the LXX mistranslation in 
Ps. ii,9. Black however dissents, pointing out that the 
fact that the LXX mistranslated does not imply that the 
Seer intended to express the sense of 'devastate': it means
'rule'only. But although he notes that xotpc&Zvetv 
is paralleled with (rovarpCpemï. in ii.27 and 
in xix.15. Black does not explain how the concepts of 'rule' 
and 'smash' the nations are to be combined. Certainly 
behind both passages lies the idea of conquest, patterned 
after the conquest of Canaan by the Hebrews under Jahweh's

^As rendered by Black, op. cit. 
Î, 76.
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command, with the goal of 'possessing' the territory
promised to the patriarch Abraham^. In this sense

Tîotjiâ vetv = 'push aside' or 'shepherd away' the
heathen to make way for Jahweh's chosen people.

Finally, Black notes that the favoured expression
vtxdv in the Ape. (15 occurrences) is used along

Greek lines for the most part.■ Abnormal 'hebraic' usage
2which was claimed for Ape. v.5 by Scott , who would translate 

'worthy, able', on the basis of Aramaic H  3 T  
Black is not convinced however, and is probably right in 
accepting the NEB rendering '... the lion of the tribe of 
Judah ... has conquered, so that he can open the scroll ...'.

Cf. the discussion under xX-npovopetv supra,

^P.20; cf. Torrey, The Apocalvpse of John, p.107.
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CÎÎAPTER III

SEMITIC INFLUENCE ON VERBAL SYNTAX

PART A. VOICE

THIRD PERSON PLURAL VERBS WITH INDEFINITE SUBJECT

3
111 his Aramaic Approach Matthew Black draws the follow

ing summary of Aramaic influence on Greek impersonal 3rd- 
person plural verbs in the Gospels and Acts^s

The passive is less frequently used 
in Aramaic than in Greek, its place 
being taken by an impersonal con
struction, uncommon in Greek apart 
from Xéyoïxn , tpacrf , In
the appearance of this impersonal 
construction in the Gospels, Wellhausen 
detected the influence of Aramaic 
(Binl. p.18; cf. Wilcox, Semitisms 
of Acts, pp. 127ff,). An examination 
of the distribution of the construc
tion in the Gospels confirms his view.

R.H. Charles noted the occurrence of this construction a
number of times in the Ape., and also pointed to its frequent
occurrence in biblical Aramaic, citing a number of passages 

2in Daniel . In their NT Grammar, Bl-D recognise that 'the

^P,126f. Occurrences in the Gospels are cited.
Cf. Beyer, pp. 226ff.

^Charles I, 362; Dan. iv. 13, 22, 23, 29; v.20, 21;
vii. 12, 26. Ezr vi.5. Torrey, p.42 cites this as 
evidence of an Aramaic origin of the Ape.
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range of ideas expressed by jthe impersonal 3rd-person 
plural] enlarged under the influence of Aramaic (which is 
not fond of the passive); in classical Greek the construc
tion is used primarily with verbs of saying, etc., as is the 
case in Modern Greek^r‘ Nigel Turner adds several examples

2illustrating the variety of subjects which can be understood .
In a more recent study on the indefinite 3rd plural, a 

Swedish Greek scholar, Lars Rydbeck, has presented new 
evidence which, he believes, should bring about a revision 
of the traditional views of both classical grammarians and 
NT Greek and Semitic specialists on this construction .
In his first chapter, titled ‘Subjektlose 3. Person Plural 
für den Begriff "man" bei Verben ausserhalb der Gruppe der 
verba dicendi', Rydbeck states as the object of his study 
a presentation of a hitherto little-lmown application.of 
the 3rd person plural, exclusive of verbs of saying, during 
the various periods of the Greek language^. He first notes 
that grammarians are at fault for always distinguishing 
between the Greek 3rd person plural indirect verb and the

^130 ('2); cf. Moulton-Howard, Gramm. II, 447 for 
similar statement,

^Moulton-Turner III, 292f,
3See his book, Pachorosa, Vermeintliche Volkssprache 

und Neues Testament. Acta Univers!tatis Upsaliensis Studia 
Graeca Upsaliensia 5 (Uppsala, 1967).

^Ibid., p.27 n.l.
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use of 'one' (German man) in modern usage when expressing 
a general, concrete meaning. While the Greek language 
has its peculiar sense attached to certain occurrences of 
the indefinite 3rd person plural, it is in many cases

1rendered smoothly and practically by the use of 'one'.
To illustrate this point, several examples of the 

impersonal 3rd plural are drawn from the works of Dioscurides, 
the Greek medical author of the mid-lst century A.D.
Rydbeck shows how Diosc. applied verbs other than those of 
saying/naming in the 3rd person plural in a more or less 
general meaning : examples include Ôo\Ĉ oü<rt v ,

Xp55vmt / {iCoYoucTî-v / v ,

àvaXafiPdvoucrtV , etc. Further, he notes that these and 
other verbs were employed•alternately as passives, as are 
the verbs of saying. Thus he concludes that these verbs 
in the impersonal 3rd plural always possess a very concrete 
sense? they lead one to think immediately of the persons 
who have to do directly with the matter in question. It 
does not then appear unnatural that a language so concrete 
as Greek should make use of the 3rd person plural directly, 
without an anchorage to a particular subject. While the 
use of a passive was always open to Diosc., yet on occasion 
he employed the indefinite plural as a necessary variation? 
one can further formulate that his technical prose needed a

^Ibid., p. 28,
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linguistic expedient, of itself unmeaningful in character, |
when it came to portraying to a definite person facts which 1

1 iwere of a more general and timeless nature , I

Rydbeck continues to develop his view by citing a i
}number of occurrences of the impersonal 3rd person plural 

from various periods of Greek literature? from the classical 
period of Thucydides, Plato, Xenophon, Pseudo-Demosthenes, I

etc., he finds about fifteen examples, some of which were I

considered by modern editors to be errors, thus standing I
2 1altered in the critical apparata . More classical examples I

j
could be found, he asserts, if one took the time to search j
for them. He further states that in this connection one ji
must concede that when such impersonal passages in the 3rd j

!

person plural form (if they may be called such) are occurring |
Îin classical Greek, it is not improbable that the subject j

is of a general nature, which appears vaguely to the writer i
in his actual train of thought, prepared in this person, |
and situated in this verb ending^. |

In short, by Hellenistic times the impersonal 3rd person 
plural was employed as an effective and practical linguistic 
expedient, whenever general discussion or reference was |
desired, to 'what one did'^.

^Ibid., p.29f.

^Ibid., p, 34.

^Ibid., p. 35,

^Tbid., p. 36.
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At this point Rydbeck asks, why have the grammarians 
not hitherto noted this construction's more general 
existence by the time of Hellenistic Greek? The reason 
given is that in nearly every case their conclusions are 
based on linguistic material only down to Aristotle, thus, 
giving phenomena such as the impersonal 3rd plural the 
designation of 'exception'. The line of continuing
development shown by Greek prose is thus not recognised, 
and the artificial demarcation (between various periods of 
the language) is created, upon which rests our estimation 
of the manner of expression, thus aggravating our prospects 
of understanding such an elementary type of expression in 
Greek^.

While holding reservations about his concluding assertion, 
we nonetheless recognise that Rydbeck has made a valuable 
contribution in assembling examples which demonstrate the 
existence of the impersonal 3rd plural from earliest Hellenis
tic times right through to the beginning of the 3rd century 
A.D.? his book should be consulted for the twenty or so 
examples cited.

Turning his attention to NT Greek, Rydbeck makes a 
special examination of this phenomenon in Luke, and confesses 
that he is unqualified to handle the Aramaic and Hebrew' 
antecedents which might lie behind this construction in

^Rydbeck, op. cit,, p.37
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biblical Greek; nor does he discuss whether the phenomenon 
can be found in the LXX, He then cites ISTP grammarians, 
arid notes the case made by Dalman for Semitic influence in 
the form of the 3rd person plural as an indirect reference 
to God; he then cites seventeen Lukan passages which con
tain the construction and makes the following observations: 
while Luke's impersonal 3rd plural verbs usually occur in 
the future and narrative tenses, the non-biblical examples 
with a few exceptions were always in the present tense.
He concludes that the impersonal and general meaning of the 
construction is easier to understand intuitively when the 
verb is present tense. Also, Dalman's suggestion that 
reference to God stands behind several at least of the 
Lukan occurrences Rydbeck cannot criticise. He does note, 
however, that even in those cases where Semitic influence 
must be reckoned with, they are not of such a nature that 
they would not have been subject to the more powerful 
influence of Hellenistic Greek usage, since the inherent 
Greek characteristics were evolving along similar lines as 
those of the Semitic languages. Also of significance to 
Rydbeck was his final point, that some occurrences of the 
construction in Luke (i.e, vi.44, xii.ll, xiv.35) are so 
similar to those shown from secular prose that they are 
indistinguishable^.

^Op. cit., pp, 39-42
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From the foregoing summary of Rydbeck*s first chapter 
two firm conclusions can be dra\ms first, the occurence of 
impersonal 3rd plural verbs (excluding those of saying) 
in classical Greek is more widespread than was previously 
recognised; second, it becomes increasingly evident that 
this construction underwent development during the history 
of the Greek language, with an apparently increasing fre
quency of use in later periods. In short, Rydbeck has 
succeeded in legitimising the construction in literary 
secular Greek, and has shown its acceptable use in various 
periods of the language. What he admittedly failed to do, 
however, was to explain how an acceptable, albeit infrequent, 
point of grammar as the 3rd person plural came to be used 
with significantly greater frequency just in those Greek 
documents which have a direct or indirect link with an 
Aramaic source, i,e. Theodotion's Greek version of Daniel, 
the Gospels, and quite possibly, some portions of the Ape.
Nor has he satisfactorily shown that in Greek there was the 
same distinction between the indefinite plural subject ('one') 
which is commonly found in colloquial speech in many languages, 
and the truly Aramaic (and, to a much lesser degree, Hebraic)
indefinite subject which admits of no particular human agent

1and is thus equivalent to a passive , His discoveries thus 
have not done away with the need for seeking an explanation

^Cf, Kautzsch, Gram, d, bibl.-Aram. §96
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of many NT occurrences of impersonal 3rd person plural 
verbs on lines other than those of Greek usage,

A survey of the occurrences of this construction in 
the biblical material reveals that it is found in the OT 
very frequently to express the ordinary indefinite plural 
subject 'they', 'one', when reference is made to people 
generally. This, then, would correspond to the category 
of the Greek construction demonstrated by Rydbeck. There 
are however a few occurrences of the 3rd person plural to 
express an indefinite subject, where the context would not 
admit of an human agent, or at least not of several^.
In this case the 3rd person plural comes to have the mean
ing of a true passive, as noted suora for Aramaic. Of the
ten examples of this latter category cited by GK, which

2have their parallel in the LXX only one was rendered by 
a Greek impersonal 3rd person plural, viz. Gen. xxxiv.27 
IjLtLOcVocV « they polluted Dinah ' .

This paucity of occurrences contrasts sharply against 
the concentrated cluster found in the Aramaic portions of 
the OT, and their corresponding rendering in Greek, especially

SS §144 d-g.
2‘Gen. xxxiv.27; Job vii.3, iv.l9, vi.2, xviii.18,

xix.26, xxxiv.20? Ps. xliii.ll; Prov. ii.22, ix.ll.
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in Theodotion's Daniel, Charles cited eight from Daniels 
iv,13, 22, 23, 29? v.20, 21? vii.l2 , 26; also Ezra vi.5.
Five of these are rendered by the Greek 3rd person plural.

In the Ape,

The construction appears in the Ape, in the following 
passages: ii.24 X̂ YOutrE-v 'what they call' (i.e.
'what is called*)? viii.2 ml eCôov To&ç «xYYêXouç
... ml (Copt.) ‘ and I saw the seven angels
who were given' (.lit, 'and they gave to them').

In his book The Words of Jesus Gustaf Dalman drew 
attention to the tendency of Aramaic, noted by Rydbeck, of 
preferring the passive voice of the verb in order to avoid 
naming God as subject. Many times the Aramaic passive was 
in fact expressed by an active 3rd person plural. This 
Dalman illustrates with passages from Daniel^. It is sig
nificant to note that the following passages from the Ape. 
fall into the same category, where reference to God is made
x.ll xa.1 X̂ YoixTLV ( Y  A p^^; corrected to Xeyet 
by many minusc. plus the versions) pot Act ere TidXtv 

I ■jcpocpYjTctout 'and they said to me, you must prophecy 
again' (lit, 'and God said to me ,.,)? xii,6 Xvcu 

Ixct 'ïpêcjKjixnv ( 'upccpet. ‘ ■ 2025) that

^English translation of Worte Je.su (Edinburgh, 1902),
pp, 224-26,
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there they (God?) might feed her'?

xvi.15 xat pXê-Küxrtv ( pXexet
1852: pXcT̂ri 2071) dorx'npocrBvnv aSmS
'Ĵ blessed is he ... x̂ ho keeps his garments, that he go not
naked] and they (i.e. God) see his indecency*. It is
evident that uncertainties arose over the construction in
each case, but nowhere was a correction made to a passive
form.

INTRANSITIVE ACTIVE VERBS EXPRESSING CAUSATIVE SENSK^

Conybeare and Stock note that in the LXX an intransitive 
active verb may express a causative sense, most certainly 
due to Hebrew influence. For example, patrtXeveiv 
in Greek means 'to be king' but it is often found in the LXX 
with the sense 'to make king'. In their discussion of this 
phenomenon, Bl-D recognise this and other verbs in the LXX

^Conybeare & Stock §84? cf. Bl-D §309 (1)
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as causative, although they are less certain of its Hebraic 
nature than is, for example, W. Schmid̂ ' who in a review of 
R« Helbing's volume on Kasussyntax in the LXX lists (along 
with pacrtXê etv ) ’to animate' as an example
of numerous verbs which in secular Greek are intransitive, 
but which take on a causal meaning in the LXX under influ
ence of the Hebrew piel and hiphi1 stem verbs, which are then 
usually followed by direct objects in the accusative case. 
Such constructions made no significant appearance in clas
sical Greek, or in the language of the papyri, but are 
abundant in the LXX; note Gen. iii.18 xal

p̂&poXovq avaTeXetr 0*01. 'thorns and thistles it shall 
cause to come forth to you', which translates a Hebrew 
hiphil imperfect FT , Note also the objects
in the accusative case. P. Katz noted that some LXX 
translators, such as that responsible for Lamentations, go
far in the use of these intransitive active verbs in a 

2causative sense .

In the NT

In the NT paGri'îeOeiv often occurs with the same

^Philoloqische Wochenscrift 49 (1929), 468.
2In J. Ziegler, Beitrdge zur leremias-Septuaginta. 

Nachrichten der Akad. d. Wiss. in Gdttingen (phil.-hist 
Klasse), Jalirg- 1958, nr. 2.
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1sense? also other, verbs , In the Ape, two occurrences 
of the verb e{>aYY£kC4ea6air are suggested as intran
sitives with causative sense; cf, also Acts xvi.lVD*.
Ape, X.7 00Ç e5'iTfï*èXt<re (- ouTo minusc,) roSç

ÔouXoPc TOPS p̂ocp'nmç. Charles notes that only 
here is eûaYYekĈ eaôat. plus accusative as an active 
found in the NT. Cf. xiv,6 Ixovm ê aYŶ ^̂ o'' o,L&vtov 

e6a,YYGX(oui (- YYsXi^oo^oii p^^) l*Kt TO&c
xa0ifiiievot>4 . The causative sense of both is however 

disputed by Bl-D, who prefer the wider Hellenistic sense 
of 'to announce the good news' for these occurrences,

R.B.Y. Scott in his published thesis The Original
2Language of the Apocalypse drew attention to what he 

described as ’periphrasis' for Hebrew verbs in the causative 
stem. In Greek, the causative sense must be expressed by 
use of a second verb, auxiliary to the main one. Such 
constructions are relatively much less common in Greek than 
in Semitic languages, which expressed causatives by a simple 
modification of the verbal stem, A helpful study of these 
two distinctive methods of rendering the Semitic causative 
into an Indo-European language has recently been published 
by Dr, Kedar-Kopfstein, of Israel, in an article titled

3'Die Wiedergabe des hebrâischen Kausative in der Vulgata* ,

^Cf, Bl-D §309 (l) for further examples. 

^Toronto, 1928, p.10,

^ZAW 85 (1-973), pp, 197-219,
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His observations, though directed primarily toward the 
translation methods found in the Vulgate, apply quite well 
to Greek also, especially in regard to the different modes 
of translating Hebrew causatives. The first, that pointed 
out earlier by Conybeare & Stock supra, in which a single 
Greek verb is given the causative sense, is termed synthetic, 
while the mode which employs an auxiliary verb (ref, to 
by Scott) is called analytic. Thus for example, the Hebrew 
verb FI n n  1 'making it to bring forth' in Isa.T " ; ' ;
Iv.lO is translated in LXX synthetically, ml êxjSAacrt-noil > 

but by Symraachus analytically, xal
‘xofcfjo'et , Dr. Kedar-Kopfstein gives the following exx. 

of analytic translations in the LXX, for illustrations

 ̂Isa, xxix. 21 ot Tcotoîfv'ceç apap'cerp 
for ( Ü 1 H  )

Isa, xlii.16 ota-uftotiSr -xotficx*) 
for 1

He also observes that while in the LXX the analytic form
occurs here and there, it is the synthetic which as a rule
predominates. In the later trans, of Symraachus however,

2the analytical form is somewhat more frequent , This is

^Ibid,, p.2 0 0 ,

Îbid.
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clearly the case in the Apoc. as well, for while only two 
somewhat uncertain cases of the synthetic type of causative

occur, there are numerous cases of the 
analytic type, employing a form of noietv plus main verb 
(usually in the infinitive). Scott^ cites as an obvious 
example Apoc, xiii.13 « xam0a£vetv
With this construction the mss. evince a widespread uncer
tainty, with a strong tendency to omit the very un-Greek 

, while changing inf, mmpaCvetv into a
finite form. Scott cites also the following;

iii.9 lôoù xotf|ow tva
V » 2n̂ oucTiv xat xpotrxüv̂ oücrt V

xiii.l2 xat xote? ... ïva xpocncuv'̂ oücrtv

(vs. 15) xat IôôOt} ôoiJvat ...
Xal XLOfhoil ?va

3xpocntu vntïîiûcrt V

P.10; *but cf L S J /  s.v, Tfoieco A.JL, lb.

2Mussies, p.321, notes that tva plus subjunctive/ 
fut. indie, could reflect the Semitic causative sense as 
could the infin. when following xotetv.

3Mussies, loc. cit., argues that the seemingly synonymous 
construction of ÔCAwjit plus inf. etc., really means
'permit, allow', rather than 'cause', thus not expressing a 
true causative sense (here also he should place xii.17

ôôvrî ai &YopqoD,(, % xouXfloat , which means 'no one able
(permitted) to buy or to sell ' ),
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(vs. 15) xat Tcotê
% va ôSkrt v ...

xvi,6 aÙTors ôlôooxaç x&eEv
(but the verb here is not 
intransitive).

We thus see here a demonstration of how the modes of 
translating Semitic hiphil causatives into Greek, plainly 
documented in the LXX and other Greek versions of the OT, 
have made their way into the language of the Ape,, especially 
in the analytic form, by which a Semitic causative stem 
verb is rendered by use of the verb xotetv plus main
verb, which is often (not always) intransitive, and which 
occurs as an infinitive or aor. subj./fut. indie. It may 
be worthy of note when considering the possibilities of 
Semitic substrates underlying portions of the Ape. that the 
exx. cited here are grouped for the most in vvs. 13-16 of 
ch. xiii.

Along similar lines we note that the auxiliary use of 
the verb as discussed by Black, Aramaic Approach ,̂ p.l25f,, 
which is based again on Semitic usage, occurs also in the 
Ape.; xvi.l 'Ymys're xal èxxésTs %à<; âxm cp tdXaç 
•go and empty the seven bowls'? cf. verse 2 xal 
dxfiXOev Ô xpS'Coç xal Içéxsev n;f)V (ptdX'riv. J. Jeremias in his 

Abendmahlsworte Jesu pp. 8 8ff, (cited by Black, loc. cit.) 
cites also Ape. viii.5 xal el̂Xritpev & oYYskoç *îôv
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Xipavwtov xat Eyépicnsv aùtov 'The angel took and emptied 
the censer'«

PASSIVE OF 0AUMAZEIN

Several commentators^ have called attention to the 
strange use of passive forms s0aupdo0ii (- paoiev PQ 
minusc.) in Ape. xiii. 3 and Gaupiao-B uou VTa i (AP 1611
syr^^s 0at)(jia(yovmt Koine) in xvii.8 . Grimm-Thayer ' s 
New Testament Greek Lexicon would make these occurrences in 
the Ape, middle? the construction is 'neither Greek nor 
Hebrew', remarked H. GunkelJ That the Seer himself knew 
the proper use of the active form of the verb is evident 
from verses 6 and 7 of chapter xvii, where the active form 
occurs twice. One must therefore seek some external 
influence which led the Seer, deliberately or otherwise, to 
employ passive forms just in these two passages.

According to H. St. J. Thackeray, a tendency of the 
Greek language during Hellenistic times was for many deponent 
verbs, particularly those expressing emotion, to adopt the 
aorist passive suffix - ©nv in place of the aorist middle, 
A further stage of this development included the substitution

^Bousset, p.162; Alio, p.206? Charles, I, 350f.
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of the passive for the old middle futures^. On the 
analogy of this trend, he would account for the deponent 
use of the aorist passive and future passive forms in 
Ape. xiii.3 and xvii.8 , respectively.

Turning to the biblical literature, we find that
occurs a number of times in the LXX, where

2it translates a variety of Hebrew verbs. Thackeray 
observed that ' lOaupdcfOTiv , 6aw|iacr0f|a'o{jat in LXX
are used passively (in class, sense), not as deponents, as 
in the Apocalypse'. An examination of the other occurrences 
of ©aiîpd̂ eov in the LXX suggests a possible
exception to that cited by Thackeray; Isa. lxi.6 Iv

a&T#v 0au}iao6rioTe<T0e 'and you shall glory in their 
riches' (MT t n O D a i  ). The sig-
nificance of this passage lies in the fact that the passive 

0au|io<y0f|OTe<r0e renders an underlying hithpael
verb^.

H. St. J. Thackeray, A Grammar of the Old Testament 
in Greek (Cambridge, 1909), I, 238f. Kühner-Blass , 
AusfdM.iche Grammatik der griechischen Sorache' (Hannover, 
1890) I, §3 24 contains a list of some 55 verbs which had 
already in class. Greek expressed deponents with passive 
forms? cf. Bl-D §78. Against Blass (followed by W. Bauer, 
Wdrterbuch, s.v, 0au{id̂ o> 2) who urges that Oaoiad̂ stv
was among that class of deponents preferring aorist forms; 
textual evidence indicates that the active &0a,6pao% 
was preferred by later copyists.

Ôp. cit., p.240, n.l.

^The underlying Hebrew root, HZ)  ̂ or "123 K
(probably the latter, cf. BDB Hebrew & English Lexicon, s.v.

“123K , p.56 b) means 'act proudly'.
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The explanation for the passive forms, which are to be 
construed as true passives, is to be found in the conjecture 
developed elsewhere in this thesis^ that the verbs are to 
be understood as meaning 'be desolated', a sense expressed 
by the underlying Hebrew 13 ^  Thus Ape. xiii.3
I would translate 'the whole world was devastated by ('in 
the wake of?) the beast', and xvii.8 'those who inhabit 
the earth shall be devastated'.

•PASSIVE USE OF MNHS8 HNAI^

Charles^ draws attention to the passive use of 
in Ape. xvi.19 xat paBvXèv pGydXn 

IjjLvfKJÔTî &V&CIOV Toa Ôeoü ôoBvat 'and Babylon the
great was remembered before God to give to her ... * (as 
opposed to the idiomatic RSV rendering 'and God remembered'), 
This verb obviously fits into the class termed 'theological

cpassives' by M. Zerwick which are employed in order to 
avoid directly naming God as agent. That this construction

^Cf. supra, Greek Verbs with Hebrew Meanings. 

^Cf. BDB, OP. cit., s.v. "D ̂  Y  

^Cf. Bl-D §313; Moulton-Turner Gramm. Ill, 58. 

^11, 52.

M̂- Zerwick, Biblical Greek (Rome, 1953), §236.
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is used widely throughout the NT, with a variety of verbs, 
he demonstrates from the beatitudes; Matt. v.5ff. 'they 
shall be comforted', 'they shall be filled'-, 'they shall 
be called', etc. J- Jeremias^ considered this construc
tion in the gospels as an Aramaism which is found frequently 
in the discourses, thus perhaps serving to indicate the 
ipsissima verba of Jesus. The same verb which occurs in 
Ape, xvi,19 is also found, with identical meaning, in Acts 
X.31, where Peter declared to Cornelius itff'n̂tovcrO'n ctod 

xpocreux'n a l IXerijiocrSvat ouu ljiv^cr0TKJO.v IvwKtov

toy 0Go9 'your prayer was heard and your charities
remembered before God'. It could be argued that this 
particular use of the passive voice as an indirect reference 
to God has no special Semitic flavour were it nor for obvious 
OT antecedents employing., an identical construction, as 
noted by Charles; Ezek. iii.20 00 pvnorôÆo'tv ql

ôtxatocrôvat a&toB 'his righteous deeds will not be 
remembered'; cf. xviii.24. In both places the Greek 
passive translates a Hebrew 3rd person plural niphal

n J ' I J f ' T ) o This is no doubt a case of Hebrew influ-T : - T '
ence on the voice of the verb, since such usage is neither

9classical, nor is it found in the papyri „

^Festschrift Wikenhauser, p.93 (cited by Zerwick) 

^Cf. Moulton-Turner III, 58.
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Summary of Chapter III Part A

In'drawing this chapter . to a close we summarise our 
findings, noting first that while the pioneering work of 
Rydbeck shows the impersonal 3rd person plural construction 
in Hellenistic Greek to be more widespread than previously 
assumed, still it cannot account for the greatly expanded 
use of it in Greek documents under direct Aramaic influence. 
Thus the occurrence of the 3rd person plural, to avoid 
naming God, also is found in the Ape. We argued also that 
the two occurrences of intransitive . euo-YYGXCSeWai in
the Ape. express a causative sense, based on the Hebrew piel 
and hiphil stem verbs. The Semitic custom of employing an 
auxiliary verb has probably left its mark on the Ape.-in 
those places where we read such constructions as ’go and 
pour out’, 'take and pour out'. Regarding the long stand
ing puzzle of passive forms of 6o.und̂ stv with active 
sense in the Ape. we have cited new evidence showing them 
not to be merely deponent preferring the aorist passive 
endings, but rather to express the Hebrew sense 'devastate*. 
Finally, the passive pvYp'611vat was presented as a
member of that group of 'theological passives' used to avoid 
naming God. This is due to the influence of Hebrew niphal.
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PART B. MOOD

DELIBERATIVE USE OF THE PRESENT INDICATIVE^

The deliberative question is one expressing doubt or
perplexity, in which a person asks what is to be done,
rather than simply what will happen. Such questions may
be real, asking for information, or simply rhetorical,
taking the place of a direct assertion. Classical examples
include xot %op8v0@ ; 'whither shall I go?',
m ü m  ; 'shafl I say this?', mOco ? 'what shall
I undergo?' In common Greek usage, the deliberation is
expressed by the verb in the subjunctive mood, chiefly in

2the first person , Occasionally also in classical Greek 
the deliberative is expressed by the indicative mood, but

3then always in the future tense . In the NT the deliberative 
is most often expressed in the subjunctive, but with several 
occurrences of the future indicative^. In addition to the 
1st person, the 2nd and 3rd person forms of the deliberative

^Schwyzer, II, 318? Bl-D §366? Mandilaras, §§397-99.
2Jannaris, p.466.

^Bl-D §356 cite Euripides, Ion. 758 ^
crtY®i-iev ? u orC 6pdou|iev ? Cf. Moulton-Turner III, 98,

^Deliberative subjunctives in the NT include among 
others Matt. vi,31, xvi.26, Mk„ xii.14, Lk. xiv.34, xvi.llf. 
Deliberative futures include Mk, vi.37, Lk. xi.5, xxii.49,
Jn. vi.6 8 , Rom. iii.5.
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1are found in the NT. Conybeare & Stock note that in 
biblical Greek, questions of deliberation are sometimes 
expressed in the non-classical present indicative ('very 
rarely' Bl-D) instead of the accepted Greek subjunctive or 
future indicative. The corresponding Latin present indic
ative is pointed out, quid ago?? any case for Latin influ
ence on biblical Greek at this point is weakened however 
by occurrences of the same type in the LXX. Examples in 
the NT of the present indicative are found only in John xi.47 

tC xoioGpev ? possibly I John iii.l7 "h
Toy OeüD ' (- eV. preferred by Bl-D §365 (4) )

. In the Ape. there is also one case, vi.lO âoç 
XÔTS ... oh xpEvetg (altered to future xptvetç in 

1854 2046 598) v.oA IxÔtxetç { exôiXTicrstc 2321),
This strange usage is found by Conybeare &. Stock in the 
LXX. in Gen. xxxvii.30 Iŷ  xoy %ope6opa& Sti, ;
'but I, where shall I go?' Note also the following:
Gen. xliv.l6 tC dv?epoyqev xvpCcÿ ? 'what shall we
say to the Lord?'? Judg. xviii.18 tC moisCTG ;

2'what are you going to do?' ,
A plausible explanation for this un-Greek use of the 

present indicative is that in the Hebrew underlying two of

§73.
2This use of the deliberative present indie, was desig

nated by Millar Burrows as 'one of the characteristic idioms 
of the LXX', in JBL xlix (1930), 105. Of course the true 
Greek form of the deliberative appears often in the LXX as
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passages cited the participle is used^« Gen. xxxvii.30 
itopeuopat . =: X  3  ? Judg. xviii.18 xotstTs ~
Q  , Thus it would appear that the tendency to

render Hebrew participles into Greek present indicative verbs 
was sufficiently strong to lead translators to introduce a 
new form of the Greek deliberative into their Greek trans
lations, on the analogy of the Semitic participle. The
occurrence from the Ape. cited supra follows the pattern

2noted here in the LXX
It is of interest at this point to note that in several

places where the deliberative verb in the LXX is stated with
the future indicative, the underlying Hebrew verb is in the
imperfect tense? e.g. Ps. xii.2f. H

OfpopoGi = ? ■ VilfooOficnsTOit = T 3  ']
In  Ps. l x i . 4  G%LT&0Ga0e = ')Z?71 Î /7 F) Thus• ;
emerges a basic pattern for translating Semitic tenses into 
Greek. When rendering Hebrew imperfects expressing delibera
tion, the Greek future indicative was used. For a deliberative

well? subjunctives in II Km. xxiii.3, IV Km. vi.15, Isa. i.5. 
The future indie, in Gen. xxvii.37, Ps, xii.2, 3, lxi.4.

^GK ill6p.
2Charles I, p. 175 notes the occurrence of eoô 7toTS 

plus deliberative in Matt. xvii.17 // Mk, ix.l9 (future 
indie.), Jn. x.24 (present indie.), plus a number of places 
in the LXX Psalms. It seems that this construction is 
the Greek translation equivalent of Hebrew TTid T V  
and similar turns.

^This mechanical translation of a Hebrew imperfect by a 
Greek future has been noted in other settings by Leslie Allen,
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Hebrew participle, the Greek present served^. There are 
of course exceptions to the general pattern traced here, 
which prevent the formation of an absolute rule. Yet. this 
basic pattern played a vital role in the phenomenon of 
biblical Greek^.

Other deliberative questions in the Ape. are expressed 
by ôuvaofôat in the 2nd and 3rd persons, followed by an 
infinitive: vi,17 and xiii.4 (cf. Matt, xii.34)^. This
use of the infinitive has a partial parallel in the papyri 
however, where in one case an indirect question of delibera
tion is expressed by tC 7totf|o6at ? (PSI IV, 358, 26)^.

The Greek Chronicles. Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 
XXV (Leiden, 1974), I, 42.

^For an example of the deliberative question in the 
aorist tense, cf. Gen. xxvi. 10 TC To#To è7co£ïiaaç fiifv ; 
'What is this you have done to us?' from a Hebrew perfect.

2For a more comprehensive presentation of the Greek 
equivalents of Hebrew tenses, cf. section C, Tenses of the 
Finite Verb, infra.

^Bl-D §366.

^Ed. Mayser, Gramm. II, 2, 1; 236.
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AORIST SUBJUNCTIVE REPLACED BY 
FUTURE INDICATIVE FOLLOWING ^INA^

It is a well-known fact that in NT Greek there is 
apparent confusion between the aorist subjunctive and the 
future indicative, especially following tva . Most of 
these are in the Ape., and perhaps the best known example 
is xxii.14 jiaxdptot ot TtXuvovTeç t&ç (TToXâç aWëv tva 

ecpcctt 'h IÇou<rCa . Bl-D list examples from other
parts of the NT (§369), plus extensive literature on the 
matter. The reason usually put forward for this phenomenon 
is the Hellenistic tendency to blur the distinction between 
the future indicative and aorist subjunctive suffixes. It 
is thus widely assumed that in the NT as well as in Hellenistic 
Greek at large the future indicative has been introduced in 
those very places where it would not have been tolerated in 
classical times.

Since the LXX contains some of the earliest examples
3 ■of ïva plus future indicative it is worthwhile to inves-

^Conybeare & Stock §106? Bl-D §369 (2)? Mandilaras 
§413? Mussies, 322.

2Occurrences in the Ape, cited by Mussies are ii.22, 25,
iii.9, iv.9f., vi.4, 11, viii.3, ix.4, 5, 20, xiii,12, xiv.l3, 
XV.4, xviii.l4. Since manuscript evidence can be cited for 
additional examples, Mussies rightly suggests that the number 
of futures indie, in the Ape. was originally higher, the 
aorists subjunctive lower. Scribal alterations account for 
the changed ratio,

3Conybeare & Stock, loc. cit.
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tigate the possibility of Semitic influence behind this 
strange preference for the future indie. Examination of 
the Hebrew text underlying ten occurrences of ïvœ plus 
future indicative revealed that in each case the Hebrew 
imperfect was being translated mechanically by Greek future 
indie,^

It seems most satisfactory, on the evidence presented
from the LXX, to conjecture that where in the Ape, the
future indicative follows tva it reflects a Hebrew imperfect 

2tense verb , Alongside this of course we allow for the fact 
that in some places the Hellenistic blurring of subjunctive 
and indicative forms influenced certain copyists. Unfor
tunately there is no reliable method for distinguishing one 
from the other.

1 •Passages examined are: Gen. xvi.2, Ex. i.ll, Deut,
xiv.28, xxii.7 (cf, verse 17), III Km ii.3, 4, II Chr,
xviii.l5, Prov. vi,30, ix.6, Jer. x.24, xxix.11, Lam. i,19.

2Mussies, p.322 explains this phenomenon in similar 
terms. He noted that since the Semitic verb system lacked 
a special subjunctive category, the imperfect tense came to 
bear, during later periods of the Hebrew language (i.e,
1st cent. A.Do) the value of a Greek subjunctive. Admittedly, 
this category was infrequent in the Hebrew/Aramaic of 1st 
century Palestine. Had Mussies not insisted that the Seer 
was influenced only by late Hebrew, he would have seen the 
clear influence of earlier Hebrew at this point.
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MODAL USE OF THE FUTURE INDICATIVE 
FOR HEBREW JUSSIVE

Mussies notes that the Semitic verb system lacked not
only a special subjunctive category, but a 3rd person
imperative as well^. Therefore the Semitic imperfect tense
has a jussive aspect which can be equated with the Greek
3rd person imperative. He expects that certain future
indicative verbs in the Ape. betray an incidental jussive

2or imperatival colour , and cites the following instances:
3iv.9f. , ix.4, xix.7, xxii.18, 19. His point seems to be 

weakened however by the fact that all the above except 
xix.7 (which, he notes, is in the 1st person) are best 
understood as- indirect, therefore taking the form of requests 
rather than commands. This would seem not to reflect any 
influence of the Semitic jussive use of the verb. While 
in the LXX and in the NT the hortatory is usually expressed 
by the subjunctive, cases can be cited for the employment 
of the future indicative on the model of the Hebrev/ cohorta- 
tive imperfect: Gen. xviii. 21 xampàç ô v S\|ropat

lp.322f.

^Ibid., cf. Lancellotti, 69ff.; Bl-D §§362, 365.

 ̂ xal brnv ôworoDcri v ... TT6(rouv-nAi.. 'ĵ pooxuvfpoucrtv
... xat paXoÜo’tv . But this passage seems to fit the 
indicative instead of jussive sense, perhaps in a past tense, 
as suggested by Nigel Turner in Moulton-Turner Gramm. Ill, 86
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( fTV 3  ̂ ! )/ cf. Ps, lix.9 TO xpdToç qou xpôç
o-è ^ ' ' ’p x i-i'J/ ).

Perhaps this best explains the future indie. ôd5oT)(iev in
Ape. xix.7: [%a£pwpev (“Oqev 2019 2022 180 2053 al) xal
dYaXXt55jiev (-pe8a 2048 BOB Syr^^) ] xat 6&rop,ev ( V ^  A
2042 2067 2055 ad) ['Let us rejoice and exalt]and give Him
glory' which stand in place of the Greek hortatory sub
junctive^. This is likely Semitic influence, because it
corresponds to the Hebrew lengthened imperfect expressing

2the sense of the cohortative .

Summarv of Chapter III Part B.

In this section we noted how the deliberative question 
is cast in the present indicative instead of the customary 
subjunctive mood under influence from the Hebrew participle, 
which is used often for deliberate questions in the OT, 
since the Greek present indicative served as a formal trans
lation equivalent for Semitic participles. Where in 
biblical Greek the deliberative question is stated by a 
future indicative verb, this can be traced to an underlying 
Hebrew imperfect tense.

^Cf. Lk. ii.l5 AtêXÔoDjjiev Ôti ... xal ïôwpev
which is the usual Greek hortatory construction.

^GK §48.
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Concerning the substitution of future indie, for 
aorist subjunctive, we noted how in the Ape. and elsewhere 
this can be explained as due to the tendency to translate 
Hebrew imperfect by Greek future indie. The related use 
of future indicative for the Semitic jussive while well- 
attested elsewhere in the NT does not seem to enjoy much 
use in the Ape. The cohortative however does appear.

PART C. TENSES OF THE FINITE VERB

Introduction

The task of determining the nature of Semitic influence
upon Greek verb tenses seems at first to yield results less
convincing than in other areas, C.F.D. Moule, who takes a
generally cautious view towards alleged Semitisms in NT
Greek, is sceptical; ‘most possible Semitisms of tense
seem to me to be too uncertain to be profitably discussed'^,
Semitic scholars on the other hand have been more confident.
They realise perhaps more fully than others how striking is
the difference between Semitic and Greek languages in the

2matter of tenses *

^Idiom Book of New Testament Greek  ̂ (Cambridge, 1963), 181
9For discussion of this distinction, cf. Lancellotti, 

chapter I? Mussies, chapter 12? Charles, I, cxxiiiff. who 
devotes several* paragraphs to the topic under consideration.
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FUTURISTIC USE OF THE GREEK PRESENT INDICATIVE

A point of biblical Greek grammar not yet adequately 
explained by grammarians is the strange yet obvious futuris
tic sense expressed by certain present indie. Greek verbs. 
Speaking of the classical period, Eduard Schwyzer remarks 
that the futuristic use of the present indie, is 'infrequent, 
and bound to specific conditions'^, while N. Turner in 
Moulton-Turner Grammar, 63f. notes that the pres, indie, 
sometimes occurs in the New Testament referring to an obviously 
future event? he quotes Moulton's Einleitunc, p.196, sug
gesting that these presents differed from the future tense 
'mainly in the tone of assurance which is imparted'. They 
express a note of confidence in the approaching event.
Turner himself noted the (rare) futuristic present in clas
sical Greek in a prophetic sense which corresponds to the 
frequent New Testament references to the Coming One with the 
verb bpxo;ia,(, . In a prophetic sense which corresponds
to the references to oracles other verbs in secular Greek

2are thus used, Blass-Debrunner give limited recognition 
to the presence of futuristic pres, indie, verbs in the NT, 
especially in prophecies (again, with Gp%opa& ), and

^Griechische Grammatik II, 273.

Bl-D. §3 23? cf, E, DeW, Burton, New Testament Moods 
and Tenses^ (Edinburgh, 1894), 9f., who cites examples in 
Mark ix. 31 mpaôCÔomt ? Matt. xxvi. 18 ?
xxvii.63 lyeCpopat ? Luke iii.9 IxxoTCTemi. .
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also verbs of coming/going» This latter category is the
only one widely-employed in class. Greek, and takes its
sense from the fact that IXeuorojiat is ordinarily
not used in Attic prose, its sense being expressed by sTpt
as the future of ‘Ipxojiai

In Greek literature of the Hellenistic period,
2L. Radermacher cites as futuristic the verbs

cj)êpœ / , ■KsCOw , and Ipxopai „ Jannaris
observes that the pres, indie, in animated speech is often
used for the future,especially in post-class, and OT Greek,
He cites numerous examples, mostly from NT and other Christian
literature; however, in his Appendix IV which treats the
fut. indie, since Attic times, several secular exx, are cited.

The state of the futuristic pres, indie, in the Greek
non-literary papyri was described by Edwin Mayser in his
Grammatik; with a measure of caution he cites the possible
(but not always certain) occurrences from a few of the papyri'̂ ,
For expanded treatment of this category we now have the newly-

5published work of B. Mandilaras , who cites a total of 28 exx.

^Cf. W,W. Goodwin, A Greek Grammar (London, 1897),
1200, n.3

2 2 Meutestamentliche Grammatik (Tübingen, 1925), 152,
3AoN. Jannaris, An Historical Greek Grammar (London, 

1897), 434.

"̂Gramm. d. Griech, Papyri (Berlin, 1926), 11,1, 133f
5 ■ ■The Verb in the Greek Non-literarv Paovri (Athens,

1973), §214ff.
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from the papyri examined by him, grouped in the following 
categories :

a) those giving temporal indication of 
future time;

b) those with verbs of coming/going;
c) the present as apodosis in conditional 

sentences;
d) in prophecies, here found particularly 

in questions to oracles.

Aside from a remarkable passage illustrating this la^t / ' 
category, from P. Oxy, 1477,dating from c,300 A.D., and 
containing a mxture of pres, and fut. tense verbs, with 
mostly future sense, the futuristic pres, indie, in the 
papyri seems to occur with no greater frequency than in the 
class, period. Certainly there is no expanded use of the 
tense in the period which produced the bulk of the papyri.

These occurrences, plus those cited earlier, clearly 
illustrate two facts; first, that the futuristic use of the 
pres, was in use during the Hellenistic era, and second, 
that the widely-scattered examples of it in secular literature 
do not compare at all in frequency with the multitude of 
exx, to be found in biblical and other Jewish translation 
Greek.

For the sake of illustration, a few exx. are cited here 
to demonstrate the widened use of the Greek pres, with 
future sense; Gen. xli.25 xal elxev '
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To Ivôxvtov #apao) Iv  lon;i,y bou 6 6eoc Tcotef bÔÆtÇev

'Joseph said to Pharoah, the dream of Pharaoh is one;
God has shown what He will do.' The case often cited 
by grammarians is Mark ix.31 îcapaôCÔomt (periphrastic 
future in the Matt, parallel), followed by the future

(ixox'CGvô o'tv . From Theodotion's version of Daniel
comes an example, influenced by the Hebrew portion of the 
underlying MT; x.ll ovveq Iv Tofc XÔYotç olç XaXS cri
’attend to the words I shall soeak to you'. Exx. could be 
multiplied, testifying to the relative frequency of the 
futuristic pres, indie, in biblical and Jewish translation 
Greek in contrast to occasional appearances of it in secular 
literature of the period.

This preponderance of the construction leads one to , 
examine the Semitic antecedents of such Greek to determine 
a cause for this over-worked usage. In Hebrew and Aramaic 
the expression of future events certain to occur ('prophetic' 
futures) was often made by use of the participle which 
represents the event as already beginning; the name of 
futurum installs is applied to this use of the participle 
when it asserts future events, especially divine acts^.

S.R. Driver, Hebrew Tenses (Oxford, 1892), 169.
For a description of the use of the partie, in Bibl. Aramaic 
cf. A.F. Johns, A Short Gramm. of Biblical Aramaic (Berrien 
Springs, Michigan, 1966), 25, and H. Bauer & P. Leander, 
Gramm. des bibl.-Aramâischen (Halle/Saale, 1927), 291f., 
who note that while the futuristic use of the partie, is not 
so common in Bibl. Aram., it comes to predominate by the 
time of Jewàsh-Palestinian Aram., where it tends to replace 
the futuristic impf. W.B. Stevenson, Gramm. of Pal. Jewish 
Aramaic2 (Oxford, 1962), 56f., can also be consulted for 
discussion of this use of the participle.
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In this role the partie, usually stands, as the predicate 
of a noun clause; it is frequently found thus when 
expressing deliberative questions, as well as future actions^,

A selection of these participles from the OT which 
2has been compiled and compared with the rendering of each 

in the LXX (including Dan, Theod.) reveals the following 
factss of a total of 54 exx., 38 were rendered by Greek 
pres, indie, while the future indie, was employed in only ,
13 cases, giving the following percentagess

Greek present indie. 70% of cases
Greek future indie, 24% of cases.

Of course the translators did not limit the futuristic
present to-the category represented by the Semitic prophetic 
participle; and exceptions can be found. But in spite of 
these, the over-working of an acceptable Greek usage permits 
us to look to Semitic influence on the Greek composers and 
translators as the explanation for this construction.
Further LXX examples include the following: Gen, vi,17

&YW ôè &ÔOÙ iTîdYw 'and I, behold, I will bring'; 
xix,13 b'Ci VetTç 'about to destroy'; I Sam.
iii.ll TtotO 'shall do'; I Ki, xiii,2f, 'cfx'tsmt

Q rK §116p.
2Strictly speaking, futurum instans is employed only 

by grammarians in describing Bibl, Hebrew, However, since 
the corresponding Aram, participle can express identical 
future sense, we follow C.F, Burney, Aramaic Origins, 94 in 
extending the use of the term to include Aramaic as well.
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'shall be born'; cf, II Ki, xxii.20, Isa, xiii,17, 
xxvi.21, Mic. i.3, Zech, iii.8.

These are but a sampling of the many occurrences which 
could be cited. It is noteworthy that all are more or 
less of the category of oracular, or prophetic present 
tenses; thus some would insist that they can be accounted 
for along the lines of Greek usage and indeed the Semitic 
tense of futurum instans plays no role here, but that the 
frequent usage of this construction in biblical Greek is 
due merely to an over-working of the Greek construction.
If this were the case, we could expect to see a correspond
ing tendency toward over use in the secular Hellenistic

1Greek documents. Mayser however cites but few examples 
from the papyri, and points out that some even of them are 
disputable, due to the close connection of the adverbs

eùGÜG or mxv ( ç ), giving an immediate rather
than truly future sense to the verbs in question. The use 
of this special futuristic sense of the present indicative 
then in biblical Greek has developed quite independently of 
Hellenistic literature. In addition to the 'prophetic' 
occurrences cited supra, there are others of a patently non- 
prophetic nature, e.g. Deut. i.20 'ïïC ôCôcoo'tv 'shall
give to you'; Dan, vii.l9 (Theod.) el̂ ev 'l&oo
êyS) Yvo)pf̂ y <roi 'and he said I shall make known to you'.

^Op„ cit., 133f
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C.F, Burney was among the first to apply the Semitic 
partie, of futurum instans in explaining futuristic pres, 
verbs in the NT, In his Aramaic Origin 94f. he explains 
the futuristic êpxofiat found often in the fourth Gospel
as due to Aramaic influence of this nature, and notes that 
in a majority of cases where the futuristic Ipxopat occurs, 
the Peshitta represents it by a participle. Burney appended 
a list of exx. of the futuristic pres, in the Apoc, also, 
but the passages listed were limited to those containing the 
verb Ipxopat , Thus, while being the first to point 
to the Semitic construction behind these verbs, he did not 
make his case sufficiently strong, since as noted supra 
the verb Ipxopai with futuristic sense can be explained' 
solely on Greek grounds. In order to demonstrate the case 
made for Semitic influence at this point on the Apoc. it is 
necessary to find verbs other than bpxopat with futuris
tic sense.

Black recognised the existence of futuristic pres, 
indie, verbs outside of Ipxojaat in the Gospels which 
show the influence of the Aramaic participle^.

In the Apoc. these pres, verbs fall into two categories, 
those in which the verb is preceded by , and those
without it. Exx, of the former include ii.22 pdXXco
( poXo) 046 P325 al) xXÊvtjv 'behold.

1 3Cf, Aramaic Approach , 13If
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I shall cast her into a bed'^, Charles notes that pdXXw
'represents a participle in the Hebrew which can refer to
the future, the present, or the past, according to context.
Since it is parallel here with in verse 23a

2it refers, of course, to the future' . Also noteworthy 
here is the fact mentioned supra that the introductory

i6o6 precedes the Greek rendering of a Semitic partie, 
of futurum instans; on this point S.R. Driver observed, 
'when applied to the future, the Hebrew participle is very 
frequently strengthened by an introductory Ü J /7 '
Hebrew exx. of this are too frequent to require illustration 
here, and their Greek equivalent, [6o6 plus pres, verb 
appears a number of times in the Apoc. in addition to the 
clear case cited. Further occurrences follow; iii.9 

Ihoh ôC6u)|at (future in boh ethio latt) ; ii.16
tôe (88) et ôè fi'h > xal TioXejjifiow ;

iii.ll 'IÔOÙ (- IÔOÜ CAP 045 minusc) êpxofiat ;

1Knowing that the text of the NT often underwent scribal 
revising and correction, and that this work was not carried 
out with consistency, even within the compass of single mss. 
(on this see Aramaic Approach^̂ 28-34), it is necessary to 
base a sfudy of syntax on as wide a textual base as possible, 
to allow for the uneven revision of mss., and to aid in 
detecting more primitive readings. This comprehensive 
textual foundation has been provided for the Apoc. by 
H.C. Hoskier's Concerning the Text of the Apocalypse, 2 vols. 
(London, 1929), which provides a collation of all Apoc.
Greek mss. known at the time, plus the testimony of the 
versions and partistic commentaries. To his apparatus 
criticus this study is indebted for practically all Greek 
ms, citations.

^Charles I, 71.
3Driver, o p . cit., 168.
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ix,12 lôou Ipxovmi, xvi.15 lôoù lpxopo*t
xxi.5 IÔ0& xatva %oi& ( ôtnato 522 copt)
In this passage we see a literal rendering of a Hebrew 
expression from Isa. xliii.l9 ïl^nTIT H ^ V  Î1 J(1 

for which the LXX gives 'lôoù lyo) %otOi xatvd ;
cf. Isa. lxv.17 W ' l ) ! !  . In both
places the Hebrew partie, occurs with future sense.

Thus, while recognising that the pres, p̂xopo,i 
alone has no special Semitic flavour, even when its sense 
is future, we have demonstrated that when preceded by l5o6 
the resulting bibl. Greek construction can represent the 
literal rendering of Hebrew Ï1 3  Î ] plus partie.

The second category of futuristic present verbs in 
Apoc. includes those not preceded by , and those
not expressing coming/going, thus less explicable from 
Greek lines. Exx. follow:

Apoc. i.ll o ( pXeilreiç 2200)
Ypdi|fôv elç pipXCov 'write what you shall see in

a book'. The future sense of this verb led the copyists 
of a single extant minuscule to alter the tense to fut.; 
there is Coptic evidence, however, which shows the temptation 
to read a fut. here was more widespread; 'shall hear'

^Lancellotti notes this corresponds to Hebr. qôtel 
preceded by 7 H

Ĉf. the expression common in Jeremiahs f l  I T I... O  V O L .
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(for 'see') (boh)? ‘which you see and shall see (sah). 
Further exx. include ii.27; iii.5, 1 , 9; v.lO (A 046); 
vii.15, 17 (82 91 al); ix.6^; xi.5, 9, ( /  CA), 10^ 15;
(325 ^ )  ; xiii.lO^; xiv.9, 10, 11; xvii.12, xvii.ll;
xix.3, 11^, xxii, 5̂ .

Charles was one of the first to seriously consider 
the future sense of certain pres, verbs in the Apoc. as 
due to Semitic influence; in fact, he devoted a section 
of his Short Grammar of the Apocalypse to discussing the 
phenomenon, but he ascribed it to the Hebr. imperfect tense 
rather than to the partie, of futurum instans .̂ Strangely,

Charles I, cxlix, prefers to render this pres, as a 
future, ascribing,it however, to influence of Hebr. imperfect 
rather than partie,

2Cf. Simcox, Revelation, 121, who notes that most of 
these presents are rendered as fut. in Latin.

^This pres, is 'clearly jussive' according to G. Mussies, 
Morphology, of Koine Greek, 337; but we would prefer to see 
some precedent, from the LXX or other translation Greek, of 
Semitic jussives rendered by Greek pres, indie, before 
accepting his explanation of this verb. In a brief examina
tion of the LXX rendering of 18 Hebr. jussives, 8 were 
expressed by the Greek future (- Icrtat 3 times), 4
by subjunctives, 5 by imperatives, 1 by aorist indie. In 
none was the pres, indie, employed; thus, we prefer to 
understand Apoc. xiii.lO as a futuristic pres, indie.

^Charles II, 131, compares here Isa. xi.3, where the 
sense is obviously future; thus the verbs in Apoc. can 
well be taken as futures also,

^Charles II, 210, 'The fut, eÇovo’tv (A yg minusc)
is to be preferred to . All verbs in this
description of the New Jerusalem are futures'. This might 
however be a case of shifting tenses, a characteristic of 
the Apoc. based perhaps on the Hebr, tendency to alternate
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Charles also recognised the future sense of certain pres. i
verbs under influence of the Semitic partie,, but mentioned
it. only in a brief note (cf. Charles I, 71) and did not ;
develop it in his Grammar,

Angelo Lancellotti in his monograph on Hebraic influ- '
ience on verbs in the Apoc. follows Charles in attributing ;

the futuristic pres, to Hebr. imperfect, taken with future !
1 !sense, and adds the following examplesr Apoc, xxii.5; ;

xiv.ll; xi.5, 9? ix.6; xvii.12, 13, 16. Unlike Charles,
Lancellotti gives no consideration at this point to the 
influence of the Hebr. partie, on the verbs in the Apoc. ;
outside the group preceded by tôo# . Nor does he support ; 
his position by illustrations from the LXX; in fact, the
single passage of bibl. Greek outside the Apoc. which he ;

o  ;cites is Isa. xxiv.lO LXX', which renders Hebr. imperfect ' |
by a future, not present, tense.- Thus nothing is demonstrated;

3 - ■ 'yet he can still argue thus: ;

between partie, and finite verb. The present is the more 
difficult reading.

^Ibid,, I, cxxiii,

^Sintassi, 67ff.

Ôp. cit.,68.

^OPo cit., 67.
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Now, since the yiqtol, having itself 
the 'durative' value of the present 
and the past, corresponds in Greek 
to the present stem, the author of 
the Apocalypse, influenced by Hebraic 
syntactical categories, displays not 
infrequently the tendency to employ 
the present, for the future ...

G. Mussies, in the final chapter of his recent work oh 
the morphology of the Apoc. ventures into a discussion of 
'The Use of the Verb in the Apocalypse'. Earlier in the 
book he proposed that’ the Semitic substrate of the language 
of the Apoc. was limited to the form of Hebr. and Aramaic 
current in Palestine during the first Christian century; 
namely, Mishnaic Hebrew and the Aramaic dialect represented 
by the Palestinian Pentateuch Targum^. Although Mussies 
admits that bibl. Hebr. also had its influence on the author 
of the Apoc., he makes little allowance for it. A more 
balanced view would certainly consider the influence of 
spoken Semitic vernacular, but it of necessity would not. 
overlook the influence of Hebrew/Aramaic of the OT and 
pseudepigrapha, since it was primarily to this literature, 
more than to later material, that the Seer made reference.
In its repeated allusions to OT passages and in its general 
idiom, the Apoc, shares in the full, flowing style found in 
classical Hebrew prophets, while on the other hand it dis-

Vplays none of the terse, highly-compressed and sometimes 
abbreviated style so characteristic of Mishnaic language.

^Morphology, 312ff
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Mussies numbers 39 occurrences of the future pres, indie,, 
including five where he would expect future subjunctive 
(xi.5; xiv.4, 9 twice, 11 ~ all from codex A), as compared 
with our own total of 33. He neglects listing the references, 
however, so the two lists cannot be compared.

Since neither Mussies nor his predecessors gave con
vincing demonstration from the LXX or other translation 
Greek to establish that there was a pattern for translating 
futuristic Semitic imperfects by Greek present indie., we 
prefer to accept instead the explanation demonstrated here 
that the Semitic participle of futurum instans was the 
prime influence behind futuristic present verbs in the Ape.

PRESENT TENSE PASSING INTO THE FUTURE TENSE

T.C. Laughlin in his thesis The Solecisms of the
1 2 Apocalypse followed a suggestion made earlier by G. Ewald

that Hebr, influence is responsible for the passages in the
Apoc. where pres, and future tenses occur co-ordinately in
the same clause or sentence where we should expect the fut,
of all verbs. The following exx, are cited:

^Princeton, New Jersey, 19.02,
2Commentarius in Apocalvpsin, 39,
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i-7 tôoî> 'ipxsmt p-STd. ve<peXSv xal Sijfsmi
aÔTÔv x&Q 6cp0aX|iôç ’Behold,

He shall come with the clouds, and every eye 
shall see Him ...'

ii.5 fit ôè }î) êpxopat orot xal xtv̂ Vw
XuXvlcLV crov Ix TOÎÜ a&T̂ c ' ... I

shall come ... I shall move ...’

ii.22f lôov pdXXw ( (BaXw BP
minusc) â't'îiv elç T;f|y xXCvnv ... xal T&

'çêxva a&̂ ^̂  à%oxxsv& kv 0avd'T̂  « ' Behold
I shall cast her shall kill ...'

iii.9 tôoù ÔCÔO) ... lôoù xotrpw

xvii. 12-14 Xa}i(3dvoucrtv ... Exovo'*' v
... 6t 06o.cn V ... ‘KoXepfio’ouo't V
... vixfiosi (all have future sense).

This passing from pres, to fut. tense is found also in 
the LXX? Zech. ii.l3 l&où Iyw èxtcpêpw 'Stiv x̂ fpd .̂lou

a6'voi)ç xal ëcyovtat oxüXa 'Behold, I will shake
my hand over them, and they shall become plunder 
cf, vs. 14 ôiô'ït lôo5 &Y& p̂xopat xal xamoxnydoio
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'for behold, I will come and I will dwell ...%
The explanation for this is closely connected with that 

of the previous section on futuristic Greek pres, indie.,
i.e. the Greek renders a Hebr. partie, of futurum instans.
In Zech, ii.l3 ^  ~ Ixttpepw ? in ii.l4

X  The following Hebr. verb
in each case was a perfect tense, plus waw consecutive, 
rendered in the LXX by a Greek future tense. Thus further 
support is given for our hypothesis that most pres, indie, 
verbs in the Apoc. with future sense are influenced by the 
Semitic participle of futurum instans.

PRESENT TENSE VERBS WITH PAST OR IMPERFECT SENSE^

Under this heading come two divisions under which 
several passages from the Apoc. will be considered.

Historic Present
First to be considered is the widely-discussed his

toric present, since it occurs several times in the Apoc. 
In his thesis G.C. Ozanne referred to several occurrences

While this is a general rule, there are exceptions 
Cf. e.g. Zech. iii.9 where present opuouw renders
Hebr. perf.

Moulton-Howard II, 456f? Moulton-Turner III, 60f? 
Bl-D §321? Lancellotti 62-56. For LXX exx, cf. Thackeray, 
The Septuaqint and Jewish Worship. 21f,
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of the verbs dôjouortv , Kpd̂ ouotv as historic
(aoristic) presents which reflect 'an essentially Semitic 
influence'.^ Most grammarians agree to the contrary however, 
that the historic present, especially with verbs of saying, 
proclaiming, etc,, was acceptable Greek idiom during the 
classical period, the time of the papyri, LXX, literary 
Koine, and Modern Greek, especially in vivid narrative^.
Thus, 'apart from its over-use in ĵ Mark and Johnj , there 
is nothing specially Semitic about the tense', concludes 
Black

When verbs in this category are excluded, however, we 
are left with numerous pres, tense verbs not of the category 
of saying which have a past sense. While some would prefer 
to explain them merely as historic presents along Greek 
lines, it is well to recall the tendency, noted previously, 
for Semitic authors to employ, when writing Greek, the 
present tense along the lines of Semitic participles, which 
can refer to future, present, or past actions. This past 
sense of a pres, indie, is not unknown in the LXX, as the 
following exx. indicates

Gen. xlii.23 â'srol Ôè 06% ô̂stoii(v onct dwoôet
. 'they did not know 

that Joseph understood them* (Hebr. partie.

The Influence of the Text and Language of the Old 
Testament on the Books of Revelation (unpublished Ph.D. 
Thesis, Manchester, 1964), 34. • •

^Moulton-Turner III, 60.
3 3Aramaic Approach , 130.
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Judg, xiv.4 o%i lîtÔtKrjcrLv a&T&s
{ A) Ix 'v&v dXXotp̂ Xwv .
'for he was seeking vengeance against the 
Philistines jlit. 'foreigners'J (Hebr.. 
partie. ^  I?-3 .̂  ) o

2 Km. xii.19 xal cruvllxev Aauslô oT&
mtôeç ijfe.Oi)pĈo\>crtv « 'And David

saw that his servants were whispering ,..'
(Hebr, partie, "D ̂  uJf] ^  T l2 f ),

Further exx. could be found if time were taken to search 
them out, but the list given is adequate to demonstrate 
the existence of a pres, indie, verb with past sense or, 
more specifically, an imperfect sense, with emphasis some
times on the duration of the action or state. The Hebr. 
partie, with past durative sense^ is obviously responsible 
for the LXX translation with a present tense verb at these 
points.

The identical phenomenon occurs in the Ape. The sequence 
of imperfect and present tenses in ix.9-11 for example, has 
caught the attention of recent scholars: xal sTxov ...

^Cf, Driver, Hebrew Tenses, 165.
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xal gxoy(T&V ( G&xpv 2020 2067 yq gig) o,. %%owv

(2067s exov̂ eç 2080). Lancellotti, p,59f. observes
that Semitic nominal constructions expressing possession 
often are translated by a form of x̂<a> (cf. infra, the 
section on Noun.Clauses), So in this passage the present 

Ixô crtv found in a sequence of other tenses of the
same verb seems to express the atemporal sense of the Semitic . 
nominal phrase.

Other present tense verbs with past sense include ix.l7 
&x 'pSv cTTOf̂dTcov aÙTÔy èxTtopefiemt ( ê exopevsTo

2 0 2 0 2080 al_) 'from their mouths was issuing fire'; ix.l9 
xal Iv a&TaEc dÔtxo6criv ( rĵ txovcnv 2 020

2080 al) 'and by their tails they were stinging'; xiii. 11^17 
lOal eTôov dXXo ÔripCov dvaparvov h i Tfic 'ï'îlc xal 

%XGt xIpaTa. 06o opota dpvC(j> xal IXdXet (present gig)
<5)C Ôpdxwv » » «■ “xoCet ( sTcotet 2080 al) ,., xal
xolet (BE al) ... . xal %oCsi ( exotsi. E 2016)
xal xole& ( exotet 1611). 'Then I beheld another

beast arising from the earth, and it had two horns like a 
lamb, and was speaking like a dragon .,. he made ... and he 
made ... etc. Here we find a mixture of tenses, mostly 
present but with seemingly little logic employed in their 
use, Charles notes that the vision begins in the past ' 
tense, so he gives a past sense to the following cluster of 
present tense verbs. The only reasonable explanation is 
that they here represent a Semitic participle with past sense. 
Note also Ape. xiv.3 xal aôoücrtv xa&vnv •••
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xal o&ÔGiG ôvvamt (2038) paOnTeirv 
'and they sang a new song ... and no one was able to learn 
the song'. ' xvi.21 xal % d \a ^ peYdXn àç mXav'ctaCoi 

xamPaCvet ( xa'eepatvev 1611) &x ToU oùpavoG
'and hail stones large like talents fell from heaven .«,*? 
xix.15 xal &x ToO crcôpaToç a&To# Ixxopefismt ( exxopeucTe
792) fojjKpaCa 6%e&a (preceded in previous verse by imper
fect ■f)xoXoô0e6 ) 'and from his mouth issued a
sharp sword',

A variety of explanations have been put forward by the 
commentators for this anomalous use of the present tense 
for past, mostly on stylistic grounds. None have explained 
it as we have here, by demonstrating its dependence upon 
the Semitic participle used as a finite verb and expressing 
past or imperfect action. It cannot be denied that the 
Greek historic present could be used to express similar 
sense in Koine Greek, although it was never used on a large 
scale. But in such a text as the Ape. which is noted for 
its Semitic constructions, this use of the present tense can 
be described .as yet another point of contact with Semitic 
sources.
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GREEK AORIST INDICATIVE FOR SEMITIC PERFECT VERBS^

In the LXX
One finds in the LXX a number of aorist verbs which

cannot be made to bear the Greek punctiliar sense? they
seem to have the continuing 'sense of a state, though not

2that of the gnomic aorist which in class. Greek expresses 
timeless maxims. Most of the LXX aorists so employed appear 
to be simple statements of fact, with emphasis on the 
present. Examination of these occurrences shows that there 
was a tendency for the LXX translators to render Hebr. 
perfects by the Greek aorist. From lists of the Hebr. 
perfect (with either present or future sense) given by 
Driver Hebrew Tenses and GK, a selection of 95 occurrences 
were examined, and the Greek rendering of each studied in 
context to ascertain that the sense was identical with the 
Hebrew passage from which it derived. The following list 
presents relative frequencies by which these Hebr. perfects, 
were rendered into the various Greek tenses:

^Cf. K. Beyer, Semitische Syntax, 8 6ff.
2Concerning the presence of the gnomic aorist in the 

NT Bl-D §333 note that it appears infrequently, nearly always 
in comparisons. The same is true for classical Greek.
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aorist 45
present 21
future 1Ô
imperfect 2
perfect 7
participles 3
subjunctive 1

Total 95

A surprising 47 per cent were translated by the Greek aorist, 
while the combined total of the present and future Greek 
tenses, which would logically express the meaning of a 
Hebr, stative or prophetic perf,, reaches only 39 per cent.

Among the more frequent Hebr, stative perfs, represented 
by Greek aorists are ljisYa.\6v0î) 'am great' Ps, x c i i . 5 ;

c i V o l ,  24? X̂îuoo.. ' I hope' Ps. v i i . 2 ?  x x x i . 2 ,  7?

C X X X .6  èjilcmaa ‘I hate' Ps. v.6 ? xxxi,7. Also, note;

' I know not ' o5%
'we remember '
' is like ' 6jio&60n 
'is full' .IxXripdiOn
'rejoices' lcr\;epsw0T)
' r equi r e th ' v
'wait '
' delight ' êpovXfiOnv 
' abhor ' spÔsXuÇav'uo ' 
'stand aloof' l̂ sfcav̂ co 
* abides ' mpacruvê X'̂ On 
' am weary ' lxo%Ca<m 
'delighteth' eüôôxïicnsy

Gen, xxi.26 
Nu. xi.5 
Ps. cxliv.4 
Ps, civ.24 
I Sam. ii;l 
Isa. i.l2 
Ps, cxxx.5 
Ps, xl.l2 
Job, X X X .10 
Job. X X X ,10 
Ps. xlix, 13,20 
Ps, vi.6 
Isa, xlii.l
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The following Hebr, perf, verbs which occur in direct 
discourse to express actions in process of accomplishement
are rendered by Greek aorist: ëpoom 'I swear'
Jer. xxii,5; <yvvei3o6Xei)oa ' I counsel' 2 Sam, xvii.ll?

eTisov ' I decide' 2 Sara. xix,29? eTxov 'I
declare' Job, ix.22.

The Hebr. prophetic perfect (and related oerfectum 
confidentiae) which has as its primary function the expres
sion of a future event certain to occur, is also rendered 
in the LXX frequently by a Greek aorist. Driver^ quotes 
the Greek grammar of Jelf, §403 to show that the Greek 
aorist is similarly used, at least in the apodosis, to 
'express future events which must certainly happen'; several 
passages from Plato are cited. Though this appears in 
class. Greek, yet there is little doubt that the greater 
frequency of this usage in the LXX is due more to the 
adoption of the Greek aorist as the equivalent of the Hebr. 
perf. tense than to any tendency in Greek usage. The 
biblical Greek grammarians mention no occurrences of the 
class, 'futuristic' aorist in Hellenistic literature, so 
appeal cannot be made on this point to a developing tendency 
in Greek, Yet numerous examples of 'prophetic* aorists 
are found in the LXX; especially striking is Jer, v.6 . 

ëmtcFSv aô'couç Xécov ht 'üoQ ôpupo# ' e lion from the

Hebrew Tenses, .18, n,2, 63. Cf. M. Black 'The 
Christological Use of the OT in the NT' DLTS 18 (1972), 10, 
n.4 for a NT occurrence.
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forest shall slay them' (note also following verbs 'shall 
destroy', 'is watching’, also rendered by Greek aorist); 
others includes

' shall be full ' &ve%Xficr0?%
'will destroy' l0pau(yev
' shall be [ e x i l e d ] ' &YGvf|0-n 
'shall fall' I'Kso'sv 
'is laid waste '

'shall speak' cT'ksv
'shall be exiled' 'JjXMaXco'ueôôîpuy

Isa. xi,9
2 Chr, XX,37
Isa. V.13
Amos V . 2
Isa. xxiii.l 
(cf. VS.14)
Isa. xxiii.4
Mic, i.l6 ■ 
(cf. vss.9,12)

Especially striking are the examples of this Semitic 
usage of the aorist in Daniel Theod., where extensive 
passages of discourse and prophetic description call for 
numerous instances of the Semitic • ■ perfect verb
forms' Note the following:

The translation/revision by Theodotion proves most 
suitable for this study for two reasons? first, since the 
LXX of Daniel is periphrastic in nature, and marked by the 
presence of textual expansions in some cases, it proves 
difficult to determine the Hebr./Aram, original behind it.
Dan. v.l4a, for example, is missing in the LXX, though it 
appears in both the MT and Theodotion, Second, in the more 
literal version of Theod. there appears to be a text with less 
literary smoothing than the single lOth/llth cent, A.D. ms. 
(codex Chisianus) which preserves the LXX text. A brief 
comparison of the two versions reveals that where Theod. 
tacks phrases together in Semitized paratactic style, the 
LXX employs the smoother Greek hypotaxis. The fact that 
Theod, is dated 2nd cent. A.D., thus making it much too late 
to have influenced the author of the Apoc. does not reduce 
its value as biblical Greek, Evidence is strong for the 
existence of a 'proto-Theod.‘ text during the 1st cent, A.D., 
since characteristically Theod. readings from Dan. appear in
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Dan, (Theod,) ii,45 & ôeôç 6 u&Y&G
Ŷvwptcrsv nrÇ (3acrt.XslT 'The great God is

making known to the king (Aram. perf.
viin );
V.16 fjuovoa Tcepl cro0 'I hear
concerning you' (repeated in v,14a) (Aram, perf.

v.l4b xal (TocpCa Tteptcrcrh ê péOn Iv ouC 
'and great wisdom is found in you', (Aram.

X.17 V0V où onîfjo’emt Iv èpol lo%ù<; xal
ox von oùx .ùocs\sCc{>8r| Iv l{ioC 'Now no

strength remains in me, and no breath is left 
in me', (Hebr. 0 ^  J ) ? along withT ; •
these should be listed the following, still with 
present senses

vi,8 owePovXeuoav-xo oîdvx’eç ' |^11 the
presidents of the kingdom ,,.J are agreed' (Aram,

)? cf. iv.36? ix,24? x.ll,T  : *

works authored before his time. This makes it appear that 
Theod. revised a version which long pre-dated him. Cf.
R.K. Harrison, Introduction to the Old Test. (1969), 1134; 
for the most recent discussion, with references, cf,
E. WUrthwein, Der Text des alten Testaments  ̂ (Stuttgart, 1974), 
56f.
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The following aorist verbs are employed to render the 
Semitic prophetic perf, or oerfectum confidentiae tenses:

iv,31 (3a<nXsCa mphXOev à%b otO
'the kingdom shall be taken from you' (Aram,

h  74/ );

V .2 8  ÔL̂ pn̂ ai PacrtXeCa (Too xal IôôOt}
‘your kingdom is taken ,,, and shall be given'
(Aram. D O T " ' )  );

X ,  20 xal 6 &p%wv ‘EXXfjvwv ^p%STO

'and the ruler of the Greeks shall come'
(Hebr, X  ),

It is significant at this point to note that each of 
the Greek aorist verbs listed, which does not express the 
sense of punctiliar past time, represents a Semitic perfect 
verb with stative or future sense.
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II. In the New Testament
The existence of this futuristic sense of the aorist

in the NT is noted by who draw scattered parallels
from Homer and Modern Greek to demonstrate that an aorist
after a future condition can have a future sense. They
note that since 'the Hebr, perfect serves not only as a
narrative tense, but also to denote a timeless act, the
Greek aor,,also appears for this second kind of perfect
in lyrical passages in the LXX, and hence also in the

2Magnificat, Luke i.46ff,*, Zerwick also senses the Hebraic
3flavour of certain aorists in the Magnificat, while Moule 

recognises Semitic antecedent for the aorists employed in 
Jn. X V ,6 , noting that they 'may be explained as representing 
the Hebr, perf,, which is not used "gnomically" as is some
times claimed, but to emphasise immediacy'.

We now realise that these writers greatly under
estimated the extent to which the Greek aorist in the NT 
was influenced by Semitic perf, verbs, A much more accurate 
summary of this phenomenon in the Gospels and Acts is pro
vided by M, Black, who notes that the Greek aorist renders 
not only the Hebr, prophetic perf,, but also the Stative

^Bl-D §333 (2).

B̂iblical Greek §259 (incorrectly cited as §59 by 
R. Funk in Bl-D),

^An Idiom Book of NT Greek, 12f,
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perf.; reference to his work can be made for exx, he 
cites to support these points^.

Only one of the occurrences of this tense in the Gospels 
is: cited here: Jn. xv.25 c'ites a LXX expression attested
primarily in the Psalms, 'they hate' è}.i£<m<jav , which
speaks of present or stative sense, as is clearly illustrated 
by Ps, V .5  and xxxi.7 (cited supra, p.15).

III. In the Apocalypse
Turning to the Apoc., we find a number of passages .in

which the aor. tense must be rendered with the sense of
2the Semitic perf. ", For sake of convenience, these are 

divided into three categories; those which express present 
sense, those with future sense, and those which are des
cribed by Charles as 'timeless'. All three seem to represent 
the Semitic perf. of state, prophetic perf,, and expression 
of general truths (and thus somewhat similar to the Gnomic 
aorist) . These categories must be understood as merely

1 3Ai'amaic Approach , 129f.
2Mussies, Morphology, 337ff, denies that the use of 

the aorist in the Apoc. has anything peculiar about it, 
although he feels that it serves a number of times for the 
futurum exactum, as could the Hebr./Aram, qatal. He makes 
no mention, however, of the Greek aorist indie, with a 
patently present sense which we have clearly illustrated 
supra.

3Cf, Driver, Hebrew Tenses, 13-26,•
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suggestive? they are not rigid and distinctively separate, 
since some of the following verbs can be placed in two or 
even all three with equal plausibility,

A) Aorist with Present Sense:
Apoc. i.2 I|-iap'u0p7icrev - translated as
present by Allo^ who considered it an epistolary 
aorist.

ii,21 xat lôcoKa %p6vov l'va jjiemvofîcrg
'and I give her time that she might repent'
(note following pres, verbs oh GêXst ...

E ÔOÙ pdXXœ ) ̂ .

ii.24 ... o%TLVGG oW ivvwoav Ta paGAo.
ToO Samvâ: ôiç XAyovcnv 'who know not the

deep things of Satan, as some are speaking .„.'.

iii.4 a o6% epoXvvav to. JpdTta. auT̂ v
'who stain not their garments'.

iii.8 ml iTfipriodç now tôv Xoyov -ml
ohn fipvfpw TO Svopa poo 'yet you are

, keeping my word, and not denying my name'.

1L'Apocalypse  ̂ 2 .
2Lancellotti, 49 notes these aorists are used in the 

sense of Hebr. perfect.
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iii.9c èyû h)Y^%rpii ors (cf. Isa. xliii.4 
kyù <re fiydxiioa ) '... I love thee ' .

iii.lO oTt l-Tfiprsoîiç t6v Xôyov 'because
you are keeping the word'.

xi,17d Ipao'ÇXeoouç ml m  iOvT] opYCô nGav
'you are reigning? and the nations rage 
(cf, Ps. xcviii.l X&P&OG IjBacrlXetxrev

ôpYt̂ êo"6oooo»v XaoS ).

xiii„14 T& oTjpsta a lôôGrj tcoi>■flout
‘the signs which it is allowed to perform'
(cf. also vs.. 13 iGspaxeoGrj ? vs. 15

&&6@n )«

xiv.4:£. ooToi 'fiYopdoOnouv à%b t55v dvGpditwv
... - ml ev cPcdpdTt ' oox eopAGt}

ÿsB&os 'These are redeemed from among
men ... and in their mouth no falsehood is found’ 
(cf. Zeph. iii.l3 LXX, where the same verb 
appears in the subjunctive mood).

xxii.16 Êyo) 'ino'oOc tov dyŶ Xdv poo
'I Jesus am sending my angel „..' „
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B) Aorists with Future Sense :

Xo7 d\X* Iv  mlTç ; .  m l

&TeXAoGn ( TeXeo'6'no^mt

2026 2038̂ *̂ ) to puô fiptov 'but in those
•days ... the mystery shall be finished'^.

xi.2 oTt IôlôÔti TOÏÇ iGvecrtv 'for it shall
be given to the gentiles'.

xi. 10-13 ooTot ol ÔUO TcpocpflTat èpaodvKmv

£Êo“î)XGev .. . xal ioTTiouv ,..
IxlTceo’ev ... The

extensive series of aorists in these verses
have long puzzled Bible translators, as the 
recent English versions indicate. That some 
of the verbs are futuristic is clear, but others 
are best classified as 'timeless' or even as 
stative.

xii.8 oW ïcrxvorev - this is an idiom,
corresponding to Hebr. (perfect
tense) according to Charles, who cites on this
point Dan. vii.21? cf. Apoc. xx.ll.

1Charles I, 265,explains this aorist as a Hebraism
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xiv.8 I'/cecrsv Ixeo'sv PaGuXèv fi peYdX-q 
'Babylon the Great is falling, is falling'^

xviii.17,19 pi(| Spa 'fjp'r̂wG'n o toctô toç
xXo0To<s 'in one hour so much wealth is

olaid waste' .

xxi.23 "h Y&p ôôÇa to 0  6eo0 l(p(î>Tt<yiev auTrjv  

'for the glory of God shall illuminate (or 
'illuminates') it'.

C) Timeless Aorists
A third category of the Greek aorist in the Apoc, is 

mentioned because of the important role it plays in certain 
visions of the Apoc. Verbs in this category have close 
affinity with the Hebr, perfect used to express a general 
truth, and are best rendered by the English present.
This category of the Semitic perfect tense is evident from 
the OT, as shown by the following exx. from Dan,:

'Mussies, 338, considers this as aorist of proleptic 
past, based on the parallel passage in Isa. xxi.9 (LXX

•Ks-KTWiev ). But the translation of this phrase
by the present tense is acceptable. - in any case, the Hebr, 
stative perfect ïj rT?3 3 has influenced
the choice of the Greek aorist? cf, Charles II, 14,

9Alio, L 'Apocalypse, 305, suggests xix.20 &(3X̂)8nouv 
should be fut.
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vii.14 %at IÔôÔt) ml
TtpTi xat 'h pauiXeCa xal xdvTeç ot. XaoC 
(pvXaC x^&cpjüii a&T^ ôovXeiScroucrtv 'and

to him is given dominion and glory and kingdom, 
and all peoples, nations, and languages shall 
serve him'.

vii.27 xal n pao'tXeCa IÔôOti
dylotc 'and the kingdom is given

to the saints of the most High',

xi,21 xal oùx ô̂wxav a&Tov ôôÇav pacrtXeCaç
'and the glory of a kingdom is not granted him'.

While some would argue that the exx. cited here are 
merely Greek gnomic aorists, it is noteworthy that again 
the verbs in the underlying Hebr./Aram, text are in the 
perfect tense.

In the Apoc. we cite the following exx. of the timeless 
aorist;

V.9 xal fiYdpcwJUc Iv  atpart crou .
'and art ransoming men for God by yaur blood',
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v.lO xaî IxoCrjcfixç aÙTOÙç Ôê  -fijifiJv
pa<nXeCav 'and are making them a kingdom

to our God'.

xiv, 4 ouTot IjYopdcrôriotxv tG5v dvôpdxwv
. . .  xal I v  T<Ç crcôjiaT!, avT0v 06% e&pA8n ŝ0ôoG 
'these are redeemed from among men and in
their mouth no falsehood is found*.

xvi,20 o5x e&pA&n 'is not found';
cf. xx.ll IcpuYSV f) yfi ... xal T&xoq o5x

eôpê0T| . Charles (II, 53) noted
this is a Hebrew idiom:
(niphal perf.)? cf. Ps. xxxvii.36.

xvii.17 6 Y&P §eoG eStwxev elç mç xapÔCac
a&T0v TCO(,flout, TTiv YV<SpTiv 'For God

puts it into their heads to carry out his
purpose ...'. Both Charles and Alio note the
Hebraic flavour of &&wxev , in that it
reflects the verb |J? J , both in tense
and in causative meaning.

xix.2 OTt, ixptvsv TT]V xôpvriv ... X0.1
IÇeÔlxT}o'ev trb atpa ^

Charles II, 119f., found in Hebrew texts an idiom 
corresponding to this construction. See II Ki. ix.7 
where perfect "'Jl Z} p  J] is employed.
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x ix „ 6  OTt IpacrCXeucrsv

XX. 12 xat ptpxCa fivolx̂ TPUV 'and
books were open'; this is an echo of Dan. vii.lO, 
where a pass. perf. verb is employed.

In determining the date or time of the aorist verbs 
cited in this section, one must always rely upon the context 
of the passage in question, just as is necessary in determing 
the time of perfect tense verbs in Semitic texts.

GREEK PERFECT FOR SEMITIC DERIVED 
CONJUGATION VERBS^

In this chapter allowance has been made so far for the 
rendering into Greek of the Semitic primary conjugation 
verbs i.e. Hebrew qal, and Aramaic peal, in their perfect,, 
imperfect and participial forms. Anyone translating from 
one of these Semitic languages into Greek, however, would

Again, Charles II, 125 calls attention to the similar 
use of in Ps. xcvii.l, where again we note
that the Hebrew perfect is translated by aorist in the LXX.

o"For discussion of Greek Perfect Participles for 
Semitic Participles of the derived Conjugations, cf, 
section on Participles. Black, Aramaic Approach  ̂129f., 
drew attention to anomalous occurrences of the perfect in 
the Gospels.
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be obliged to deal not only with the primary conjugation, 
but would also have to translate verbs of the derived 
conjugations such as Hebrew niphal, piel, pual, hiphil 
etc., and their Aramaic counterparts.

The Greek OT provides ample evidence to indicate 
that in many places its translators attempted to indicate 
that a derived conjugation verb occurred in the Hebrew text 
by making an alteration in the tense or mood of the corres
ponding Greek verb.

A striking illustration of this is seen in the use 
of the Greek perfect indicative in a context where the 
traditional sense of the perfect seems not to fit at all, 
the only justification of its presence being to indicate 
an underlying Semitic verb of a derived conjugation. For
example, Eze. iii.lO toùç Xôyouç ouç XeXdXtpca
peTÔl croïï 'all the words which I shall declare to you*.

The only justification for the perfect here is the under
lying Hebrew piel ^  H  Ô In vs. 13 %al

iTUYvdkry dtÔTt hfù) Kuptoç XeXdXTixa Iv '̂flXçÿ is
best rendered 'and they shall know that I, Yahweh, declare 
in my jealousy' ~ the context of the passage is future, the 
Hebrew verb is piel (same construction repeated in verse 17), 
In Dan, ix.18 (Theod.) T% -KÔXeéç crou l<p̂ riç iTttxAxXTimt
'the city which is called' [by thy name] the perfect verb 
represents a niphal j? 1 , Likewise Ex. ii.l4

Ipçcüvèc Y&YOVGV t5 TOÜTO 'the thing is known*
is not the most.natural construction? it represents an
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attempt by the translator to signal the presence of a niphal 
verb in the underlying Hebrew ^  U. ^  J  1 ]

The hiphil could also be represented by a Greek 
perfect, as in Eze, viii,12 *Ê6paxaç aol

Tcpeapu'cepot to0 o%%ou ÎcrpatX 'xoiôcrt.v 'do you see ,,, 
what the elders of the House of Israel are doing?'

Especially striking in this respect is Ex, xxxii.l
tôèv 6 Xa5is oTi %8%p6v&%s Hoîîcrflç 'the people

1noticed that Moses delayed ,,.'. Moulton noted the 
problematic perfect tense in this verse, but his attempt 
to explain it as merely oratio obliqua is not convincing.
One should look at the underlying Hebrew text where the 
rare 3. occurs, a polel form of ^  ) 3. , Once
again the translator attempted, by employing a Greek perfect, 
to signal the presence of a derived conjugation Hebrew verb. 
Elsewhere the translator of LXX Eze. employed the Greek 
perfect in its proper sense, demonstrating that he suffered 
no misunderstanding of the proper use of the tense, but in 
the occasions just cited he sacrificed idiomatic meaning 
for slavish literalness using the perfect tense in a way 
wholly against its natural meaning.

^Gramm. I, 142
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In the NT
The application of this previously unnoticed characteris* 

tic of translation Greek to relevant passages in the NT 
should bring about a re-evaluation of those perfectswhich 
have long been known to stand in opposition to the rules of 
Greek syntax.

There are, for example, perfects in the NT which have
no more than simple aorist meaning, and in fact have been

1 2described thus by grammarians . Burton , for example, 
notes that while NT writers had an adequate concept of the 
distinction between perfect and aorist, he has to admit 
some perfect tenses had the force of aorists, A good 
example is Mt. xiii.46 'xAxpaxev Tidvm oou eTxev 
xal Irfôpaoxv auTÔv . Mlc. xi.2 xexdôtxsv ( )/BC al).
Note also the sudden change of tense in Jn. iii.32:
o Iwpaxev xal rixoDcrev to0to papTupet . This latter
passage may not represent direct Semitic influence since 
the perfect Idpaxa is a favourite form in the 4th
Gospel occurring more than twenty times. More difficult 
to account for on Greek grounds is Acts xxi. 28 
elo'fffaYSV eCç lepôv xal xexot vdvaxev tov aYtov t6xov

3According to Bl-D the perfect here denotes 'a continuing
effect on the object'. This seems too subtle - I maintain
that Semitic influence is at work here, the Greek perfect

^Bl-D §343 is thus aptly titled 'Perfect for the aorist 
2New Testament. Moods & Tenses, 44,
^§342 (4).
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representing an Aramaic pael verb, perhaps  ̂̂  FT
{ ’i T  d  ) 'to profane'. The simple peal of
this verb is nearly an antonym̂ :., meaning 'to purify' - 
thus it was important to distinguish between peal and 
pael, even in Greek translation! It is of interest 
at this point to compare the Hebrew piel ^ ̂  H
'to profane', in Dan. xi.31. The piel {(/(T V : -
in Ex. XX.25 'if you use a tool on |the altaiQ , you 
profane is translated by a perfect tense ( pejiCavmi
in the LXX, although Greek grammar would not tolerate a 
perfect verb in the apodosis of such a conditional 
sentence.

Matthew Black cites other NT perfects which 
might belong here^, including Matt, xxii.4 fjToliiaxa 
which was apparently altered to iVol|J-cic?u ( 0 @

Koine), a case of assimilation to other aorists in 
the context. Interestingly, in biblical Hebr. the

1 3Aramaic Approach , 129f,
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equivalent of this verb is chiefly hiphil of |'1 3, 
the niphal and other conjugations mean 'be established, 
certain, ready', etc.^. As a more certain instance 
Black cites Mark x.28 where X ©, al read

‘f)Ho\o\)6fiau|xev against BCD al. •fixoXouOfixqiev
and argues that the aorist is a mistaken assimilation 
to the preceding aorist dcpfixâiev which likely
belongs to aorist class ('we have (just) left, etc.'). 
An aorist is expected here, not a perfect.

In the Ape.
oJosef Schmid" in his discussion of the text of the 

Ape, is puzzled when he observes that the perfect repeatedly 
stands in place of the aorist, or in parallel with it, as 
if there were no distinction of meaning between the two 
tenses. He cites ii.3 ùxopovtv .

^BDB SoV, 1 ') JD hiphil, 2 .a.

schi(
Textes II, Die alten Stëimie (München, 1955), 207

9Studien zur Geschichte des griechischen Apokalvipse
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xat 06 KSHoxCaxeç (Acs oux exoTctaottç ) '
xvi,6 IgAxEov xal ôldwxaç (AC 1511s

ëëwxag X' al) - Cf, xviii,3 TcsxÔTixsv
( xexTtoxacrtv X  046 1611 exori.0^ ( v ) 2071
2072 2074 al) xdvm T& S6vii .

G.Do Kilpatrick accounts for this odd use of the 
perfect by noting that the classical perfect tense was on 
the wane in Hellenistic Greek, so he assumes that where it 
exists as a variant for the aorist, the aorist is original 
while the perfect is an atticizing alternative.

The most str’iking occurrence of this type of perfect 
is Ape, vii,14 xat’ ê piixa. a&T̂  'and I said to him',
which was altered to elxov by 046. It probably
represents.piel 3  HI 3  , which occurs often in the MT, 
where it is usually (not always) translated by XaXAw ,
It is worthy of note that in Num. xii.2 3  is

V  •
translated by XeXdXrixsv : Mfi povĉ  XsXdXT)xev
Kôptoç ? o&%t xal Tip.tv IXdXT]oiev ; Did Yahweh
speak only by Moses? Did He not also speak by us? Here 
the copyists of A and F altered the perfect to aorist, to 
harmonise with the second, IXdXrp'ey , Note also
Ape. xix.3 %al' ôstSTepov etprixav *AXXriXool*d . V,7
?iX6sv ml etXrigev has caught the eye of grammarian

as has the similar usage in viii.5 stXn̂ sv b aYyeXoG

^Cf, Bl-D §343,
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xal 'the angel took and emptied'.
In both passages there was obviously Semitic influence,

Mixing Perfect and Present Tenses
The mixing of perfect and present tenses in iii,20 is

puzzling; Côoè ecrrnxa Ixl BCpav xal xpouco
1'behold, I stand by the door and knock'. The Seer is fond 

of the perfect tense of using it either as a
finite verb or participle about twelve times, often in 
places where another tense would be expected? e.g. viii.2 

IxTo, dYŶ kouç Itrcfixacrtv ? xii.4 6 Ôpdxwv
ecrtrixev , At the same time the Seer correctly employs

the aorist and future tenses of the same verb. Could it
be that in those places where the perfect occurred, it was 
influenced by Hebrew 3  ] , which in the OT occurs in
the niphal conjugation meaning 'to stand'? The likelihood 
of this explanation is greatly increased when it is observed 
that in the LXX of Ex. xvii.9 identical usage is found, 
where ĉrrTjxa translates the niphal of J s
xal tÔov eyo £CPTn>5u. 'behold, I will stand '
Ape, ii,3 xal Ipdo'taoraç ... xal oh xsxoxlaxeq 'you
bore up ,,, and did not weary' is another unusual combination 
of aorist and perfect tense. The latter verb probably 
represents the Hebrew Z / ^ ' t o  tire, weary', perhaps 
the niphal conjugation (not found in the OT), Finally, the
phrase in Ape. xix.13 xal xêxXrimt tô 5vopa a&To0

1' Cfo Bauer, s.v. toTTüJU, 11,2.
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& Xôyoç TO0 ©800 is similar to the LXX of Isa. xliii.7
TçdvTSÇ OO'Ot I'XtxIxXTlVrnt OVÔ aTC pou /

which translates niphal ^  ^ P  ̂  (Z ’ Other passages 
where a Greek perfect is used to translate niphal of )/ 3  
include Jer. vii.lO, 11, 14, 30, Amos ix,12. Note also 
Dan. Theod. ix.18 and Ex. ii.l4, cited supra.

It hardly requires saying, that if the proposal 
maintained here that where a Greek perfect is used in a 
manner not acceptable to Greek syntax in the NT where 
translation from a Semitic source has occurred, the tense 
of the verb can tie ignored, since it merely indicates a 
derived conjugation Semitic verb. The temporal sense of 
the verb would thus be determined in the light of its context. 
This would.in turn remove the obligation hitherto felt by 
exegetes to account for the 'perfect' or 'completed' nature 
of the action of verbs where this was not easy to account 
for,

Charles notes that in Ape. vii.14, for example, the 
perfect 'seems to be used as an aorist'^. He is nearly 
correct, needing only to modify his statement to say that 
efpriHct means the same as piel of 3  HI ~T , which

could have a past, present, or even future sense, depending 
on context.

1I, 212. I wonder, though, about his assertion that 
'This aoristic use of the perfect is not found in the 
Fourth Gospel'.
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GREEK FUTURE INDICATIVE 
FOR SEMITIC IMPERFECT VERBS^

The debate over the past sense of certain future tense
2verbs in the Apoc. is an old one , and will here receive a 

brief summary, A crucial passage around which the discussion 
has centred is Apoc. iv.9-10 xal o to v  6oxrou<rtv 
( ôüxïwcnv V 046: ôwo'tv Koine) ... Ttecro0vmt

xal xpomiD vfp"ov(T(, v .., xal pa\o0crtv ( paX-
XouoTV 046). The presence of variants attests to scribal 
efforts to improve the sense of the passage by altering

3the problematic futures. George Ewald as early as 1828 
noted against Winer that in this passage the Seer represented 
the Hebr, imperfect by the Greek future tense, and he 
implies that as a result the meaning here could be past.
Most commentators since have followed either Ewald's or 
Winer's position, who sees the verbs as true futures.
Simcox^ for example doubts that fut, time is to be under
stood here? 'it is always a question in this book [Apoc.J

^Cf. Charles I, cxxiv? Moulton-Turner III, 86? 
Zerwick §281? Lancelotti, 65f? Mussies, 341ff,

9"As early as 1825 G.B. Winer argued against those 
who held that the fut. tense verbs in Apoc. iv.9-10 
referred to past time.

3Commentarius in Apocalvosin Johannis exeaeticus et 
critieus (Leipsig, 1828), 38f.

^Cambridge Greek Testament : The Revelation of
St. John, 76.
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whether the use of the tenses be not accomodated to the
rules of Hebrew rather than Greek grammar? the sense may,
after all, be merely frequentative’, Charles (I, cxxiv)
takes ôccKroüO'tV as frequentative, then notes that on
the basis of Hebr. idiom the futures in this passage could
be rendered by a past. Nigel Turner goes further in
stating that the futures in this passage are due entirely
to Semitic influence^. Berwick (§281) and Lancellotti,
(p.42) in their notes on Apoc, iv.9-10 likewise see a
Hebraic past sense for these fut. tense verbs, but G. Mussies
(341ff) makes an extensive and closely argued appeal for
understanding them as true futures, following Winer, et alia.

The first step in this study is to determine whether
there is any precedent in bibl. Greek for rendering the fut.
indie, anomalously by the past sense, since secular Greek
literature appears devoid of such usage. A startling
illustration of such usage is found in Ps. ciii.6 Ixl

ipstov crcfio'ovmt îSÔaTa 'waters stood upon the
mountains ' = MT U ~T ̂  HZ'* 13 ‘̂ 1 fl *" The

; — % —

reference is clearly to the past - the Creation of Gen. i. - 
yet the Greek fut. ô rfio'ovmt is employed, apparently
as a servile rendering of the Hebr. imperfect tense verb, 
Nigel Turner notes two occurrences in vs, 7 Sæo 

Tt|aficre(î><s o*ou (peôÇovmu.. ôê Xtda'oixrtv (MT =
... ) 'they fled from your rebuke ... they

^Moulton-Turner III, 86? cf. Turner's Grammatical 
Insights Into the New Testament (Edinburgh, 1965), ISBff.
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took to flight'. Again, the past sense is unmistakable.
Another passage to which Ewald, followed by Lancellotti, 
made reference in Num. xvii.25^.

From these exx, it is evident that the equation of 
Greek fut. indie, = Hebr. imperf., though somewhat rare, 
does exist in bibl. Greek, in spite of the protests from 
some modern commentators that such an equation is highly 
illogical! We now turn to examine occurrences in the 
Apoc, with an allegedly past sense. In addition to iv.9-10 
we note the following:

v . lO  x a i 1x0 9e^ 'fiifôv pacrtXeCav

xa l lepe l'ç  xa l pao'tXe'ôo'oucrt v (pacrtXeuovcn v

A 046 1006 1611 1859 2020 2065 2081 2138) Ixl 
T'Mc T̂<S • The sense here, though,

could be properly future, 'and they shall reign 
upon the earth'.

In this passage the Hebr. perfect plus Waw 
consecutive D ]) with past meaning is curiously
rendered several times’ in the LXX by fut. eÇapoücrtv .
While at first this would seem to be contrary to equation 
of Greek fut. - Semitic imperf., yet we note that the 
Hebr, perf. plus Waw consec., since it takes on the sense 
of whatever verb precedes it in a given context, can have 
the same meaning as imperf.
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x i .  15 'Ey^vsTo pacrtXeCa to0 xoopoi) to0 

xupCou • » » xal PacrtXeuonet el<;

Tovg aiSivaç t65v aldivcov . Perhaps
we should render this 'and he continues 
reigning forever and ever', which is also a 
possibility with the Hebrew imperfect tense.

x d i i .8  xal xpocrxuvficro\?0'c,v aÔTov ol

xoToixoDvTSG 6%I which is
preceded by a series of past tense verbs &&60n 

fjvot^ev , „. lôôGn «.. Mussies
however explains this future as due to a shift 
of viewpoint, not a 'confusion of tenses' to 
use his term . Charles (I, 353) also proposed 
future sense, and suggested the Seer translated 
an original Waw consecutive as if it were simple 
Waw. In any case, the future sense is not demanded 
by the context.

xvii.8 xal 0a.i>{iaor0f)o'ovmt { 0ai)|.iacrov
203 1 ) ol xoTOLxoBvTGG Ix l  YMq .

2Lohmeyer called attention to the contrast between 
the description of the beast in xvii and that given 
in xiii, which include the different tenses of the

lp.335.
Ôf f enbarung, 142,
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verb ôaujid/iêiv' / cf. xlii.3 xal
è0a\)pdo"ÔTi oXt] f| Yfl  ̂= Tlie sense

of the Hebrew imperfect could be taken here, 
thus reading 'and those dwelling on the earth 
constantly marvel

While we are not obliged by context to render all the pas
sages cited by past tenses, yet the possibility is open, 
should the sense be better suited thereby. Another 
example is Ape. xxi,3 oxT]v(«cr®t (gig has a past tense),
noted by Alio.

The documentation of this long disputed usage by means 
of examples from the LXX helps establish it as a true 
Semitism, for which non-biblical Greek has no parallel 
whatever. We are led to the conclusion that here we are 
dealing with translation Greek, and furthermore, Greek which 
is intelligible primarily to readers familiar with Semitic 
languages. An ordinary non.Jew could hardly be expected
to understand that the future tense contains a past reference,

2along the lines of the LXX instances cited supra. ,

^On the passive use of these forms, cf. Bl-D §78.
2Charles' term 'thinking in Hebrew while writing in 

Greek' seems inadequate to account for the more peculiar 
usage noted in this section.
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T:E3E PROBLEM OF SHIFTING TENSES^

On the basis of Semitic influence adduced for irregular
use of the present, aorist, and future tenses, we can now
consider the related phenomenon of sudden and seemingly
inexplicable shifts among aorist/present/future tenses of
verbs in connected narrative, without a corresponding shift
in the time during which the action being described actually
takes place. While related shifts are found in a limited

2degree in other parts of the NT, the phenomenon is more 
pronounced in the Ape.

3Nearly 150 years ago Ewald observed that sometimes 
one finds in the Ape. an astonishing mixture of future and 
past tenses, such as in xx.7-10, where aorist and future 
verbs are scrambled in apparently random fashion, all with 
future sense. W. Bousset in his commentary on the Ape, 
described this tendency as an irregular fluctuation 
(regellose Schwanken) and considered it a characteristic of 
the author's style, distributed in the epistles to the seven 
churches, and especially in chapter eleven^. G. Mussies

^Lancellotti, 39-43? S.M. Reynolds, 'The Zero Tense 
in Greek' Westminster Theological Journal XXXII (1969),
68-72.

2The shift from aorist to present and even from pres, 
to future is not unknown in the NT, but a direct leap from 
aorist to future (or vice versa) is, so far as I can. determine, 
limited to the Ape,

^Op. cit., 39f.

^Op. cit., 168f.
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ascribed the phenomenon to the fact that the Seer usually 
began recounting his visions in the past tense, then quickly 
shifted to the present because 'he is no longer telling 
what he saw in the past, but rather what he is seeing again 
before his eyes, and as such these present indicatives give 
the idea of lively presentation

A further complication in the Ape. is the fact that 
the visions are supposed to predict future events. Most 
other commentators who have considered the question of 
shifting tenses have explained them along similar lines.
A different approach, however, has been taken for the Gospels 
in an article by Stephen Reynolds (cf. note 1, p«106)«
He accepts the findings of linguist Paul Kiparsky who main
tains that it is characteristic in early forms of Indo- 
European languages to reduce the past tense to a so-called 
'zero tense' in continuous narrative, thus giving a past 
sense to verbs which are present in form. While this rule 
accounts for mixing of past and present tenses, Kiparsky
would also apply it to explain alternation between future

2and present tenses within a future context . v#iile this 
discovery is significant for Greek syntax in the NT, as 
Reynolds clearly demonstrates, it alone cannot account for 
the shift between aorist/future and future/aorist which 
occurs in the LXX and in the Ape.

^Qp. cit., 334.
F̂oundations of Language IV (1958), 33-35 (cited by 

Reynolds, op, cit.).
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Charles, in his explanation of un-Greek tense usage
as due to the influence of the Semitic tense system^
offered the clue to explain also these remarkable shifting
tenses. This point has been taken up by Lancellotti and
applied to the question of shifting tenses in continuous

2narrative passages in the Ape, . While this explanation 
has hypothetical appeal, it has not proved convincing to 
Mussies (and probably to others) because Lancellotti failed 
to demonstrate from a Semitic text and its Greek translation 
that such shifts of tense were actually caused by corres
ponding shifts in the underlying Semitic original. If the 
Seer could produce such strange yet acceptable phenomena, 
then surely there must have been some precedent for it.
The explanation of couse is clear in the light of the Semitic 
influence on the Greek tenses, especially that of aorist 
for prophetic perfect. Several examples of shifting Greek 
tenses, always based on shifts in the underlying Semitic 
verb tenses, illustrate clearly the identical shifts in the 
Ape. A good illustration in Daniel Theod, iv.Slf.

pa<riXeCa mp'flXOev cro0 x a l &xo &v0p(6x(ov a*e IxÔtoxoücriv

(B) . . .  xa l %opTov c1)<s po0v \|f(O}it,o0crt V crs xa l I x m

xatpol dXXayficrovmt ItcI cré 'The kingdom shall be taken 
from you, and they shall drive you from men ... and they 
shall feed you grass as an ox, and seven seasons shall pass

Î, cxxiii ff

2p.42f
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over you ... ' . Note how the aorist mpî X0ev represents 
a prophetic perfect H V  while the present èxôtwxouo'tv
renders a participle ] *7 7̂  ̂  / and the remaining
Greek future verbs ü̂5|iLo0o*t. v and dXXav^ovrnt
correspond exactly to their Aramaic imperfect counterparts 

 ̂ and ^-D ̂  n ̂ . Similar shifts .
are found in Dan. Theod. iv.35 xat 'xdvTsç ol xor- 

OIXO0VTSÇ TTÎV yhv d>ç otôèv IXoYGoOTpav xal xam to 
0lXî]|.ia a&TO0 xotef Iv t^ Ôvvdfiet to0 o&pavo0 ,,, olx
Icrrtv 0Ç dvTtxotficrETat %sLpl a&To0 xal IpeT... TC IxoCipaç ?

the inhabitants of earth are counted as nothing, and he 
does according to his will in the powers of heaven ... and 
there is no one who stays his hand and says to him, what 
are you doing?' Here note that present xoteï =
participle H 2 ^  , futures avTtxotfjo'eTai. and
xal Ipet = imperfects Q ̂  7 ^  # and

aorist Ixoltioaç = perfect 7 ’?^/ . Cf. vii.26f.,
X0.1 TO xpiTTjptov lxd0r.crev xal T̂ v dp%f;v psTaoTficroucr!. v 

... xal f] pacrtXsla .. lôôOiri dyCoî  *Ŷ Cotov 'And
the court shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion 
... and the kingdom „.. shall be given to the saints of the 
most High' . Aorist Ixd0to*ev = 71T? ' (pointed
imperfect in MT? however, it could as well be a perfect 

3  T7 ̂  ) ? future pGTacfTficrovo'fe V — hafel imperfect '
and aorist lô,60ri = peil perfect j) J1 

Now some occurrences from the Hebrew sections.of the OT?
Hosea iv.lO xal cpdYovTai ... lx6pveuoav 'For they

1
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shall eat they shall commit whoredom , Future
ml. cpdYovmi, = perfect plus Wav/ consecutive i X 1 

while aorist &%6pweua&v = hi phi 1 perfect ’? J T H
cf. ix. 3b m'C(J)XTp'£v Ecppatji ... âxdOapm (pdyovmi
‘Ephraim shall return ... he shall eat Here aorist

xa'r(J)HTicrev == perfect ^  , future (pdvovrnt =
imperfect . From these examples it is
apparent that radical shifts in tense, from future to 
aorist and vice versa which are,inexplicable from a Greek 
viewpoint are acceptable in Semitic Greek since they represent 
a literal rendering of the underlying Semitic tenses, usually 
influenced by the presence of prophetic perfects.

In the Ape.
There are several passages in the Ape, which reflect •)

the same shifts noted just supra? e.g. xx.7-10 xal 
0T6 (2059 2081 syr̂ ^̂ ) T& ' xlXio, ‘e'en XuOficremt &
Samvd^ «... xal è̂ eXeScremt ■KXavfjoa.t m  ëôvî) ..,

xa l dvépri<m.v l i t  I to %XdTo<; x a l &%6xXsuoav . . .

x a l xamPri x9p . . .  x a l xa,Té9aYev ah'vovc xa l &

ôtdpoXoc & xXav6Bv aÙTOùc &|3X"f)0T| slç XCp.vT}v
xal |3aoavtcr6'̂ crovmt fî êpaç xal vuxtôç 'And when the

thousand years are ended, Satan shall be loosed ... and will 
come forth to deceive the nations ... and they shall march 
up over the broad earth and surround ,.. but fire shall 
fall ,.. and shall devour them and the Devil who deceives
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them shall be thrown into the lake ĵ of f ± r e j  . . „ and they
shall be tormented vi. 15-17 xal ol PocriXeCc The

Yhe • » ” èauToùe eie cm;f|Xai,a ... xal
XsYovcrtv Totç opecrt xal m^e xéTpate » • * oTi
rjxôev IT fpspa The opYhe xal Tie ôuvfptTaL (2053)
crxaôhvat ? ‘And the kings of the earth ... hid 

themselves in caves ... calling to the mountains and rocks 
because the day of his wrath is come, and who is able

to stand?’? vii.16,17 06 xetvdot)uoav Sti 06&& ' 6 t̂ fr
crouoTV T̂t o66e p-h xlonp .. « oTt tô dpvlov t5 &v&. 
péaov TO0 Opôvov xoopalvet (82 91 314) â TOve xal 
bbviff^ei a&To&e x̂l %vhe xriyde iiddTcov xal
IÇaXeCtet & 0eôe . 'They shall hunger no more, neither 

thirst any more? [the sunj shall not strike them 
because the Lamb in the midst of the throne shall shepherd 
them, and shall guide them to springs of living water, and 
God shall wipe away every tear ...'This passage seems to
be based on phrases taken directly from Isa. xlix.lO?
Ps. xxiii.1,2? and Isa. xxv.8 where a remarkable corres
pondence with the verb tenses of the MT is apparent:

future
future
present
future
future

xet vdo'oucrt V 
ôi ijffjcroucrt V 
xoijial vet 
66nYf̂ G& 
xal l̂ aXeĈ et

- imperfect 1 Z1 
= imperfect 
= partie.
= imperfect 
= perf. t Waw-consec.

n n «  •!T T
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xiv„2b-«3 xal *n (pwvf) r\v govern &>ç %t0apwÔ0v 
... xal ô̂oüortv &ç tpÔfiv xatvt|v ... xal

oôÔelc &66vaTo pa0e%v tV  4̂6f|v 'and the voice which
I heard was like harpers ... and they sang a new song ... 
and no one was able to learn the song .„.' Allô ' has
noted the irregularity of the tenses in this passage, where 
the sequence of aorist - present - imperfect occur in a 
continuous narrative with past sense. Similar also is 
Apoc. xvi.21 where a present tense verb occurs in the midst 
of a past narrative:

xal %̂ Xô a liSŶkTT àç mXavmla xampalvet 
(corrected xaTej3at,vev 1511) 'and hailstones
as large as talents fell .

These exx. demonstrate adequately the presence of 
shifting tenses in the Apoc. indistinguishable in nature 
from those cited supra from.the LXX and Daniel Theodotion. .

2PERIPHRASTIC CONJUGATIONS

The debate over the question of Semitic influence on 
the periphrastic conjugations in the NT is a long-standing

lp.216.
^Moulton-Turner III, 87-89; Bl-D §§ 352-56.
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one. Most examples of periphrases are found in the 
Gospels, so a complete analysis of the matter lies out
side the scope of this study. Since a limited number 
occur in the Ape, however, the occasion will be used 
first, to criticise previous studies on the subject and 
afterwards, to re-evaluate the Semitic evidence tradition
ally cited in discussion of the question,

G. Bjdrck's work, HN AIMSIOT Die
Periphrastischen Konstruktionen im Griechischen  ̂has, 
together with its French predecessor Les Tournines 
Periphrastiques ", set the mood for the current evaluation 
of the question. Bjdrck (ibid., 59-62) seems to seriously 
discard any form of Semitic influence, since scattered 
occurrences of the construction are to be found in clas
sical authors. Although he discusses briefly the

3' Semitismusfrage ‘ , yet the validity of his conclusion in 
this field is seriously undermined by his lack of first-*
hand acquaintance with Semitic languages, which he openly 
acknowledges^. It becomes immediately apparent that he 
and anyone else viewing the phenomenon of periphrasis in

^Skrifter Utgivna av. Kungl, Humanistiska Vetenskaps 
Samfundet i Uppsala 32; part 2 (Uppsala, 1940),

^Pp, 111-185 in Paul Regard's La Phrase Nominale 
dans la Langue du Noveau Testament (Paris, 1919),

3pp. 59f., 67f,, 123ff,

^Pp.67f. .
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the NT only from the Greek side is working under a. serious 
limitation.

In summary, his thesis of the purely Greek character 
of periphrasis in the NT is maintained wrongly in the 
face of tlrree significant facts in the historical evolution 
of the Greek languages

1) while periphrasis was employed by classical 
authors in its most common forms (i.e.- 
plus perfect and present participles) yet 
Hellenistic Greek, even in the papyri makes 
only limited use of the construction^;

2) even within the Hellenistic period this - 
construction did not receive its most 
notable development until the post-Christian 
era, as Bjdrck concedes^;

3) at the same time, it is significant that 
while periphrasis is rare in Hellenistic 
literature it is found in the LXX with 
surprising frequency^.

On this final point Bjdrck asked an important 
question: how is the use of periphrasis in the LXX 
related to the underlying Hebrew? Had he been able to 
provide the answer, it is likely that his conclusions 
would have been different.

^Cf. Bl-D §353 (1); Mayser II, 1, 223ff.;
Moulton-Turner III, 87.

Ôp. cit., 95.
3 oConybeare & Stock, §72.
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Periphrasis in biblical Hebrew, employing either the 
perfect or imperfect of H 'H plus participle, is 
well-established and widely distributed, if not very 
frequent^. Characteristic of the former, expressing
emphasis of a past action, is Gen. xxxvii.2 ,

n  n  n  Joseph ... was herding' which
in the LXX becomes ... ?iv xoipaCvwy .
This is the type of periphrasis most frequently found in 
the 0T„ For an example from bibl. Aramaic, cf. Dan, v.l9 

Tin 'they were trembling' (Theod. naavI • :r pTpêpovTsç ) Not every periphrastic construction
in the LXX of course is the result of the underlying 
Hebrew, Sometimes the translators employed the con
struction in its own right, to express (usually) a 
continuing or repeated action, condition, etc. But
investigation shows that the high frequency of the con
struction in the LXX is due primarily to the same construc
tion in the underlying Semitic text. This has recently

3been shown by W.J. Aerts, in his work Periphrastica .

^Cf. GK §116r.
2Cf, Stevenson, Gram, of Palest. Jewish Aramaic, 53 

who also cites Dan. ii.31, vi.5, 11, 15.

Amsterdam, 1955 (cited by Mussies, 304).
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In the NT
The periphrastic tenses in the Gospels are cited and 

discussed by others^.
Occurrences in the Ape. are not so numerous as, for 

example, in Mark, Luke and the first half of Acts. This 
is possibly due to the fact that while the latter owe 
some of their examples to the form of Aramaic current in 
1st century Palestine, the Ape. reflects the variety of 
Hebrew/Aramaic found in the OT, which contains proportion
ately fewer occurrences of periphrasis.

Grammarians customarily include under the heading 
^Periphrasis' both those with and without the accompanying 
auxiliary form of eîvat and those with the participle
alone. Here only examples with the auxiliary verb are 
discussed such as Ape, i.l8 el|jLt present, and
xvii.4 nv "KGpipGjSXTUJLévn imperfect. The participle
alone in the sense of a finite verb receives fuller treatment 
in Chapter III of this dissertation. Part G. 'Participles 
in the Sense of Finite Verbs', pp. 156ff.

Turner^ lists, as present periphrasis without eTva,t 
Ape. iii.17, and as imperfect i.l5, x.2, xxi.11,14, and 
as perfect (or pluperfect) vii.5, xxi.l9.

1Moulton-Turner III, 87-89 cites many (perhaps all?) 
occurrences in the NT? cf. also discussions in 
Bl-D §§352-56, Both allow for Semitic, especially 
Aramaic, influence. Black, Aramaic Àdploach ,̂ 130 is in 
agreement. For' the most recent discussion, cf. Mussies, 302-08,

^Ibid.
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In Apc. i.l8 ei\xh expresses an obviously
continuous sense, as does the periphrastic tense in
biblical Hebrew , and in Greek as well. I will ■
continue living forever ...'. It is thereby distinguished
from occurrences in the Gospels and Acts in which the
sense of continuation has receded into the background,
under the influence of later Aramaic usage where the
periphrastic tense tended on occasion to replace the 

2simple tenses . Ape. xvii.4 needs special consideration 
because of textual confusion between •?) yuvfi

'ïteptpepXîljjilv'ti (Textus Receptus) and oteptpep.
( A 046 al)o The latter reading is preferred, although 
it would be difficult to make a case for a continuing 
sense, since the parallel xsxpvo'iop.êvii has no
accompanying

The periphrastic tense employing a form of Ŷvojio>4
plus participle is well-attested in the LXX based usually 
on a form of the underlying Hebrew Ü  ̂ ft , as in
Lam. i. 16 ' U ' ' X I X l ) a j  '’3 3  V D  ' W* — T  T
children are desolate' (LXX Iy v̂ovto ot vtot

3 4ficpavtopêvot ) , This has been claimed by Mussies
and others to represent the construction in Ape, iii.2

^Cf. GK §116r,
^Cf. Bl-D §352.
3Further examples are cited by Aerts, loc. cit, 
^P.331. .
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rtvo-o YpTTfopSv , But this is hardly periphrastic
in meaning, hut as noted by Black , should be rendered
'become watchful', . Likewise Ape, xvi.lO xat Iy v̂sto

PcKTtXeCa c&5to0 âcncoTwjiêvTi is a doubtful case, since
the verb 'to be' usually immediately precedes the par- 

2ticiple in the Semitic languages and in genuine NT 
occurrences of periphrasis. Here the IyIvsto
is perhaps better understood as introductory, while 

Icntowjiêvri represents a hofal participle of
'was caused to become darkened' .

MêXXetv  plus Infinitive
The use of (iêXXs&v plus infinitive to express

something about to occur is not unknowi in classical 
Greek, so its frequent occurrence in the Ape, cannot be 
strictly ascribed to Semitic influence. It also 
appears (infrequently) in the LXX where it usually trans
lates an imperfect Hebrew verb with the sense 'about to 
occur'. Neither in the Ape, nor in the LXX does |.iêXXetv

1 3' Aramaic Approach , 130
2According to Moulton-Turner, III, 89.

^Apc, i,18 èYevôfiTjv vêxpoç is also cited by 
Turner, IH,89, along* with iii.2, xvi.lO
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plus infinitive seem to be used in the common classical 
sense to refer to a fixed necessity, something destined 
to occur, except perhaps Ape. i„19 'write therefore 
whatever you see, and whatever is, and whatever is about 
to come (or, 'must come') after these things', a jjilXXei.

YevêcrQat . It probably means no more than
'things about to come '.

Summarv of Chapter III Part C
This section has developed more clearly than any 

previous study the formal translation equivalents employed 
in biblical and Jewish translation Greek. For the sake 
of clarity the relation between Greek and Semitic tenses 
is presented in the following charts

Greek (Indicative Mood) Arama i c/Hebr ew

Present Tense Participles
(Futuristic present) (Partie, of Futurum Instans
(Present with past sense) (Partie, of past action)

Aorist Perfect
(Futuristic aorist) (Prophetic perf.& Perf.

confident.)
(Aorist with present 

sense)
(Stative perfect)

(Timeless aorist) (Perf. expressing general 
truth)

Future Imperfect
(with past sense) (With past sense)

Perfect Derived Conjugation Verbs
(omnitemporal)
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These translation equivalents were of course not 
always adhered to, and exceptions can be found for every 
category. On the other hand, the very simplicity of 
this pattern, when seen in light of the many illustrations 
cited here, argues for its general validity. In deter- . 
mining the time at which the action took place one must 
deal with biblical Greek tenses in the same manner he 
would render biblical Hebrew/Aramaic - rely on the context 
of the verb in question.

The related problem of sudden shifts of tense in the 
Ape,, which has puzzled generations of scholars, is like
wise solved by appealing to the shift in tense made in 
an underlying Semitic source.

Regarding the periphrastic conjugations in NT Greek, 
it can no longer be maintained that they are purely 
Greek in origin, since they occur also in Hebrew and 
Aramaic. On the bther hand, it must not be assumed 
that when found in the NT they always show Semitic 
influence.. The true periphrasis, using a participle 
accompanied by a form of the verb 'to be' is infrequent 
in the Ape.; when it occurs it seems to stress the con
tinuing nature of the action.
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PART D. EVIDENCE OF UNDERLYING 

WAW-CONSECUTIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

One of the unique characteristics of Biblical Hebrew 
syntax is its employment of the Waw-consecutive with 
perfect and imperfect tense verbs. This peculiarity, 
which is not shared by Aramaic, Syriac, or even the later 
form of Hebrew found in the Mishnah, is described by

§ T  49a in the following terms:

... the Hebrew consecution of tenses is the 
phenomenon that, in representing a series 
of past events, only the first verb stands 
in the perfect, and the narration is con
tinued in the imperfect.. Conversely, the 
representation of a series of future events 

begins with the imperfect, and is continued 
in the perfect ,,,
Tîiis progress in the sequence of time, is 
regularly indicated by a pregnant and 
(called waw consecutive) ...

-'’The significant advance in understanding of the 
development and function of Waw-consecutive, from the 
earlier explanation given by S.R. Driver, through that 
put forward in 1948 by Father Henri ̂ leisch in his 
article 'Sur le système verbal du sémitique commun et son 
evolution dans les langues sémitiques anciennes', in 
Melanges de l'Universitate Saint Joseph (Beirut), XXVII 
T1947-48J, 39-50, which was adapted by Frank Blake of 
Johns Hopkins University, and is generally accepted 
today serves as the position from which this section is 
written. For the standard presentation, see Blake's 
A Resurvey of the Hebrew Tenses (Rome, 1951), 44— 53.
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IThis fundamental point of Hebrew syntax requires no illus- j
tration here; it is so widely employed in the OT that 
examples can be found throughout. We will at this point 
seek to establish as clearly as possible the influence 
exerted by the Waw-consecutive on the syntax of the LXX, 
especially on the tense of verbs involved. The results 
will then be used to evaluate any constructions in the 
Apoc. which are alleged to be the result of Hebrew Waw- 
consecutive influence.

In the LXX
It would be strange indeed if a structure so 

fundamental as the Waw-consecutive left no mark on the 
LXX, especially in those portions where a more literal 
method of translation was followed. For purposes of 
limiting the field of uses of this construction, the 
examples cited here come from a single category - that 
which uses a Hebrew perfect plus Waw-consecutive which 
serves to introduce the apodosis after sentences which 
contain a condition or a reason^. This choice is based 
on three considerations:

^GK §112ff,
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1) this use occurs very frequently in the OT;
2) this construction, when rendered into Greek, 

shows an obvious deviation from Greek idiom;
3) alleged occurrences of Waw-influenced con

structions in the Apoc, are mostly of this 
type. Four examples follow:

IV Ki, vii.4b xal Idv 0avaT(&<rtv 'fpSç j
xal dxo0avol5pe6a 'and if they kill us, 

we shall but die MT J J? ^  ̂  *0^

: IT T
Nu. X X X . 16 Idv ÔÈ xepieXobv xepilXiji aÙTflq

xal Xfifiijfemi, Tfiv dpapTlav aGtoB
'But if he makes . ., null and void ... he
shall bear his iniquity'; MT (û  J  1T T :

III Ki. iii.14 xal Idv xopev0̂  ̂ Iv 
60S p.o0 0,0 xal xX'n0vvS

fijiêpaç G’o\> 'and if you will walk 
in my way ... I will lengthen your days';
MT

c\ Isa. iv,4f. Ix-xXuvetr Kôptoç tôv

... xal ' 'When the Lord shall
wash away the filth ... then there will be* [but MT

^  r ' 7  P  7  ] «
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These cases could be multiplied, but they are sufficient 
to demonstrate that the LXX translators usually translated 
a Hebrew perfect plus Waw consecutive by Greek xaC 
plus future tense verb, instead of the. customary aorist 
equivalent for Hebr. perfect. An exception to this rule 
of practice is Num. xxi.9 xo.l eyeveTO omv ô̂axvev 

o(pt^. âvOpoxKOV , H a l i x t  t o v  xpXHoUv

Hal * 'if a serpent bit any man, he
would look on the bronze serpent and live', where Hebr. 
perfect plus Waw-consecutive is rendered by an. aorist 
verb. The Hebraic flavour of naC introducing the 
apodosis in Biblical Greek has been recognized previously; 
'The use of xaC to introduce an apodosis is also due 
primarily to Hebrew, although it appears as early as 
Homer'̂ ; here we have analysed the construction from 
the point of view of the tenses employed.

In the Apoc.
Commentators have called attention to several passages

in the Apoc. where the Waw-consecutive construction intro-
2ducing the apodosis is echoed , Most widely-noted of

^Bl-D §442 (7); cf. Beyer, 66f.? Bousset, 160. 
oAlthough evidence has been presented by others for 

the influence of Waw-consec. via xal in the NT on the 
apodosis expressing (a) a condition (b) a reason,
(c) a statement of time (cf. Scott, 11),. (d) resuming a
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these is

iiio20 lav t k  dxo6(?i;i (po:v% pov
xal dvoCÇ'g TTiv 0upav , xal 

( X 046) elcrsXeucropat xp6<s aÔTÔv 
'If anyone hears my voice and opens the
door, I will come in to him I

X.7 dXX̂  Iv ‘XQ.Vç fp.lpa(,g oTay
piXXip oaXxl̂ etv , xal eireXlo'O'n 
TO pvcrtrfjptov 'but in those days

when he is about to sound, the mystery ^f 
Gof^will be fulfilled'. Here Allo^ notes 
that xal represents the Waw-consecutive 
before the perfect with future sense.

iii.lO OTt eTijpricfaç t6v X6yov
6xopovfic pbi) , xdyé cne TT|pf|o% Ix 
TŸ̂C wpâ  to6 xGtpoopog (if the word order of 

minusc. 2026 935 2196 is accepted) 'Because 
you kept the word of my patience, I will 
keep you from the period of temptation .„.

final clause, etc. (cf. Moulton-Turner, 334f,? Bl-D 
§442 (7) ), my discussion will be limited to a considera
tion of the influence of the Waw on the tense of verbs 
which it immediately precedes.

Ip.l41. Cf. G.R. Driver, JTS n.s. XI (1960), 386? 
Beyer, 69.
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In these exx, one can trace the obvious 
influence of the Biblical Hebrew Waw- 
consecutive, Cf. also xivD.

An interesting point has recently been raised by
G. Mussies who is of the opinion that 'Mishnaic Hebrew
is the best basis for comparison with the use of Greek
in the Apoc,? first, because it is contemporary with
the book? second, because it is not classicistic but
reveals the development of Hebrew after the OT period,
and third, because the quantity of literature composed
in it is sufficient'^. He comments in detail about
the disappearance of Waw-consecutive tenses in Mishnaic 

2Hebrew , and refers to the tendency of the Qumran
Isaiah scroll (IQIs^) to avoid the consecutive Waw-tenses
as if this were simply part of a line of development,
traceable from the early form of the language (i.e. the
MT) through Qumran Hebrew to that preserved in the
Mishnah, While we will not at this point examine the
matter in detail, it is important to correct a false
impression which Mussies seems to give, that in IQIs^
and in other Hebrew documents from Qumran the Waw-consecutive
tenses had all but disappeared. Examination shows to the

^Mussies, .314,
2Ibid.? cf, M,H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic 

Hebrew (Oxford,.1927), 72f,
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contrary that Waw-consecutive tenses were still in use;
and even in places where they are avoided^ a Waw-
conjunctive is substituted in nearly every instance.
A sharp contrast is noticed in Mishnaic Hebrew, where
the Waw-consecutive is conspicuously absent, except in

2scattered OT quotations , and where even the Waw-coniwctive 
coupled with verbs appears infrequently. 'ï'Tnile agreeing 
fully with Mussies that tendencies can be seen in Qumran 
Hebrew which point in the direction of Mishnaic Hebrew, 
we would dispute his supposition that the disappearance 
of the Waw consecutive tenses in Mishnaic Hebrew can be 
seen as an intermediate stage in IQIs^, and suggest instead 
that in the use of Waw in connection with verbs, the bib
lical scrolls of Qumran have greater affinity to the MT 
than to the Mishnah.

Summarv of Chapter III Part P
Here is shown that the Hebraic Waw consecutive 

construction has left its mark on the syntax of the Ape. 
most clearly where it is used (translated by xa£ ) to 
introduce the apodosis of a conditional clause, thus 
creating a syntactical oddity unknown in secular Greek.

M. Burrows, 'Orthography, Morphology and Syntax of 
the St. Mark's Isaiah Manuscript', JBL 58 (1949),209f., 
lists only about twenty cases in which Waw-consec. tenses 
are avoided. See Mussies, 313, n.2 for further references 
to relevant literature.

Ĉf. Segal, loc. cit.
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PART E. IMPERATIVES

Mussies notes that since the Greek imperative 3rd
1person mood had no Semitic counterpart , one might expect 

to find in the Ape. future indie, verbs with the value of 
an imperative, since Semitic languages expressed the 3rd 
person imperative by the imperfect (or jussive) ", The 
question of Greek future for Hebrew jussive receives

3discussion elsewhere; here attention will be drawn to 
alternate constructions which have a supposed imperative 
meaning.

INFINITIVE WITH IMPERATIVE SENSE

There are scattered cases in the NT of the infinitive 
expressing the sense of an imperative. This is well in 
line with Greek usage, being attested as early as Horner'̂

5and, while less common in Attic literature , was widely

lp.322.

^Cf. GK §§109, 110,

^Cf, section 'Future Indicative for Semitic Jussive' 

^Schwyzer II, 380,

^Bl-D §389,
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•1 V.TJ J_1_   1_  ̂X. -, O- ̂ J- 4 Iemployed in the papyri* . With such strong attestation
in secular Greek it may appear futile to suggest the
possibility of Semitic influence on the infinitive at this
point. Moule, for example, notes that 'whether the
Hebrew "Infinitive Absolute" has influenced the use of
infinitive for imperative at all is hard to judge; but
Homeric instances make one cautious about detecting

2Semitic influence* , While every occurrence of this 
construction in the NT can be accounted for along Greek 
lines, yet an instance of it in the Ape. deserves attention 
because it closely reflects Ezk, iii.1-3. In Ape, x,9 
we read xal dxffKOa TCpèç t6v dyYeXov 
ôô vaC jioi TO 3t(3Xo.pCôtov ‘so I went to the angel and said

3to him, "give me the little book" '. Charles prefers 
to take the Hebraic sense of Xêywv (= )
meaning 'to command', thus translating 'bidding him to 
give me the little book'. On one hand this phrase 
corresponds with the appearances in the papyri of an 
imperatival infinitive depending on the verb signifying 
'to command', etc., which is either stated in the text 
or at least understood from context^; but at the same

Mayser II, 1, 303-5; Moulton-Turner Gramm, III, 78, 
and especially Mandilaras 316, who provides abundant 
examples of the imperatival infinitive from the papyri,

^Idiom Book, 127,

Î, 267,
4See Mandilaras, 318 for illustrative passages.
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time we cannot ignore a similar Hebrew idiom. The use 
of the Hebrew infinitive absolute to express the imperative 
idea is ‘extraordinarily common'^, and it seems that as 
with the case of Greek, likewise with Hebrew, this 
infinitive could be used as a kind of fixed word of 
command „ So if 0o0voii in Ape, x,9 is taken as
an imperative, it could perhaps be explained as due to a 
convergence of Greek and Hebrew influence. An attractive 
alternative explanation is that suggested by Charles , 
who takes Xlywv to mean 'command', leaving 8o0vo,&
with the true sense of a Greek infinitive. The same can
be said of Ape. xiii.l4 xaToixô o'tv ItcI

Ŷ G elxôva Onpltf 'ordering those
dwelling on earth to make an image to the beast ...'.
Cf. Acts xxià 21 \Iy“v p'ti xeptTéfjLvetv 'commanding
them not to circumcise ...'.

Understood either way, this use of the infinitive 
preceded by Xeywy in the Ape. shows the Seer*'s
acquaintance with and awareness of biblical Hebrew idiom.

^GK 0113, n.2
2Ibid,
3I, 267
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GREEK PARTICIPLE FOR IMPERATIVE

It is well known that in several places in the NT,
especially in Paul and I Peter, the participle is employed
in place of a finite verb with imperatival sense^.
The fullest discussion of this phenomenon remains that 

2of David Daube , who disputes Moulton's claim that such 
usage represented a genuine Hellenistic development.
Daube prefers to explain this usage as due to Hebrew 
(or less probably) Aramaic influence . Mishnaic Hebrew 
expresses what ought to be done by the use of the participle, 
In this role the partie, comes very close to the sense of 
the imperative, which Daube illustrates by numerous Hebrew • 
passages from post-biblical material. He thus seeks to 
explain the imperatival partie, in the NT as due to Hebrew, 
not Hellenistic Greek, influence, and his explanation seems 
to be sound^.

^Bl-D §468 (2).
2In 'Participle and Imperative in I Peter', appended 

note to E.G. Selwyn's The First Epistle of Peter (London, 
1947), 467-88 (summarised by W.D. Davies, Paul and 
Rabbinic Judaism, 329).

^Op. cit., 471.

"̂ It is accepted by Moule, Idiom Book, 179, while 
Zerwick also mentions it, §373. P. Joüon in his Grammaire 
de I'hebreu biblique (Rome, 1947), il21e n,2 cites the 
usage as a characteristic of Mishnaic Hebrew.
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A new evaluation of the evidence from the papyri 
cited by Moulton to support his position that the impera
tival partie, was a Hellenistic development has been 
recently made by Mandilaras^, who is more reluctant than 
his predecessor to see a truly Greek imperatival partie.; 
'Such a use of the partie, is indeed rare in the papyri 
He is doubtful of the strong case Moulton made on this 
point, and reveals that the construction is much less 
common in the papyri than Moulton believed. Naturally, 
the case for Semitic influence is enhanced by such findings.

An occurrence of an imperatival partie, has heretofore
not been cited from the Apoc., but in view of the arguments
noted supra it may be instructive to examine a variant
reading in iii.2 ylvov yp'OYop̂ v / (omitted by 2060)

xal oTTip£4ts>v (336 459 628) T& Xotxd ' awaken,
and strengthen what remains ,.. ' . The partie, appears
in none of the printed Greek texts, which generally prefer
the aorist imperative oT̂ pt̂ ov of the Textus Receptus.
The variant (r̂ npl̂ œv is supported by only one
family of rather late minuscules (1 1th to 16th century)
which were produced by rather careful copyists, probably

2from an earlier uncial archtype . T'̂ hile the textual 
pedigree of this variant is admittedly unimpressive, yet 
it clearly represents the more difficult reading. It 
also may be significant that the passage is part of the

^§§922-24.
o"H.C. Ho ski er, Concerning the Text of the Apoc, 

(London, 1929) I, 23, 122, 515.
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epistles to the seven churches, and that it consists of 
admonition.. There is no other occurrence of this con
struction in the Ape.

AEUTE followed by the IMPERATIVE

W.H. Simcox in his comments on the text of the Ape.^
seems to imply that the verbal use of Ô80T8 immediately
preceding an imperative represents a Semitic construction.
On this point Ozanne makes even more certain claims for

2its Hebraic nature , arguing that in Ape. xix.17 0e0TS ,
represents a Hebraism, due to the fact that 

in the LXX the adverb de0Te commonly represents the 
imperative of 7 - r  expression is not
peculiar to Hebrew however, but is present in many 
languages in essentially the same form. In Greek the 
sequence ôe0TS plus imperative has been employed 
since the time of Homer in poetic passages and appears in 
later prose works^ . It seems that this particular use

^Cambridge Greek Testament, The Revelation of St, 
John the Divine (Cambridge, 1893), 180.

2Ozanne, Thesis, 36.
3Occurrences of ôsSts immediately followed by 

imperative in the LXX: Gen. xi.l, IV Km, i.6 , vi.l3,
xxii.13, Ps. xxxiii.ll, lxv.l6 , Isa. lvi.9.

^Liddell & Scott-Jones, Greek-Enalish Lexicon, s.v,
0e0T8
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of the imperative has little significance for illustrating 
Semitic influence on Greek syntax, or for indicating a 
Hebrew source for the Ape.

Summarv of Chapter III, Part E
The infinitive with imperative sense is attested in 

Hebrew and in Hellenistic Greek, so does not per se 
point to Hebrew influence. The well-established late 
Hebrew use of the participle for imperative is known 
from other parts of the NT; in the Ape. however it has 
only a single weakly-attested occurrence.

Concerning the use of ôe0TS followed by the 
imperative, little significance should be attached.
The construction occurs in Hebrew, but is well-established 
in Greek from ancient times onward.

PART P. INFINITIVES

Bl-D note that in comparison with classical Greek 
the use of the infinitive in the NT has shifted greatly, 
with some categories, such as the infinitive of purpose 
and certain forms of the substantival infinitive growing 
more common, while other forms were falling into disuse.^

^§388,
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This changing syntactical scene, including both the 
replacement of temporal and causal clauses by the 
infinitive, and the intrusion of tva and xaC 
constructions into territory formerly held by the infinitive 
has motivated a considerable amount of study dealing with 
the position of the infinitive in Hellenistic Greek»

THE ARTICULAR GENITIVE INFINITIVE

Perhaps the most striking point of NT usage of the
infinitive is its employment preceded by the genitive
article <ço0 In the NT this construction is used
’in a lavish way’ (Bl-D §388) to express a variety of
meanings, including purpose; a consecutive sense? and a 

2final sense » All these uses can be explained on Greek 
grounds? indeed, the construction is acceptable Greek.
It is found in the language of Plato and Polybius, and

3was somewhat favoured by Thucydides for expressing purpose , 
and is used in a wide range of meanings in the papyri^»

^Schwyzer, 372f,? Mandilaras §§815ff»? Moulton 
Gramm. I, 216f»; Conybeare & Stock, @§59, 60? Jannaris, 
482f», 578f»

^Bl-D §400 concentrate on these and other meanings 
of the construction»

3 aIbid», of » Conybeare & Stock, @59,

^Mandilaras, @i815ff.
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In addition, B1~D note (§400 (7,8) ) the Semitic 
flavour of certain infinitives with prefixed To0 after 
the pattern of the LXX, which often employed this con
struction to render the Hebrew infinitive with prefixed ^ 
This NT usage falls into two categories; a) a loose, 
general tendency to prefix 'co0 onto any sort of 
infinitive? b) a manner in which the Greek consecutive 
sense all but disappears, where the relation between to# 
plus infinitive and the remainder of the sentence is very 
loose^a

In the LXX
Under a) Bl-D list the following examples from the

LXX:

3 Km, i.35 xa£ Ive'̂stXdp.'nv 'CoC sTva?,
&XL ’lorpar)X m£ 'lovôo.

'and I have appointed him to be ruler over 
Israel and Judah' which translates a Hebrew 
infinitive construct J l  ) ) (  1  ^  «.

^Ibid.
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Ezk, xxiall èiroCfiT) TO0 6o0vat ah%^v e£ç 
Xetpa &%o%TGvo0vToc 'ready to be 

placed in the hand of the slayerl (Hebrew 
> ).

To these we add Ps. xxvi.13 To#
lôetv 'îa è/fOsQà̂  xopCoy Iv y?

'I believe that I shall see the good things 
of the Lord' (Hebrew D  ) H ̂  ).

The Hebrew construction in each case is the infinitive
construct preceded by p , which occurs very frequently 
in the OT with a variety of meanings^. It becomes 
apparent that biblical Greek writers in certain instances 
employed the To0 plus infinitive as the equivalent of 
Hebrew ^ plus infinitive, thus giving the previously 
infrequent Greek construction a much wider range of meaning 
in biblical Greek.

While Charles and others are content to point out the 
Hebrev/ antecedent of this genitive articular infinitive, 
it is worth noting that in Aramaic the same construction 
occurs with even greater frequency. In biblical Aramaic 
the infinitive plus ^ stands almost without exception 
following a governing verb to express command, intention.

^GK §114f,? cf» Driver, Hebrew Tenses, 275f
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necessity, and coercion^. Regarding its frequency Bauer
and Leander (§85b) made the following observations
’Die kbnstruktion mit ^ is auch nahezu stdndige Regel
in den Targumen, weniger hdufig im pal. Talmud. So auch

2immer im Syrischen .„,* . This occurs in biblical Aramaic 
(always negated with ^  ̂ ) in the following placess 
Dan. V i . 16 ... 'n‘’P-) i d KT- T  ; • : T  TI : T V ;
' [know, O king, that everyjinterdict and ordinance 
cannot be altered'; cf. Theodotion's translation, where 

TO0 plus infinitive translates the construction, 
although the article is widely separated from its infinitive 

TO0 %&.v opt<7}iôv ml ontdcnv nv av o pao'tXeùç 
(rcfipij o5 ôer . Cf. vi.9 T  H  J 1 3^ . 2 7 • T T :

n J W  n / P 'the decree which must not beT T : ” : T
alt.ered'. While we recognise that in Hellenistic Greek 
the genitive articular infinitive was coming into wider 
use, we cannot account for what Bl-D term the 'lavish use' 
of this construction by NT writers on the basis of this 
trend alone. The best explanation of the construction's 
frequency in biblical Greek, especially in the Ape, is that

1
Bauer and Leander, §85a? cf, Stevenson, 53, who 

notes that in targumic Aramaic also ‘an infinitive^dependent 
on a governing verb is nearly always preceded by P 
even when there is no preposition in Heb'.

2 eThe use of 1_ plus infinitive in Syriac is obligatory
in this type of construction, according to Ndldeke, Syr.
Gramm. 197.
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which recognises the widespread use of the corresponding
Semitic construction in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac, and
which allows the Greek construction to represent this
Semitic one by a literal rendering of ^ by to0 .

After noting the especially wide employment of this
construction in Ajramaic, it may be instructive to repeat
the observation made earlier that outside the Ape. it is
found most frequently in Luke-Acts. While the occurrences
in the Ape. are most likely due to Hebrew influence^, it
is tempting to conjecture that those in Luke-Acts provide

oa link, heretofore un-examined, with Aramaic sources .

In the Ape.
Previous searches for the genitive articular infinitive 

in the Ape. have yielded meagre results since they have 
been based only on the published critical editions of the 
Greek NT. Bl-D for example find only one certain 
occurrence (xii.7), and two which are weakly attested 
(ix.lO and xiv.15)^* A construction of this nature would

^Cf. Ozanne, Thesis, 35f., who rejects Aramaic 
influence.

2• The view that Semitisms in Luke-Acts were Septua- 
gintisms sheds no light on this construction, since in 
the LXX it is not rendered consistently. According to 
Charles, the LXX translators 'reproduced it in many ways'

^Bl-D §400 (8 )
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doubtless by smoothed by copyists with an eye towards 
improving their texts, so it is safe to assume that the 
Ape, originally contained a greater number of occurrences 
than do the mss. on which printed editions are based.
In Hoskier's apparatus attestation is given for several 
more, three of which seem to reflect the Hebraic loosely 
attached to an infinitive following a governing verbs

Ape. iv.ll êtÇtoç eT 6 %6piog xat 
6eôç TO0 (459) Xapŝ v 'cf̂v
ôôÇav 'Thou art worthy, O Lord and our-

God, to receive glory

v,3 ml o&ôe£q ô̂uvcüTo to#
(2019) àvorÇat no (3tp\£ov
'And no one was able to open the book

ix.6 xat I'XtOuj.ifjo'ovo't V no0 (792)
&%o6averv . 'And they shall desire 

to die ,,, ' , Here we might add the weakly 
attested no0 xrip0 ôtt in i,2 .

1This relatively high frequency of the construction 
in the Ape, makes necessary the modification of an 
observation by A.T. Robertson that in the NT 'it is only ■ 
in Luke (Gospel 23 times. Acts 21 times) and Paul (13 
times) that To0 with the infinitive (without prepositions) 
is common', (Cited by Moule in his Idiom Book, 129). 
According to Bl-D §400 (3) this usage is also classical®
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xii„2 lia i Iv yacrtrpl Eyouaa xal %pd%G(,
«ôCvovoa xat poaavt^opêv'n To0

(458 2017 2040 syr^^) TsxeEv 'And she
was with child and she cried out in pangs, of
birth, and anguished for delivery' (cf,
Isa, xxvi,17 where TG%G%v renders
Hebrew T )  3  }  ^ 'about to be delivered',V V r
a familiar Hebrew idiom) ,

Closely related syntactically is a category of the 
infinitive plus genitive article expressing necessity. 
While 19th century commentators noticed the Semitic 
nature of the passage in question (Ape. xii,7), they 
wrongly ascribed it to the influence of the Hebrew

oinfinitive absolute . R.H. Charles has given the best 
explanation of the construction, summarised here :

First, Charles noted the unconvincing attempts of 
others to remove the un-Greek construction in this verse 
either by changing the infinitive into a finite verb, or 
by removing the subjects Michael and his angels, or at

1So Gunkel, Schdpfunq und Chaos, 200, n.2; Charles 
I, 317; Lancellotti, llOf.

2E.g. the nineteenth century commentaries by Ewald 
and Züllich, who explained no0 -xoXepfpai as due
to the Hebrew infinitive absolute (cited by Ltlcke,
Versuch einer vollstëndicen Einleitunq in der Offenbarunq 
des Johannes, II, 453f,),
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least by rendering them in the accusative instead of 
nominative case. 'Some acquaintance of the LXX' has 
enabled Charles to illustrate convincingly that the 
infinitive with genitive article, preceded by a subject 
in the nominative case represents the literal rendering 
of a pure Hebraism, As examples from the LXX he cited:

Hos. ix,13 *E(ppa,(,{i to0 è̂ ayxyetv
(= r-'iax' ),
'Ephraim must bring forth'? also:

I Chr, ix,25 étôeX<poC aÙT0v ,,,
•ÏÏO0 eScr̂ opsiSecrôat xam

{= x i o ^  ...tjrPTAT
%]  ̂rr ) 'Their brethren had to come in ...

every seven days'; ,

Eccl, iii ,15 oou To0 yCvecrOat î6t) ŷ Yovev
( = n M  1 3 0  h v ' i i ^  iK/y )
'Wliat is to be hath already been',

'Thus in the Hebrew the subj, before ^ and the infinitive 
is in the nominative and the Greek translators have literally 
reproduced this idiom in the LXX'^,

^Charles,I,321f.? cf. GK §114k for an explanation of 
this use of the Hebrew infinitive construct.
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The soundness of Charles‘ explanation is recognised
1 2 by WoF. Howard ; cf. N. Turner , who gives a survey of

recent opinions on this construction.
In his treatment of Apoc, xii.7 Lancellotti recognises 

this infinitive plus subject in the nominative case as 
Hebraic, but argues wrongly for rejection of the genitive 
article, primarily because it is attested in mss. considered 
textually inferior? also because, according to his text, 
the infinitive generally occurs without the article;
He suggests perhaps it entered the text as a result of 
dittography of the final syllable of the preceding word

Another occurrence of the phenomenon, cited by 
Charles, is Ape. x iii.10 eV paxa.tp'Ç
âxoxmvÔ^vat a&TÔv p&xa(p̂  à-TcoxmvÔ̂ vai, * Here he would
understand oi5'îôv as a corruption for ■ ,
and he also notes that the article To0 is not attested 
in any manuscript, Tiie idiom is still Hebraic, and 
should be understood as meaning 'if any man is to be slain 
with the sword, he is to be slain with the sword'

^Moulton-Howard II, 448f.
2Moulton-Turner III, 141? cf. his Grammatical

Insights, 160f. 
3Lancellotti, 112.

^Charles, I, 355f? cf. cxlvi
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The remaining cases of plus infinitive in the
Ape. appear to express either purpose or consequence, and
thus can foe explained along the lines of the (infrequent)
Greek genitive articular infinitive^. If indeed these
are such acceptable Greek as is maintained by Bl-D, one
wonders why the article was subsequently omitted in the
major mss. containing the Ape.? Certainly the article
represents the more difficult reading in each case, and
the temptation for copyists would be to eliminate it,
indicating perhaps their judgment that the construction

2was somewhat un-Greek in character .
Since the widely employed Hebrew infinitive construct 

plus V could also express purpose and consequence^,
one could safely postulate that at least in the Ape. the 
cases of 'so0 plus infinitive cited supra are 
attributed more to Hebraic than to Greek influence.

"Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, 578 notes a 
total of 3 occurrences in Plato, 5 in Xenophon, and 12 
in Thucydides,

2Other occurrences in the Ape. include i.l2 
TO0 (3Xe-Ketv (598 2038)? ii.l4 TO0 (paystv (325 

336 517 620)? xvi.9 TO0 ôo0vat (628)? xvi.l9
TO0 0o0vat ( H  2014 2034),

^Cf. GK §114g.
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INFINITIVE RESOLVED INTO A FINITE VERB‘S

Charles noted a case in the Ape. where an infinitive
is resolved into a finite verb in the following clause,
on the basis of Hebrew practice. He quotes S.R. Driver?
'it is a common custom with Hebrew writers, after employing
a participle or infinitive, to change the construction,
and, if they wish to subjoin other verbs which should
logically be in the participle or infinitive as well, to

2pass to the use of the finite verb' , This construction 
is found also in the so-called 'Zadokite document', as 
well as in the Aramaic of Ezra (cf. iv„21); it is also 
attested in the Babylonian Talmud.^ This change of 
construction affects infinitives which have prefixed^as 
well as those without it. Examples without the prefix 
include the following:

iKi. ii.37 B i g r i  u r n
^ U  3 ^  ' fri the day

you go forth (infinitive) and cross (finite 
verb) the brook'?

^GK §114m, 116m? Driver, Tenses, 136f.? 138f?
Charles I, cxlvi,

^Driver, op. cit., 136f.

Cf, C. Rabin, Zadokite Documents, Edited with a 
translation and notes (Oxford, 1954), 10, n.3.
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I Ki. viii.33 _y
T  • I ; ‘ T * ;

'when your people are smitten (infinitive) 
and turn (finite verb)'

Occurrences of infinitive plus ^ include:;

Gen. xviii„25 (7 V/) . . . /?7Ü |7^
T r : ' T  ;

'To slay ... and to be ...' (which is 
translated literally in the LXX by TO0

éwtoX'ïÊÎvai. ... xal ... )̂

In the LXX
In the 'LX]{ we find this construction rendered literally 

in several places:

Deut. iv.42 (psuyst-v &%e& ...
xa£ xa'caçsü̂ at ,,, xal

'to flee there ... and to flee ... and to 
live'?

Ill Km. viii.33 Iv i:5v Xaov ouo
... xat extôicplilfoucrt V xal &̂ o{ioXoTnanv:a&
'when the people are smitten ... and turn, 
and acknowledge (a hypothetical sentence).

^See Driver, op. cit. 138f
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Other cases could be cited. These illustrate that the 
un-Greek resolution of an infinitive into a finite verb 
preceded by xaC is due to the influence of the correS" 
ponding characteristic in biblical Hebrew,

In the Ape.
This phenomenon appears in the Ape, at xiii.15 
xal I6Ô0TÎ ôoüvoit ., xat xotftcnet ( } {al)^,

'And it was given unto him to give ,,, and to cause ,,,'
2Charles tentatively reconstructs the underlying Hebrew 

which he sees at this points f~J ^

i i / y m  ... nn!? .
The translation of this verse depends of course on 

whether it is the beast or the image of the beast which is 
the subject of 'to cause'. This writer follows Charles in 
taking the beast to be the subject, since it seems unlikely 
that if the image of the beast were the subject, it would 
appear so soon in the same verse as the object of the verb 
■xpocntu vfjowtv ,

For the latter verb Hoskier wrongly cites Syriac 
evidence for an infinitive? in Gw]/nn ' s transcription 
the verb is.peal impf,

Î, cxlvi.
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xii,17f. xal 7totf|aat -KoXefiov
|o.em 'câSv .. xal l̂onîdôrj
&x£ 'îfiv dpjiov *ïï% ôaXdomiç 'And he

departed to make war with the remnant,,,.
1and to stand on the sand of the sea'.

By understanding the verb IcrtdQri in the sense of
an infinitive we would be able to settle the textual 
dispute over whether the variant lcrrd0T)v ' 1 stood'
should be read here as the introduction,to what follows 
in chapter xiii.

xiii.Sf. xal Iôô6îî IÇoucrCa 
Tecnmpdxovra 60o xal v̂otÇev 'sô

c r r ô p L a  a & ^ o 0  e £ ç  p X a o ^ r p - C a i g  % p & C \  'S & if  

Oeov pXaopîiî^ifjcïai tô  Svopa a&To0

'And he is allowed to 
exercise authority forty two months, and to 
open his mouth in blasphemies against God, 
to blaspheme his name

In both cases the sentense is relieved of a 
certain awkwardness when the finite verb following the 
infinitive is understood as a Semitic second infinitive, 
resolved in form to a finite verb.

^Cf, Charles I ad, xii,17f,
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NOMINAL USE OF THE INFINITIVE

Under the heading of the Nominal Use of the Infinitive
in his monograph Lancellotti notes the occasional use of
an infinitive in a servile manner to supplement the verbs

|iê\Xw p 6ê\<à p Ôûvoficci* g Xlyw , etc.^. While
he rightly recognises that such usage is fully acceptable
in Greek, he suspects Semitic influence to be at work
when the infinitive in dependence on is used
to express the sense 'concede', 'permit', in Ape, ii„7 and
xiii.15, and Xêyw in the sense of 'demand', 'request'

2in X . 9 and xiii.14 . These definitions are by no means 
un-Greek , nor is there any irregularity in the fact that 
they are followed by infinitives, Lancellotti succeeds 
however in drawing attention to the interesting fact that 
this Greek usage is exactly paralleled by a corresponding 
Hebrew construction, well-illustrated in the case of Xéyw
by I Chr. xxi.17 n  v a  u i y o }  N X  XLl
'Was it not I who commanded to number the people?' (LXX

lp.l09f.
2Lancellotti does not specify the nature of the 

influence, but refers to P. Jodon. Grammaire de I'hebreu 
biblique, @157c, n.2.

3Liddle and Scott, s.v, ôiôœjii list no fewer
than eight secular examples where the verb followed by 
an infinitive means 'grant', 'concede', while for Xêyw 
with the meaning 'command', ten cases are cited.
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o5h kyoi) sT%Oj a*o0 aptGjifjoui XoÛ ; ), and in
the case of 5CSa?ii by Gen. .xxxi.7 ” Xr1

" i % i y  j / i n >  U ‘' n ' h (  U J ? j ‘• T • ** •" I » .
'God did not permit him to harm me' (LXX m£ 06%

êÔwxev aî>'vÔ  b Ôe5c xaMôot-flcrat ps )? cf. Job
lx.18 1 7 1 1  m/'ll
'he will not permit me to draw my breath' (LXX 06%

Y&p j-ie d.va'xve^oat ) ,

This construction, identical in both Hebrew and 
Greek, seems not to represent so much a case of Semitic 
influence on our author's Greek, but rather to be a 
basic characteristic of many languages which is used to 
express a particular idea. This element has found its 
way into numerous languages in similar form to that 
shown here in the case of Hebrew and Greek.

Perhaps a similar explanation can be offered to 
explain the phenomenon pointed out by Charles^ in Ape. 
xvi.l9 where we read ital (3dpuXov peydXT) é{iV7̂(j0T)
Ivdktov TO0 6eo0 0o0vat 'KO'T'̂ptov Charles

notes the construction 0o0vat should be com
pared with Ps, cix,16 and ciii.18 where the infinitive 
'to give' follows ^  3  , The construction nLpvfiOXw
followed by an infinitive occurs numerous times in secular

^11, 52,
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1 9Greek , so of itself it shows no direct Semitic influence ,

Summary of Chapter III Part F
In summary, we note that while Charles long ago laid 

the foundation for explaining the Semitic nature of 
plus infinitive in certain passages of the Ape. as expressing 
necessity, here for the first time evidence is cited 
demonstrating that the construction was even better known 
in Aramaic and Syriac than in biblical Hebrew. By avail
ing ourselves of Hoskier's apparatus we have discovered 
occurrences in the Ape. not before seen.

In the case of infinitives which are resolved into 
finite verbs, based upon a well documented Hebrew practice, 
further examples have been suggested in addition to those 
presented by Charles.

Regarding the so-called 'nominal' use of the infinitive 
ascribed by Lancellotti to Hebrew influence, it was noted 
here that the construction is found in Greek literature 
as well, although there is admittedly a Hebraic construc
tion in the OT which is identical.

^Liddell and Scott, s.v. for examples.
2On the unusual construction in this passage of 

èvüktov TO0 6eo0 as a modification of the Aramaic
indefinite 3rd person plural, cf. supra, section A of Part III,
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part G. PARTICIPLES

Introduction
Wliile Greek participles have many functions in common 

with their Semitic counterparts, yet they differ from one 
another on several points. The observations presented 
in this section deal with those points where a participial 
usage more or less restricted to Hebrew and/or Aramaic 
has influenced their employment in the Greek of the 
Apocalypse.

GREEK PARTICIPLES RESOLVED INTO FINITE VERBS

The participle in the Apoc. is sometimes employed 
in circumstances where, in the following clause, it is 
resolved into a finite verb which expresses the sense of 
a participle. Close attention has been given to this 
usage by R.H. Charles^ who explains its Hebraic nature.
He cites S.R. Driver’'? 'it is a common custom with Hebrew 
writers, after employing a participle or infinitive, to 
change the construction, and if they wish to subjoin other 
verbs, which logically should be in the participle or 
infinitive as well, to pass to the use of the finite verb'. 
Note the following illustrative examples:

Î, cxliv f
^Hebrew Tenses, 136f, Cf. GK §116x,
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Gen. 33 JîîST* W ̂1* •* «"""
'v/ho hunted game and who brought ' ®

Here the LXX renders idiomatically, using two participles, 

Ps, cx3cxvi,13f .. ^ 4 0  Ü'' 3  r ̂  ̂
i o i n a  ‘p x i ' y ^  T ’d v n ?  -tow.»; .. r ; . ' V :
who divided the Red Sea .., and made Israel 
pass in its midst'®

Again the LXX gives an idiomatic renderings
xamôteXÔôvTt 'ctjv Ip\)0p4.v ©dXaouav «»<> xal 
ôtayaYÔvi;?. tov ’lopatiX

I, Sam, ii.8 , , , ^ 3  1 5 J/Z] T3 ̂ P O*ï* *• [0

i r a x  !)■’ "}*•( Î V " T

' He raises the poor from the dust ,,, he lifts 
the needy',

Here the LXX renders à-KÔ Tfic 7iévnm ,,, lyê pet "%T(o%6w.
While the construction is primarily Hebraic, Burney notes^

^Aramaic Origin, 96£, Lancellotti, 105f,, declaresI I,    * #that it is not found in AramaicI
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Dan. iv.22 as an Aramaic example 77 ? 1
rĵ yiijl 3 XHU/iV) ïlU/3}{-]3

V U  .. . ' And they shall drive you ,. .
(lit. 'driving you') and with grass like oxen they shall 
feed you'.

In the NT
Burney cites two occurrences of the construction

from the 4th Gospel;!, 32 TeOéajaat To 7cvs0jia xamPa?vov»
... xat Ipetvsv Ix’ a&Tov 7 cf, v.44 Xappdvov̂ eg

xat o6 r̂i'ïet'çe  ̂Black, in his discussion of
2parataxis in the Gospels notes that 'in D, xaC 

occasionally introduces a finite verb after a participle 
Among the exx. he cites are some similar in function to 
the.cases cited supra? e.g. Lk, ix.6 l̂ epx̂ pevot • 

xat p̂xoviro (D) e{>aYY®̂ t̂ 4uevot xat
0epaxe6ovTGG (lit.) And they departing and going

... evangelizing and healing'.

^Burney, loc. cit., where he notes it also occurs 
in Pal. Syriac of John i.32.

2 3Aramaic Approach , 6 8 .
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In the Apoc.
C.C. Torrey^ called attention to this construction 

in Apoc. 1.16 xal Ix 100 (rrôjia'coç a&?o0 ôptpaCa 
éxxopeuo|J.êvT} , xal a&TO0 & nXtoç çaCvei

'and out of his mouth a sword coming,,and his face as 
the sun shining ...'„ Burney in an article devoted to
this construction in the Apoc. collects from Charles'

2commentary the following examples of the construction :

i.5f. 'fi.uSç ... xal
l-KOÊTKrev 'Unto him who loves

us ... and makes us' (not RV 'and He makes
US');

i i . 2  To&G XéYovmç èaviroSç dxocrcôXoüç , 

xal o6x etcrCy 'Those  c a l l in g

themselves apostles, and are not (not 
RV 'and they are not')?

ii„9 XGYOvicoov *IovÔaCovç eTvat
èaua-ouç , xal o6x elcrCv ' Those 
claiming to be Jews, and are not' (Apoc.
iii.9 identical);

^The Apocalypse of John, 43f.
2ÎA Hebraic Construction in the Apocalypse ' JTS 

XXII (1921), 371-76.
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il.20 T) XsYoooa ,
xat ôtôtotet 'Who says ,,, and teaches

(not RV 'and she teacheth’)?

11.23 &Ŷ  eljj.1 o èpoiuvSv ...
xal Ôdooto 'I am he who searches .. ,

and who gives'?

vii.14 ol IÇepxôpevot ... xal
x̂Xvvav Also xiv.2,3? xv.2,3.

Burney adds to Charles' list xiii.11 dXXo Qnplov
dvapOiCvov ... xal e[%s • He rejects 1.18

and XX.4 which Charles included. Finally I would add 
vii.2f. dXXov ŶŶ Xov dva(3alvovm ... 'éxov%a

xal x̂paÇev» ,

PARTICIPLES IN THE SENSE OF FI Hi TE VERBS

Hjalmar Frisk in an article titled 'Partizlpium und 
Verbum finitum im Spâtgriechischen' in Kleine Schriften. 
Studia Graeca et Latina Gothoburgensia XXI (Gothenburg, 
1966), 432-42 argues against what he terms the ‘wide and 
growing opinion that the partie, in later Greek was, used 
on occasion as a finite verb. He asserts (on p.432) 
that the partie, is always to be understood as a participle,
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Where it seems to have the sense of a finite verb the i
explanation can be found in what he describes as 
'stylistic peculiarities’.

Frisk of course was referring to later (Hellenistic) 
Greek. In biblical Greek there are of course occurrences 
of the participle in place of the finite verb to express 
finite action. The Hebrew practice of using a participle 
for a finite verb is responsible for the construction in 
the LXX. Especially significant are occurrences of 
sentences or primary clauses in which the partie, is the 
only verb^. This un-Greek practice owes its explanation 
to Semitic influence. In Hebrew, the partie, on occasion 
is found in place of a finite verb in a main clauses

Gen. iv.lO H-fTY ' « 1  W p

'The voice of your brother's blood cries 
(lit. 'crying') unto me'.

Gen. xliii.5 ^  J 1
”T 3 J  'but if you

will not send him, we will not go down 
(lit. 'if you not sending him')?

Conybeare & Stock, @80; cf, Mandilaras, §920 who 
points out that although this phenomenon is found in the 
papyri, yet the ten cases he cites occur mostly 'in letters 
or writings of less educated people', and that some cases 
represent nothing more than a stereo-typed mode of epistolary 
address. The obvious contrast between these and the literary 
nature of the Apoc. makes it clear that the one can hardly 
be used to account for the other.
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Eccl. X . 4 9 1 1 ]  T j / n  1 1 1

H  3  'One generation passes away,
another generation comes' (lit. 'one passing
... one coming');

Eccl. i,6 ^  ̂  ) n
n*)3n ' The wind turns about andT

goes (lit, 'turning ... going the wind'); 
cf. vs. 7:

■oil ' □‘'O/T -Every stream
runs to the sea' (lit. 'running').

The exx. cited so far are rendered in the LXX by present 
indie, verbs which, as noted earlier in this study, are 
in the tense frequently preferred for translating Semitic 
participles. In the exx. which follow, however, the 
partie, was translated literally into Greek;

Jdg. xiii. 19 "D 3 j J l  1

'And Manoah and his wife looked on' (liti 
'looking on'), LXX ml Mav05s xal 
'h Yuvt a&TO0 p-XëxovTGG

Judg. xiv.4 ^  ’ ÎJ Q ^ 9  1

'And in that time the Philistines ruled in
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Israel' (lit. 'ruling'). LXX ml Iv 
xatp̂  exeCytÿ ot dXXoffuXot xupteyov'ceç 

Iv ' IcrpanX ,

While this use of the partie, is found infrequently 
in Hebrew, the situation is the reverse in the branches 
of Aramaic relevant to our subject, where very frequently 
the partie, serves as a finite verb expressing present, 
past, or future sense^. In biblical Aramaic for example,
Stevenson notes 'the partie, is the ordinary equivalent

2 3of a present tense ...' . Charles and Burney cite
biblical Aramaic on this point, noting that in various
places in the Aramaic of Daniel parties, occur in the
sense of ordinary finite verbs. The majority of these
parties, in Dan, are rendered in LXX and Theodotion by
the indicative. For example, Dan. ii.8
p ] T T J i J /  'T x i X  j/T'* • » I Î "" T* ~ j •

'Of a certainty I know that you are trying to gain time'. 
Here the partie. -^3 ̂  appears in both LXX and Theod.
as oTôa . This mode of translating is predictable,
again because Jewish Greek often uses pres, indie, to 
represent Semitic participles. What is worthy of note 
is that in some places a literal translation of Greek

■̂ So Stevenson, 56; Bauer and Leander, §81; Ndldeke §269 
2Stevenson, loc. cit. . .

Î, 316; Aramaic Origins, 88.
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partiCo for Aramaic partie, occurs, apparently 
unintentionally :

Dan. ii.21f . , , n 7 ^ 0 ^  ^ ?
. . . y n a o n  ,  , v " p n a ^ ’

. ..- V 7 ^  H - ) n

'He changes he removes o.. and sets up 
he gives wisdom ... he reveals ... he knows 
... ' LXX xat aÙTOG èXKohoV

{is0i.crrâSv ... xa0i(rr©v , ôtôoùç
... àva?caXi57C'üO)V ... xal ytvéo'xwv .

Here the six Aramaic parties, with present sense have 
been translated by one pres, indie, verb and five parties; 
Theod, uses four indicative verbs and two parties.

These exx. illustrate that while the tendency in 
the IjXX is to translate parties, using Greek pres, indie., 
yet on occasion the translators rendered partie, for partie, 
in an apparently slavish and unintentional fashion, 
producing the phenomenon found in NT Greek as well.
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In the NT
From the evidence presented, we can safely conclude 

that since this use of the partie, is standard in Aramaic, 
while less common in Hebrew, wherever it occurs in the 
NT it can be more probably ascribed to Aramaic than to 
Hebrew influence. Wellhausen^ long ago suggested that 
in Mark's Gospel certain parties, could best be under
stood as full indicatives. This point has been discussed 

2by Black and even J.H. Moulton, who stressed its existence 
in the papyri, conceded that the occurrences in Mark, 
especially in codex D, arise from literal translation

3from Aramaic . Moule cites a few Pauline passages where 
the partie, has the force of a finite verb^ but offers 
no explanation for the phenomenon.

^Einleitunq in d. drie erst, Ev.̂  (1911),14,
2 3Aramaic Approach , 68, 130.

Ĝrammar I, 222-24.

^Idiom Book, 179. Relevant are Rom. v.ll? 
II Cor. V.12; vii.5; viii.4? ix.ll.
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In the Apoc.
I ?C.C. Torrey followed by Lancellotti calls attention

to this Aramaism in the Apoc, when he discussed x.8
xat "h tpoovfi hv fjxovou &x Toff odpavo# j

XaXoCfcm-v p&r' l|iotf xat Xsyodouv' th e n  th e  v o ic e  w h ic h  I

heard from heaven again speaks to me and says ,.,' ,
To this I would add iv.lb xat (poovn ^ xpÆvn nv
x̂ov>at6 œç oûXt̂ ŷxoç XaXoficroç Xêyxov ' and the

first voice which I heard speaks to me like a trumpet,
saying ,,, ' ̂ , R.B.Y, Scott^ adds xii,2 xat paaav-
t̂oialvT) 'cexel'v and xix.ll xat 6 xa0f'̂ usvoç

ovTov xi-crcoç xaXo6|aevo<; xat aXîi0tvô<g (His
other exx, cited do not properly belong here).
Torrey (p,43) cites as a passive example vii,4 Ixa-̂ ôv

'ceauapdxovm 'clouupsç xiX&dÔS;; ècyippaytcroiilvot (The
other passages cited by him do not belong here).

These passages, which are clumsy Greek, seem to
be identical in nature to those noted earlier from the
Greek OT which literally rendered Semitic participles
with the sense of finite verbs.

^The Apocalypse of John, 43, 119f,

2p.98.

^Charles conjectures that XaXovcrnc Xêywv
might be a Hebraism ( l U Î n  ) here and in x.8

4p,9.
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INDECLINABLE AET2N REPRESENTING I X X } /

In biblical Hebrew the infinitive absolute 1 Z) X 
(from ”7 23 ) is employed with two meanings.
First, it represents in a few places only the simple 
meaning 'to say' of the finite verb, e.g. II Sam. ii.22 . 
'And Abner said, ( ^  H 2 ^ )  again to Asahel
while its other, and .best-known, meaning is as an 
introductory formula meaning 'as he said', 'with these 
words', and often best rendered simply as .'thus', or 
even as a pause before direct discourse, the counterpart 
of Greek recitativum. In this role *127 X

9occurs some 800 times in the OT,
The former usage is not surprising, since elsewhere 

in Hebrew the infinitive absolute appears as a finite
3verb , while the latter usage could possibly have arisen 

from the tendency to follow a verb with an infinitive 
absolute to intensify the idea of the main verb^ although 
there is admittedly little sign of intensity in most of 
the verbs followed by H 23 ^  in the OT.

According to Lisowsky's Konkordanz zum Hebr. Alt. 
Test., 123, I found only eight such passages (he cites 
nine) where the inf. absolute is thus employed.

2My own count, based on Lisowsky's Konkordanz,

^Cf. G-K §113y.

^Cf. G-K §113r.
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■jOzanne' makes a misleading statement in this connection
when he describes this construction as 'a pure Hebraism,
there being no indigenous equivalent in Aramaic', He
argues that the Targumic '*23 ̂  corresponding to

) ( ^  is itself a Hebraism. But he should have
noted that this 'Hebraism' is found not only in targumic
Aramaic, but also in Ezr. v.ll, at least three times in

2the Elephantine papyri and at least three times in non- 
Jewish Aramaic sources cited by Vogt in his Aramaic

3Lexicon . All the exx. mentioned are of the same nature 
as the latter category of Hebrew cases just described, 
and are best-translated 'thus' or 'as follows'. While 
the basically Hebraic flavour of this usage is evident, 
yet it is only fair to recognise its existence, on a 
limited scale, in Aramaic also.

The redundant T  2Î X  is translated hundreds of 
times in the LXX by Xâywv / XêYov'Csç / XÊYouoa 
which are usually indeclinable. Under the first use of 
the word (= 'to say'), ^  is rendered by Xéywv
in the LXX in only a few places, for example II Sam. ii.22, 
Isa, xlix.9; Zech. vii.3. All remaining occurrences 
are of the second category, the redundant Xêŷ v

^Thesis, 19; but he seems to reverse his opinion 
on p,39f.

2A. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the 5th Century B.C. 
(Oxford 1923),30:7, 16:8, 20:6.

3Lexicon Linguae Aramaicae Veteris Tegtamenti 
(Rome, 1971), s.v.

^Ozanne is mistaken when he says that parallels to the 
indeclinable form of the partie, are extremely rare or non
existent in the LXX, Cf, his thesis, p. 18f.
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In the NT
1Both uses of Xgywy are found in NT Greek

2The former is found in Matt, iii.2 •-«
XTipêcrmov [ xaî ] Xêtœv 'John ... preaching

and saving cf. Matt, viii.2 xal Côob Xe%p&G
xpocrexôvst X&ywv ' a leper ... knelt

before him and said ... '. The latter use, naturally, 
is more common so needs no illustration.

In the Apoc.
Charles and Bousset have commented on this construction

3which occurs frequently in the Apoc , It is rightly traced by 
them to Hebrew influence, but neither they nor anyone else, 
so far as I can determine, has distinguished between the two 
meanings of Xéywv in NT Greek; i.e. 'to say' versus 

Xêywv plus another verb meaning ' thus '. The following
exx, illustrate. First, those where the term means 'say's 

Apoc, v.llf xclI x̂odou ŷy X̂ojv
Xêxov'vec «Kov-p p.sydX'̂

'I heard the sound of angels ... sav in a great 
voice ...'

Bl-D §368; Moulton-Howard Gramm. II, 454.

^Gf. Bl-D §420 (3) where this use as a finite verb 
as in Hebrew, is noted.

^Charles I, cl; Bousset, 243. Cf. Moulton*-Turner
III, 315.
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xi.l xal ê&ôOr] pot xdXapoç
X&ywv ' he gave me a read .,

and said cf, also i.11,17; iv.8^.

The second category, in which XEywy follows
another verb of saying, crying, singing, etc, is illustrated 
by v.9s

xat Ô̂ouo'tv xatvfiv XêYovi;eç
'and they sing a new hymn ,,,' cf, vi.lO 
xal Uxpâ ev (pwviji peydXp XIyov'csç 
'he cried in a loud voice Other exx,
include vii.2,3,10,13; xiv.lB; xv,3; 
xvii,l; xviii,2,15,16,18; xix.l7; xxi,9.

While there is limited evidence for similar employment
of X̂ Ywv in class. Greek (cf, Bl-D$420), yet in the 
case of NT Greek both usages owe their sense to the Semitic
influence of "1 1} } (  ^  . This construction

/I

alone is not direct evidence of translation Greek though, 
because an expression of this nature would be quickly stereo
typed in Jewish Greek,

1Some of the cases cited here could be explained as 
parataxis since two or more verbs (including Xlywv )
occur.
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PERFECT PARTICIPLE FOR HEBREW 
DERIVED CONJUGATIONS^

The Seer employs perfect tense participles a number
of times. He also favours the present tense participles;

2future ptcs. are not found. It is generally believed 
that there has been no Semitic influence on the perfect

3tense participles , _ The inaccuracy of this view regard
ing perfect indicative verbs has already been demonstrated 
supra for the perfect indicative, and the following evidence 
will show that for nearly every perfect tense participle 
occurring in the Ape, justification can be found from the 
biblical Hebrew usage of the derived conjugations,
Mussies has allowed for Semitic influence on the perfect 
participle at one points the perfect middle (surely he 
meant middle and/or passive?) participle, which, he says, 
'reflects certainly the Semitic gerundive qatul'^.
Although noting that this type of participle occurs 67 
times in the Ape,, Mussies cites only two cases where, he 
alleges, it expresses the passive qal participle, i.e. 
xiii.8 IçnpaYfiêvov and xviii, 2

^For similar treatment of perfect tense finite verbs 
cf, section on Tenses,

2According to Charles, I, exx vii,
3For example, see Mussies, 347,
4p.348.
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At this point note how the following perfect passive 
participles in the LXX are equivalents of Hebrew participles 
of the derived conjugations, especially niphal, piel, 
hophal; their use in the Ape. is always identical to that 
of the LXX. Especially striking are several cases where 
the correct meaning of the verb demanded by its context 
is expressed only by the derived conjugation, the meaning 
of the qal form being different.

xvii.4 xexpuot«pêvri (perfect participle of
Xpücrôw ) chiefly in the LXX for piel).

Xexp̂ owp.êv'n translates a pual participle of H Z3Z6
’overlaid with gold'. It is identical to Ex. xxvi.32 

XGXpDowpêvwv xpvo'Cto , which translates t] X
.. d  T7 T » The qal of 3 means

T T
something quite different; 'to arrange'.

Ape. i.l3 èvôeôufAlvov = pual participle.
^  d  ) cf. II Chr. v.12 where it is

translated 'çotç dôeXcpotç aèirSy, TfiSv lvôeÔ\)|.ilvwv 
'their kinsmen, arrayed [in fine linen] '; cf. xviii.9.

Ape. i.l3 iteptê waiiêvov = niphal participle
T J i l T  1Î K  ), which in Ps. Ixv (LXX lxiv),7T  :

is rendered, as in Ape. i;13 by Tceptê wapSvô  .

Ape. 1 . 1 5 %8%opw#êvog - the niphal of ^  3  X
means 'to refine' (qal can mean the same, but it usually
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has the simple meaning ‘to smelt').

Ape. ii,l7 xexpDfijjiêvot) 'hidden' - probably
from niphal of // H  J7 (qal not found in OT),
'hide', reypâ ijjiêvov - primary meaning of niphal
of J1 3  is 'to write (words) in a book*. The
partie, is D  ] (14:1, 17:5, 19:12,16, 20:12,15,T ; '
21:12,27, 22:18).

ApCo iv.l 06pa f|vewYp.êvTi Why perfect?
Does it equal niphal participle H ̂  3  ? (cf,
Ape, x,8).

Ape, vi,9 perfect passive loipayp̂ vcov ( in LXX
chiefly for 0  FI K7 which, in the niphal conjugation 
(found twice in the OT) means ' be slaughtered' (cf.
Ape. xiii.3,8).

Ape, vii, 4,5,8 perfect passive lotppaYtcypêvwv 
chiefly in OT for ID /*) H  « The niphal participle

%] n  3 'sealed with the king's ring' actually
occurs in Esth, iii,12, but the phrase is not found in the
LXX. Cf. Ape. xviii.24,
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Apc, vii, 9 '}i:epij3epXTifiêvo\)̂ (chiefly for
• 2 *

n  ^  3  piel, also for ^3.,? (?). (Cf, Apc.
x„l, xi.4, xvii.4, xviii.16, xix.13).

Apc, ix.l 7ie%'ixüîcôm (cf, Lk, xviii, 10?
Enoch Ixxxiv.l, Ixxxvi.l). No piel of J is
found in the OT? hiphil meaning seems not to fit,

ix.l4 0s6.e|alvo»c (perfect passive participle
of 6êü) ) cf. Acts xxii,29 perf, act ptc. Ô8Ôex(S«s ; 
in LXX for *3 T3 Isa. xxii.3, though a verse with
problems of its own, it illuminates somewhat this usage, 
since there plural of 3  *D is translated in the LXX 
by the analytic ôe&spêvoe. elcrtv *

ix.15 perfect passive participle •f)'çot,}jaopêvoîr 
(in LXX chiefly for liiphil of | *) 3  ) clear distinction 
to be made from qal, meaning 'stand firm, be secure, 
lasting'. The polal of is found a single
time in the OT, in Ez. xxviii.13, meaning 'prepared'.
The hophal conjugation can also have the meaning’he made 
ready'. In any case, the distinction between qal and 
the derived conjugations was significant enough that the 
Seer apparently chose to indicate that he was not trans
lating qal of |*13 by -?iTot}iacy{.iêvoi. (cf..
Apc, xii.6, xxi.2).
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XV. 2 fie|.uYpêvY|v (perfect passive participle
of ) chiefly in LXX for J3. 3  A/ hith.
Only in the hithpael does 213 A/ mean ' to mix, ' 'mingle*

xvii.16 perfect participle TipTijiwfj,lvYjv ( IpTijiow
in LXX for 2 1 3  H  hiphil, D  (̂7 piel, etc.),** T
The construction fip. is not Greek, but
obviously represents a hiphil participle of H  3  FI 

'cause to dry up'. The addition of •KoS'ncroucrtv 
gives the strong causative sense, while the perfect 
participle f]prpcojiêvTiv also underscores the fact
that hiphil, not simple qal 'to dry up' is intended.
Here again the full force of the passage is felt when 
the conjugation of the underlying Semitic verb is known.

xix.9 xsxXrpêvot (perfect passive) in LXX
for 3  p  , Niphal participle 3  ̂  1 =
'be called', 'be summoned'. Of the several passages in 
the LXX in which niphal of 3 p is translated by
the perfect of uaXêo) , we notice especially Isa, 
xlviii.l oL xec XiTjjilvot l/xl 6v6iia*u& ' Iopo,f|X
Which in the MT is 3 W  12 k/% D  ̂ )/3 p 3  U
because of its similarity to Ape,

xix,13 (perfect passive participle
of pdx'uto ) ( / 3  0  ) niphal of ^ 3 L3 occurs once
in OT, meaning 'be dipped',
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XX. 4 TîSTîeXextopêvoov perfect passive participle
( TceXexĈ w 'behead') not occurring in LXX - extra- 
biblical Hebrew,uses either of two words for the same 
meaning, i.e. W  // 3  3"’3f/ or 3 F 3 3
in both cases, the hiphil is used.

It should be noted here that the occurrences of the 
perfect and pluperfect tenses of yavrgjii in Ape.
are also influenced by Hebrew usage^. The Seer employs 
the verb at least fifteen times, once the pluperfect

slcrcfixetouv (vii. 11) the remainder perfect indie,
or perfect partie., scnrn̂ cev (xii.4, etc.) and

(v, 6, ' etc. ).
The same verb forms of tcn:Ti}it stand very

frequently in the LXX, nearly always for the common 3  Z? 1/ 
in Gen, xviii.8 pluperfect ( mp™ ) ,
perfect indie. scnnîcais (Ex.. iii.5), perf. partie.

IcrtéSTo. (Ex. xxxiii.lO).
From this evidence it is seen unnecessary, like Mussies, 

to appeal to any particular new Greek stem.
Nor is one obliged to force a perfect or pluperfect meaning 
on any occurrence of the verb in biblical Greek, at least 
in places where Semitic influence v/as exerted. The forms 
under discussion are simply formal translation equivalents 
for the much-used Hebrew verb.

This usage is discussed by Mussies, 347f. who ascribes 
the verbs a non-perfective meaning based not/Hebrew but on 
the new Hellenistic present stem oTfjHco ,
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PARTICIPLES USED AS RELATIVE CLAUSES^

Participles with or without definite articles were 
widely used in both Greek and Hebrew to express the sense 
of relative clauses. They could be substantival parties., 
such as the well-known Johannine 6 ■Kta'ceucov etç Ijié 
'He who believes (lit, 'the believing one' in me ... ' 
Attributive (adjectival) parties, are also thus employed: 
Acts iv.l2 o6ôè Y&p v̂ojid, ê epov T6 ôsôopêyov
'for there is no other name which is given '. As
would be expected for a construction well rooted in both 
Hebrew and Greek (but not Aramaic ) there is considerable 
discussion devoted to ŵ hether the many occurrences in the 
NT owe their existence to Semitic or Hellenic influence, 
Beyer's elaborate discussion of the phenomenon^ is 
especially rich in Semitic examples. He analyses NT 
occurrences of this type of partie, according to the 
following categories into which the Hebrew equivalents 
falls

Bl-D §§412,13? Moulton-Turner III, 150-53? Beyer, 
196-215? Lancellotti, 75, 79f., 100-103? Schwyzer, 408f,? 
Mandilaras #0882-89.

^Note the similar phrase in LXX Isa, xxviii, 16b' 
ml 6 . ou pf) mmtO'XUvO^

(here 6 xtcrrsOcov “ partie, .
3The partie, in Aramaic assumed the role of a finite 

verb, making it unsuitable for this use.

^See Beyer,* 196.
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a) the partie, as subject of the main clause?
b) the partie, as object of the main clause?
c) the partie, which precedes the main clause

as 'casus pendens‘,

For each category he concludes as follows: under a)
this category is by far the most common in Hebrew and in 
the NT. The likelihood of Semitic influence in increased, 
he feels, 'when the partie, is preceded by (= ^ 3
Matt. V.22 h èpyt̂ ôjjievô  .
Under b) he notes that in Hebrew the partie, is only
very rarely found when it is not the subject of the main 
clause. Thus if there is good reason to suppose an 
Aramaic origin, this construction could very well be a 
primary indication of the Aramaic relative clause.
Under c) he refers to the Hebrew substantival partie, 
which often precedes the clause and is resumed at a 
suitable point in the clause by a suffix. The literal 
Greek rendering of this would employ the corresponding 
form of as a resumptive demonstrative.
The LXX translates this, for example, in Gen, ix.6 & 

alpa dvQpéî̂ oü dvtl ?o0 atpa'coç a6?o0 
exxvÔ crsmt. . NT constructions in this class are definitely 

under Hebrew influence, although the possibility of Aramaic 
is not excluded, since the Greek partie, could be a render
ing of an Aramaic relative" clause. These occurrences are 
usually best translated 'when somebody ,,,' cf, Mt, v.40 
(D) o 0êX(i>v crot xptOf̂ vat xal tov o"o0 Xa^sVv ,,,
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'when somebody would sue you and take your coat ,

In the Aooco
From the Apoc. Beyer cites the following exx., 

according to the categories listed supra : a) partie,
as subject of main clauses

ii.llb 6 vtxâSv ou [if] d6t.XT]0̂  &x TO0
OavdoroT) To0 ôeuTépo» ' The conqueror
shall not be hurt by the second death,
(i.e. 'he who conquers')*.

iii.5 & vtxC3v o0Ttoç xeptpaXelTmt Iv
XeuxoïTç 'The conqueror

shall be clad thus in white garments',
Here Charles would add xi.lO ot xa'CotxcOvtec 
èxl y?ÎÇ  ̂ and xix.9 Maxdptot
ol ... xexXrijiévoi .

xxii.17 xal 6 &xo6wv elxd-uco , •''EpxoD 
xal ëpxëaOo) xal 6 Oê\o)V Xa^êxo}

üÔüDp ôwpedv ' and the one
hearing, let (him) say, come, and the one 
thirsting, come, and the one desiring (let 
him) take the water of life freely'.
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Under b) the partie, as indirect object of the main clause 
hé lists:

ii.7b vtxGJv'ct Ôcîxha)
(poyety Ix tto0 ÇvX. .. 'to the overcomer 

I will grant to eat of the tree of life'.

xxi.6 iyw ôdÔGW èx 'cfiç
xrrrHç TO0 uôaTOç 

'to the thirsting one I will give water 
from the fountain of life ... '.

Under c) the partie, which stands before the main clause 
as casus pendens, a very Hebraic characteristic^, he 
lists:

ii.26 o y&x6y xal Tîipfôv axpt 'îêXoü<ç.

Epya [iou , 6a>cjw IÇoucrCav ItîI
nay &0vl5y 'He who conquers and

keeps my word to the end, to him will I 
give ,.. '.

iii.l2 6 vtxGiv xoLfjow â nrov (rĉ Xov
'He who conquers, I will make him ... '.

1 3So also Lancellotti, 83? cf. Black, Aramaic Approach , 
5If. for Aramaic examples.
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iii,21 6 vtxfôv , ô{oow xa0laat
è[io0 ‘He who conquers, I will

grant him to sit with me ... ‘.

xxi.7 & vixSv , aÙTÔG (Syr^^)
xXripovoiificret xdvm ' He, who conquers, 

he shall inherit all things ... '

Lancellotti, who also discusses the use of the partie,
2in place of a relative clause , makes a very strong case

for its Hebraic nature. His point is strained because
his desire to support his thesis of a Hebrew substratum 

3for the Apoc. leads him to push the Hebrew evidence on 
this point to the neglect of Aramaic and even Hellenistic 
Greek influence which was likely playing its role. Instead 
of attempting to explain the many parties, in the Apoc. 
which are used as relative clauses as due solely to Hebrew 
influence, it would be safer to admit that while this 
explanation is likely, it is not conclusive nor can it 
be proven in every case.

This passage is listed by Beyer under headings a) 
as it stands in the text and under c) if the Syriac 
variant is accepted,

^Cf. 75, 79, 83, lOOf.•

^See 83, n.3.
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Even the fact that Aramaic usually preferred a
relative clause where Hebrew would have employed a partie,
does not exclude Aramaic influence in theory, as Lancellotti
would have it^, since it is possible that Aramaic relative
clauses, especially where they underlie Gospel passages,
were translated by Greek parties. The fact that in the
LXX a partie, can be used in this sense even when the
Hebrew text does not employ a partie, should be fair
indication that in Hellenistic Greek this usage existed

oin its owm right. Otherwise, remarks Beyer , the 266 
substantival parties, used relatively in the NT, if 
understood as literal translations from Semitic language, 
would have to be taken as representing exclusively Hebrew 
originals, not Aramaic! This conclusion, obviously, 
is not convincing.

^P,79? 83 n.3

205f
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TIMELESSNESS OF THE PRESENT TENSE PARTICIPLE

One notable distinction between Hebrew and Greek 
participles is seen in their roles of expressing relative 
time. While Greek parties, have their own designation 
for time, which is indicated by the tense in which they 
occur, there is no Semitic equivalent. 8.R. Driver 
describes the Hebrew partie., for example, in the follow
ing terms: 'In itself it expresses no difference of time,
the nature of the "tenses" not favouring, as in Greek, 
the growth of a separate form corresponding to each? and 
the period to which an action denoted by it is to be 
referred, is implied, not in the participle, but in the 
connection in which it occurs'^. We find Hebrew par
ticiples used of past, present, and future time with no 
alteration of form, in sharp contrast to their Greek 
counterparts.

The mark which this distinction has left on biblical
2Greek is pointed out by Zerwick , who calls attention to 

the use of the present tense partie. h po.̂'cĈcov to
describe John 'The Baptizer' even after his death. In 
the Pauline epistles also, such usage appears, e.g. Phil.
iii.6 Paul describes himself as ôtéxcov Tf)v IxxX-nafav 
and in I Thess. i.lO Jesus is called 6

^Hebrew Tenses, 165 

2##371,72.
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ex âpYYÎç 'the one who delivered us', although
the atemporal flavour of the partie, may be intentional
in this passage to stress the .timelessness of deliverance*

In the Apoc. Lancellotti^ finds this use (or misuse)
of the partie, in iii.l2 where a present partie, expresses
a future sense: 6 vtxSv xoLfiou) aÙTÔv crt6Xov
'He who conquers (lit. 'shall conquer') I shall make a
pillar ... ' Charles sees similar usage in xv.2 xoul

TOÙG vtxffiymç Ix GripCov 'and those who have
overcome the beast ..« '. Here he prefers to take the

opartie, as a perfect tense.

THE CIRCUMSTANTIAL ACCUSATIVE PARTICIPLE^

C.C. Torrey has drawn attention to what he designates 
as the 'adverbial' accusative use of the participle in 
the Apoc. which is based on Semitic usage. An illustration 
he cites is Apoc. vii,9 S%Xoç ... èvwttov

5?o0 0p6vov » » . 7tept(3ef3Xrpevouc cruoXàç Xeuxdç

lp.82.

^Charles II, 33.
3This differs from the circumstantial clause, for which 

see Black, Aramaic Approach3, 81f.

^Apocalypse of John, 112f.
5The accusative partie, standing after a nominative 

is solecisticf cf. Moulton-Turner III, 314.
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'a multitude ... standing before the throne ... clothed 
in white garments'. Here a condition of the subject is 
expressed by an appended passive partie. The grammarians^ 
recognise the adverbial accusative use of the participle 
to describe the manner in which an action or a state takes 
place. These participles can be placed after the main 
verbs, as in the following cases:

Num. xvi.27 -1 a 1 -gw 1 jnii
n J7 i b •• iis:VV  , "  T ,T- —  •

'Then Dothan and Abiram came out, 
standing at the opening of their tents .

Jer. ii.26f....WlW'' T ) ' ' !  l3
n n K  ■'OX p i a ' x

'The house of Israel shall be ashamed ... 
saving to a tree, "you are my father" ... '
Cf. Ps. vii.3 'Lest like a lion they rend 
me, dragging ( P  7) 9 ) me away';
Job xxiv.5 'like a wild ass in the desert 
they go forth to their toil, seeking 
(  ̂7] 0  ̂  ̂  ) prey ... ' .

^E.g. GK §118p.
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These passages, employing the accusative participle 
in subordination to the main verb, illustrate what is knoim 
as the looser subordination of the accusative to the verb^,

2They differ from the ordinary accusative of the direct object 
by specifying not the object of the verb in question, but 
some more immediate circumstance affecting the action, such 
as place, time, measure, cause, or manner* The part of speech 
subordinated in this fashion may be a noun, an adjective, or, 
of special interest at this point, a participle, according 
to GK §118 n,o,p.

The circumstantial partie, usually follows its main 
verb as in the Hebrew passages cited supra. It can 
also precede the main verb, as in the following exx.s

Gen. xlix.ll 'Tying (  ̂3  77X  ) his foal
to the vine .. he washes his garments in wine'*

PSo lvi.2 "... all day long making war 
( U  f j  ^  ) they oppress me'.

^cf. GK ilia.

^Cf. GK §117.
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The construction is found in biblical Aramaic, as 
seen from the falls

Dan. ii.22 /< h  K'1 (J
X D l u y n o .  n a  y T ’ y / n A P 0 7f T -  ̂ T T : — :

'He reveals deep and mysterious things, 
knowing ifhat is in the darkness'*

Dan. iii.'a ... ] ' W 7 3 J \ Ü

'Then they were assembled .. and stood 
(lit. 'standing') before the image*. It 
should be noted also, that where the Targum 
of the Hebrew examples cited supra is available 
(i.e. NUm^ xvi.27, Jer. ii.26£), it also employs 
the circumstantial partie, in a literal rendering 
of the Hebrew original*

While it is true that in Hebrew the case-endings have 
disappeared, yet it is generally agreed that Hebrew, like 
Assyrian and classical Arabic^, has three cases, with some 
remains of the case endings.

Therefore the fact that the cases of the nouns, adjectives, 
and parties, loosely subordinated to the verb are accusative 
can be seen first from the fact that in some cases the nota 
accusativl ( D X  ) is prefixed? secondly, that on certain

^GK §90,
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occasions the old accusative termination ( H—  ) is
employed? thirdly, in classical Arabic these constructions
are consistently set in the accusative^® On this basis
Torrey argues that 'in an inflected Semitic language, as
regularly in Arabic, such a partie, would be shown as
accusative? and where there is no inflection, as in Hebrew,
this construction, the "adverbial" acc. is recognized by 

2grammarians.' Other exx. from the Ape. include xi.3- 

Kal '3tpoq>in'T̂ e6cro\)cn.v 7tÊpt0epXT|iévoi)ç

()f*AP 046s -jievoi C) ? cf. x.8: ml

<pa>vf] nv ... %âXiv XaXo6aav Ijjio0 ml X̂ yô gfuv*

Here Ozanne^ states that the force of fixouço. is carried 
over into the second part of the sentence, and accordingly 
the two participles are adverbial/circumstantial in character. 
The Hebraism was here unduced by attraction to nv .

Perhaps the simplest and strongest objection which has 
been raised against this alleged semitisra is that it is 
merely a solecism, a 'hanging accusative'^ in the case of 
vii,9, which has been attracted to eTôov , In fact. 
Turner has drawn attention to a similar (mis)use of the

5nominative and genitive circumstantial ptcs . Nowhere in 
the Greek OT versions has this writer found such a literal 
translation of a circumstantial accus. ptc.

IgK §118b.

^Torrey, Qm,_cit.
^Thesis, p.22.
^B1»D 0136 (2) 
^Moulton-Turner III, 314.
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Even if a final decision cannot now be readied regarding 
the accusative use of the circumstantial participle in the ,
Ape* e we must still give attention to a fundamental distinction !
between Hebrew/Aramaic circumstantial participles and their 
Greek counterparts*

t

From the exx* cited supra it is clear that the relation
ship between participle and its main verb in Semitic languages 
is not temporal - that iSf no sequence of events is expressed 
in which the action of the partie* can be said to occur 
either before, simultaneous with, or after the main verb*
The partie* merely provides additional information about the 
action or state of the main verb® This is clearly seen in 
Canticles ii®8 where the participles leaping and bounding clarify 
the manner in which the young man approaches® Even a 
passage such as Num® xvi®27 'Dothan and Ab® came out, 
standing ... ', which could be made to read paratactically 
‘came out and (then) stood' thus expressing a temporal 
relation, is best understood as purely circumstantial? 
to impose a sequence of chronological order is foreign to 
the nature of the Semitic construction® Classical Greek 
however employs the circumstantial participle to express 
precisely the temporal relationship® W®W® Goodwin notes ;
that 'The tenses of the participle generally express time
present, past, or future relatively to the time of the

1verb with which they are connected' . An Aorist partie®

1Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb 
(London, 1889), 47®
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would then represent an action as past in reference to its
main verb, a present partie, would represent action
occurring at the same time with its main verb, etc.
While these categories of time are not totally inflexible,
exceptions in class. Greek are so rare that when they do
occur, they require special comment.

The aorist circumstantial partie, in the NT is a
striking exception in numerous places where it expresses
not the anticipated past action, but action occurring at
the same time as its main verb, or even following it in
time^. The most disputed passage of this nature in the

2NT is Acts X X V ,  13 s & Pa<rtXê ç %aX

xa'T^vTTpuv e iç  Kato^petav étcrmcitipevot 'zbv 
■‘Agrippa the king and Bernice arrived in Caesarea, 
greeting Festus ' . The variant domcropeyo», 
an obvious emendation to bring the passage into line with 
Greek syntax, the greeting thus following the arriving.
The following main positions have been maintained for

^A few class. Greek examples of this usage are cited 
by Goodwin, Ibid,, 52.

2The literature on this aorist partie, is enormous; 
the most important notes include the following:
W.G. Ballantine, 'Predicative Participles with Verbs in 
the Aorist' Bibliotheca Sacra (Oberlin, Ohioy 1884) XLI,
789; Burton, NT Moods & Tenses, 65f,; C.D. Chambers,
'On A Use of the Aorist Partie, in Some Hellenistic Writers' 
JTS xxiv (1923), 183; W.F. Howard, 'On the Futuristic Use 
of the Participle in Hellenistic' JTS xxv (1924), 286; 
Zerwick, Biblical Greek §264; B1~D 1339 (1); Moule,
Idiom Book, 100,202; Albert Wifstrand, 'Apostelsgeschichte 
25, 13.' Eranos (Uppsala) liv, (1956), 123ff, The latter
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this participle

a) it indeed expresses an action which follows 
the main verb, contrary to Greek practice 
(so Burton and Howard);

b) it makes an additional assertion or modi
fication of the act of the main verb, a
usage foreign to class. Greek syntax, but 
found often in the Nl’ (so Ballantine) ;

c) it expresses an act simultaneous with the
main verb, which in class. Greek would be
expressed by the present tense partie.
(so Moulton and Robertson);

d) the most candid admission, from no less an 
authority on Greek syntax than Professor 
Friedrich Blass, is that this use of the 
aorist partie, 'is not Greek' .

Assuming Blass to be correct, we would here suggest 
that the Semitic mode of employing a circumstantial partie., 
as discussed in this section, offers a plausible explanation 
for the timelessness of some circumstantial participles 
in the NT® We noted already how the Semitic
construction was devoid of the idea of temporal relation
ship, ascribing rather additional circumstances to the 
main verb. Such an influence on dôaoi5.}ievoi. 
in the passage in Acts xxv,13 would remove the difficulty

article provides further bibliographical references, plus 
analyses, on this much-disputed participle.

^Grammar of NT Greek (London, 1898), 197, Blass 
rejects the aorist partie., adopting the poorly-attested 
future partie, in its place.
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of explaining how an aorist partie, expresses an act 
which in fact should follow its main verb. The obser
vation that these unusual aorist parties, abound just in 

1the NT would also be more understandable if their 
existence were traceable to an underlying Semitic sense 
of the partie. By assuming Semitic influence, the 
objection that the temporal order of events is incorrect 
is thus removed.

In the Apoc.
In addition to the unusual employment of the accusative case

2 3of the participles noted by Torrey , Lancellotti notes in the 
following verses the incongruence between the tense of the main 
verb and its participles

xi.3 7s:pO(pr)Tel5ono\)crt V fpiêpaç x*>kCaç ôtawocrCaç 
éÇf|Xovm TteptpspXT̂ iêvowf (K*AP 046)

‘they shall prophecy a 
thousand, two hundred and sixty days clothed 
in sack cloth.' Lancellotti adds :

Especially in Acts; cf. iii.26; vii.26; x.29;
xii.24,25; xvi.23; xxi.24; xxiii.35; xxiv.23.
The Gospels also contain quite a number of these;
cf. John xi.2,3; Lk. ii.16; Mt. xxvii.4; Mk. i.31; xiv.39,

2p.ll2f. .

3P.90f. Ape. vio2, suggested by Lancellotti, is not 
a true example of this usage.
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XV, 6 ê̂ fjXÔov oi aYyeXoi » » »

êvôeôüjjilvot XCvov « • • xat xeptê (oap,êvot
... 'the seven angels came ... robed in 
linen ... and girded ... '.

In each case the tense of the participle does not coincide 
with that of the main verb, as would be expected in Greek. 
Cf. also;

vii.l eTôov 'irlouupccç &(rr0'irc(,G
xpaa'o0vmç ' I saw seven angels

stand (taking the participle as an indicative, 
under Semitic influence) ... holding (the 
four winds) ... '

xix.l4 m  o"i‘pa'te1)fiam ... VoXoOOet,
... IvÔeôypêvot 'the armies

.., followed him ... clothed (in white linen)

xxi.2 ' lepoDGCiXf î xaCvriv eTôov

xo,m0aC vououv ® * - 'h'çotpooji.êv'ov

'I saw new Jerusalem descend ,,, prepared 
(as a bride) ... '
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xiv.15 ml SXXoç &y /̂'sXo«̂ l̂ fjXÔev
xpd̂ tüv Iv tpwv̂  psY&XTi 

'and another angel came out ... crying 
in a loud voice'?

xviii.15 ol ëpxopoL (rïficrovmf.
xXaCouv^eç xa l xev0o0v've<; ' th e

merchants „,. shall stand ... weeping and 
mourning ' ? verse 18 ml Ixpâ ov pX&xovTGG 
'and they cried, seeing ...

PARTICIPLE FOR SEMITIC INFINITIVE ABSOLUTE^

Thoroughly Semitic is the addition of a participle
of the same verb in order to strengthen the verbal idea.
This construction is rare in the NT, being restricted
for the most part to LXX citations,

2Mussies discusses the construction in the Semitic 
languages briefly,then cites five (not four, as he 
declares) alleged examples of the construction from the 
Ape, However, iii.17 and xviii.6 are certainly not 
true examples; and xvi.9 and xvii.6 are in fact accusatives

Moulton-Turner III, 156f.; Bl-D §198 (6); Conybeare 
&c Stock, @81. For a variety of methods of translating 
the Infinitive absolute in the LXX, cf. H„ Kaupel,
'Beobachhungen zur Obersetzung des Infinitus Absolutus 
in der LXX' ZAW n.f. 20 (1945-8(1949) ), 191ff.

2p.323f.
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1absolute ,

Summary of Chapter III, Part G

The resolution of a participle into a finite verb, 
on Hebraic lines, is well-attested in the Ape., and has 
been studied previously.

On the widely debated issue of whether participles 
used as relative clauses fall under some variety of 
Semitic influence, it is decided best to avoid the one
sided argument of exclusive influence of Hebrew which 
is maintained by Lancellotti, and recognise that 
Hellenistic Greek made wide use of the same construction.

In contrast to Greek participles which usually 
denote time past, present, or future in relation to their 
main verb, Hebrew participles of themselves express no 
difference of time. This has been traced in the Ape.
as well. Such usage appears most clearly in the 
circumstantial employment of the participle. We noted 
here also that when the tense of the participle did not 
coincide in proper chronological sequence with that of 
the main verb, along the lines of Greek syntax, it was . 
due to this timeless nature of the Semitic participle.

Discussed infra in section ’Case Additions to the 
Verb', only vi.2 remains: xal èÇfiXOev vtx<Bv xal tva

vcxfio-ip . There is a question of translating it to 
give the intensive or strengthened sense c£ the verb - 
perhaps 'so he departed that he might surely conquer?'
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE ADDITIONS TO THE VERB

PART A. WITHOUT PREPOSITIONS

Where verbs in biblical Greek take objects in a 
case different from that customary in classical Greek, 
one of two phenomena have influenced the change, either 
the demands of Hellenistic usage, or the fact that in 
Hebrew or Aramaic the corresponding verbs take their objects 
in a different case.

11. Nominative
Proper names usually take the case required by the 

construction to which they are attached, e.g. Matt. i.21 
TO Bvojaa auToü *lT)<roï?v etc. Wtien, however, they are 

introduced independently in the nominative in biblical 
Greek, Semitic influence can be suspected, although this 
is found rarely in classical writers.

In the Ape. note ix.ll Svofia *MoXXi3cov
(the omission of v̂o|jia in yg is possibly an
attempt to avoid the construction, it is not original).

^Moulton-Turner, III, 230; Bl-D §143, 144;
R . Helbing, Die Kasussvntax der Verba bei den Septuaqinta 
(Gdttingen, 1928) does not discuss the nom.
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Identical constructions in the LXX.are due to the fact that
the underlying Hebrew does not distinguish between

1nominative and accusative in this use : Isa. vii,14
xaXêcretç t5 %pa,yovr|X 'you shall call his name

Emmanuel*? cf. xliv.5 pofioxm̂  ovôp.aTt
'laxtop 'he shall call himself by the name of Jacob'?

Isa. Ix.l4 xX̂ Qfp-et xôXtç xupCou 'it shall be called
city of Jahweh? cf. vs. 18 xXriÔficreTat SwTfipfcov T&

(TOO 'your walls shall be called Salvation'?
Gen. xi.9 àxXf’iS'n to a&T̂  ̂ 26Y%Dcrt,g 'its
name was called confusion'? Gen. v. 2 l̂(A>vô{iao“sv t6 

Svopa. a&To# 'he named him Adam'.
It would be more accurate to say that since Hebrew 

nouns did not express cases by the method of inflections, 
Greek proper nouns used to translate them tend to remain 
in the primary case, nominative. It would be^thereforC) 
more accurate to describe what at first appears to be a 
misuse of the nominative case as in fact an accomodation 
to Hebrew usage. The case of the noun is to be determined 
by its context.

Closely related is the sometimes striking use of the 
divine name in the nominative, when syntax demands another 
case. Ape. i.4 6 wv xal è T|v xal 6
following dxô . The passage has received much

^Cf. GK §79b.
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discussion^. From the practice of LXX translators 
noted here, of employing Greek nominative to represent 
Semitic nouns of any case, one can easily see why such 
lack of concord of cases could be tolerated. To the 
first Jewish Christian readers of the Ape. there appeared 
in fact no lack of concord at alii

2Wlien the so-called 'parenthetical nominative'
Svopoi. occurs it too can be explained by

reference to Semitic usage, as shown elsewhere in this 
study. This phrase (or a similar one) is found three 
times in the Ape. (vi.8, viii.ll, ix.ll) as well as in 
the Gospel of John i.6, iii.l, xviii.lO.

2, Accusative
The most evident and widespread Semitic influence 

on the case endings attached to verbs is the use of the 
accusative, especially with verbs which in classical 
Greek would take the Genitive. Following is a list of 
verbs which seem to be under such influence:
The consistent classical usage of with the
genitive to express 'to hear a sound' etc. by àotouetv

^Charles,! ad i,8? cf. Bl-D §143 for references to 
recent literature.

^Bl-D §144; Moulton-Turner III, 230.

^Moulton-Turner III, 233; Bl-D §173; Helbing, 150-53
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cptovtle j etc, appears to have broken down
in NT usage, which wavers between genitive and accusative^, 
Grammarians'have postulated a distinction of nuance for 
such mixing of cases in the NT, e.g. Acts ix.7 (genitives 
the men with Paul heard the sound) and the accusative in 
Acts xxii.9 (they did not understand the voice ). A 
similar distinction has been traced by some in John with 
the genitive meaning 'obey*, the accusative expressing 
mere perception. No such distinction is to be found in 
Acts or Ape., nor in the LXX, and even the case for it in 
John and Acts is weakened in view of the LXX's use of. 
both genitive and accusative after dxouw based on
mechanical translation, where the underlying Hebrew object 
is accusative; e.g. Gen. iii.8 ml ttiv «pwvfiv
translates the accusative ^ ) j? T) ̂  ? but note
Gen. xxi.12 axovs Tfiç (= ^  ^

n ^ jI? Zp, ), while in xxiv. 30 fjxovcrsv m  
‘Pepéîcxac (= T l U  ). It is obvious

that the difference between accusative and genitive here 
is not that of nuance, but merely a literal translation 
of Hebrew.

The same indiscriminate mixing of cases following
3axouü) occurs in Acts and Ape. , The accusative

is used in Acts ix.4 n̂xoixrs <|xovf)v ; cf. xxii.9

III, 233)
3

^Bl-D §173 (2).
Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §50 (cited by Moulton-Turner,

Moulton-Turner, III, 234; Bl-D 8173 (2)
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(pü)vf|y oùx x̂oücrav . xxiv* 14
%oDoa <p(oyf|v ( <pcovriç E) ? genitive in ix. 7
&%o6ovTGG p&v v̂fjç ? xxii.7 jouera (p(ov% «
In the Apc. the accusative is found in i.lO 
r̂iKovoa ... tpwvfjv ( (pwvriç 2057 743 2051

al) ? v.ll f)xot)oa (pcovfjv ( «ptovnç 2028 2029 al?
also in vi.6,7, ix.l3, x„4, xi.l2, xiv.2, xviii.4, xix.l* 
The genitive occurs in xvi.l (CA 046 al).

It is apparent that no distinction of nuance can be 
maintained in these passages. The selection of case 
could be safely ascribed to Semitic influence in both 
Acts and Ape, The accusation of grammarians that the 
cases were used 'indiscriminately' is a misrepresentation 
of and misunderstanding of biblical Greek on this point.

rêjiœ . In classical Greek the verb
took the genitive of material i %XoVa . c '

XpTpdTwv (Thuc. 7.25). According to N. Turner
the change to accusative in biblical Greek is due to 
direct Semitic influence, illustrated by Ex. xxxi.3 

èvê-ŝXincra. auT&v OeTov (note the double
accusative here) = H  1/I X  ^ ^

^  V filled him with a divine spirit'

^Moulton-Turner III, 232f.? cf. Helbing, 144-49? 
Bl-D §159 (1).

^The Hebrew ^  takes accusative of material,
cf. BDB, Hebrew Lexicon, s.v.
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In the Apc. takes the following cases: iv„6
Ŷ jiovm èc|>6aXjjioôç (336 2014 2019 al :
6cp0aX.utiDV Textus Receptus)? cf. vs. 8
ôçOaXjjioôç (336 2014 a]̂ : otpOctXficov Textus Receptus)?

V . 8  Ŷ poyoû  0\){jita}idTcov ; xv.7 yŝ oCoujs tôv 0û 6v
(2062: Tou Ovjjiou Textus Receptus); xvii.3
ovTa ôvôfiam ? xvii.4 pÔsX̂ YMa'̂ a (792:
p&sXDYMCüTwv Textus Receptus)? xxi.9 YGP̂ VTWV T#v, 

xXt)Ŷ v tSv ècrxdiTWV ®
The fact that the accusative is often preserved 

only in manuscripts of minor importance indicates that 
the accusative was subject to scribal correction in the 
better mss. to the Greek genitive.

rs6o(Jiàt plus accusative is not classical,
but is good Hebrew usage, as Helbing noted^. Cf. Job
xii.ll YGu * olTm. , which literally translates the 
underlying Hebrew.

There is no occurrence of YĜ ô aL in the Ape.
*E%&0Dp&w with genitive is classical,

oalthough sometimes the accusative was employed^. Often 
in the LXX it takes accusative where it translates

n ] piel or J 23 n followed by accusative.
Ex. XX. 17 o6x èîtfcOvpfjcretç tV  Ŷ vot̂ m , cf.
xxxiv,24 ouu IxtOvidficrei, oèôslç t?iv (f »

^P.135.
hl-D §171 (1); Helbing, p. 137.
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ttjç vri<î all others) croy , for the accusative
W X "  “ï.sjn*’ y V )  'nor

shall anyone desire your land'. Having established this
Semitic usage, we note it in the NT in Matt, v.28 to 

I'jctGvp'fjout o&T̂ y (BDTVE; auTîiç M  ^

The verb in Ape. ix.6 is used .transitively, but is of 
interest on another account. It reads '(in those days 
men shall seek death and not find it,) and they shall
desire to die ' xat iTCtOuii-ncroixrtv to0 (792)

dxoSavetv , While the use of the infinitive
with is not unknown to classical Greek,
yet its use here, especially with the Semitic genitive 
article, can be accounted for from biblical Hebrew usage? 
the identical syntactical structure is found, with ^ 
plus infinitive, in Deut. xii.20 H  ^

^  ' bXX Ir-xtOypflout (A)
wore (payefy 'you desire to eat',

lîcxXlü) in both classical idiom and the LXX
usually takes an accusative object. In the LXX it 
renders in most places p  plus ^ connected
to the object, as in Gen. i.5

”1 1 K ^  'and God called the light ,..' LXX
èxdXeoisv 6 0eôç tô <p53ç ... Against this

idiomatic usage compare the mechanical translation by 
Aquila^ (pSTt l̂ialpa , where ^ t object = dative,

^From Field's Hexapla (cited by Helbing, 50)
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In its usage the Ape, stands closer to the language 
of the LXX than to Aquila's in the use of cases. Finally, 
it should be observed that the Hebrew idiom Ü  p
( xaXetv TO Evopa ) appears in Ape. xix.l3 xêxX-nmt

TO êvojjia a^TO0 6 Xéyoç t o 0 0eo0 , 'the name by
which he is called is the Word of God'.

KXîipovojilco in classical Greek takes the
genitive, but in the LXX the genitive occurs only seldom, 
although outside biblical Greek the only known pre-Christian 
occurrence of this verb plus accusative is from Lycurgus 
Leper. 88 (iv B.C.) TaCTî v (sc. the earth)

iKXnpovôjaouv a dead person^.
The striking, almost total abandonment of the genitive 

object in the LXX is due to the underlying verb, usually
iÛ ^ which takes the accusative object. Num. xiii.30 

'Let us go up at once and possess it? for we are well able
to overcome it' (sc. 'the land')? 1 ] W  ^  ̂ 1: - Tf :

A jp LXX has xal xaTaxXrtpovoiifKrojisv
aÙT̂ y . In NT the accusative object is usually found. 

Note the similarity of both syntax and ideas between 
the Num. passage just cited and Ape. xxi.7 o 
vtxtSv xX'npovop.'̂ cJ. Ta0m which is usually rendered 

'the one who conquers-shall have this heritage' (RSV); 
in light of the OT, could it be that the idea is 'the 
one who is able shall possess this heritage?'

^Cf. Liddel and Scott, s.v. xXî]povo|Jiêco ,
On the use of the verb in the LXX, cf. Helbing, 138ff,
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Kpaarêco , In Hellenistic Greek xpaa-êoj 
with the sense 'to hold fast'takes a genitive object^. 
While the accusative object is not unknown outside 
biblical Greek, its use in the LXX is certainly due to 
the fact that Hebrew hi phi 1 p Y TT or gal T TT //
takes the accusative of the thing grasped or held fast. 
The LXX translators were not consistent, and there is a 
mixture of accusative and genitive objects following

xpaTêco as a result. Perhaps the majority of
instances in the LXX used the genitive in good Greek 
style.

In the NT the cases are mixed as well, with the 
literary Koine represented by Heb. iv.l4 xpaTSfjiev

è[.io\oYÊaiç . The accusative is favoured
2as would be expected by Mark and the Seer in the Ape. .

The verb is found eight times in the Ape., five 
times in the second chapter. It has two meanings, viz. 
'grasp', 'take hold of in ii.l 6 xpaTûSv toî>ç

&T& d̂ rêpaç 'grasping the seven stars'? vii.l
xpaTo0v'ceç to5ç a*êouapoCç dvljiovç 'holding back

(clutching) the four winds'? xx. 2 btpdTTicrsv tov

ôpdxovm 'laid hold of the dragon'^ The remaining

Cf. Bl-D §170 (2)? cf. Helbing, 119f.

^Moulton-Turner, III, 232. E.g. Mk vii.l3 
xpaTotfvTĜ  T'hy xapdÔoGTtv 'holding fast the tradition*?

ix.lO TÔV Xoyoy expdTuouv 'they kept hold of the
matter'? cf. 2 .Thess. ii.15.
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passages mean 'hold fast' i.e. be closely united with it :
ii.13 xparGTg tô Syopct po0 ? cf. vs.14

xpaToCvmç t^v ôtôax.'̂v (also vs, 15)? vs. 25
o #%GTe xpcLTf|o%TG 'hold fast to what you have '

(cf. iii.ll xp&ret o &%8is ).
MavOdvo) takes the genitive of the person

(or takes a preposition xapd ) and the genitive of
1the matter being taught in classical Greek . In Hebrew 

however ^  ^  H. its equivalent takes the accusative,
e.g. Prov, xxii.25 ) ^ / 7 n ^ X
'lest you learn his ways' (LXX genitive object ufflv 

&6ay however ).
In the NT accusative is found in Matt. xxiv.32 

(jidOeTe T'nv mpa(3o\fiv 'learn the lesson'? in
Ape. xiv.3 pa0stv t îv &ôf)v ' (no one was able) to
learn the song ... '.

McOOw / MeOCoxw in classical Greek usually
takes ÜXÔ plus genitive of the intoxicating agent,
e.g. |is0Q 6x6 to0 o v̂ov 'drunken with wine'

2etc. . In biblical Greek the influence of Hebrew
] (= dx6 or Ix ) has exerted itself

in the LXX of Deut. xxxii.42 peOuaw m  piXn 
[jiov aVpaToç ' I will make my arrows drunk with blood'.

^Helbing, 158. But in LSJ the accus. of thing learnt, 

^Cf, Liddell and Scott sv. (is06w «
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1Helbing cites similar examples which stem from hiphil 
of I n  Z) The Ape. preserves an identical
usage (with substitution of h i for ) in xvii.6

laeOouotLv Ix to0 aïpaToç 'drunk with the blood';
cf. vs. 2 xal IpeOtîcrÔTpav ol xaTotxo0VTeç Tfjv vfjv

Ix TO0 otvoo 'and those dwelling on earth were
intoxicated with the wine ... ' . Wliile classical Greek
can express this sense using genitive with 6x6 , or
the genitive alone, as in Plato Svmp. 203b peGouOels

TO0 vlxTapo<5 , yet no parallel is known in secular
classical Greek for use of Ix or dxo . This is a 
pure Hebraism,

rietpdg.00 took the genitive case object in
2 oearly Greek, (most examples are Homeric ), In the LXX

only a few examples with the genitive are found. Most 
in the LXX and all in the NT which have an object take 
the accusative case, most probably due to the equivalent 
piel of A T ) !  and accusative.

Occurrences in the Ape. include ii.2 |%elpaa&%
TOüç kêyovTac lauTob̂  dxoo'TÔXouç and iii.lO
'xetpdoat to6ç xaTotxo0vm<j ,

lp.50

^Cf. Helbing, 143f.? Bl-D §171 (2).
3Cf. Liddell and Scott, s.v. xetpd-̂ to ,
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rieptpdXXto in the LXX usually translates
hiphil UJ or piel [ ]  0  D  , both of which
take a double accusative^, as in Zech. iii.5

0  ~1 ^  ZX 'they clothed him with garments'
(LXX ‘xeptlpaXov aÜT&v I parta ),

Most occurrences in the Ape, like those in the LXX,
take the accusative, e.g. vii.9 xeptpepXTiplvouc

cPïïoXàç Xeuxdç 'clothed with white garments', cf.
vs. 13, x.l, xi.3, xii.l, xvii.4, xviii.6, xix.8,13.

A related construction in Hebrew uses preposition 3.
(= Iv ) after the verb, as in Ps. cxlvii (cxlvi) 8

xeptpaX . olpavov Iv  v£<j>êXaiç i~ T 3  3  V  3 .

'he covers heaven in clouds'. This construction is 
found in Ape. iii.5 xeptPaXerrat Iv  tpoirCotç 'covered
with (white) garments'; cf. iv.4.

nCvü> « While in classical idiom the partitive
sense 'to drink of'(or from) was expressed by the genitive 
case (e.g. Homer, ^  11.96 aSparcç 8(ppa 'so
that I may drink of the blood'), the expression in Hebrew 
employed the preposition | ̂  to express the partitive
sense^. Note Gen. ix.21 JR ^ )
'so he drank of the wine' (LXX xat Extev Ix  ?o0 olvou ) ,  

This Hebraism is found in Ape. xiv.lO aiTÔç xCsmt

^Cf. Helbing, 46

Ĉf. Helbing, 13 
classical examples using Ix / &x6 .

Ĉf. Helbing, 131ff. But of. LSJ SeV. -xCvo) for
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ex TO0 oïvov 'he himself shall drink of the wine ,
ÎIotĈ o) . As a causative verb form xotl&o

stands in the L}\X usually for hiphil f7 p   ̂s 
Gen. xix.32 uov 7caTepa oTvov
(for i:i ■irziH-r)}( rfpJ] , .Let{ ' T fv ; -
US make our father drink wine'. Note the double
accusative in Hebrew and Greek.

The partitive idea 'cause to drink from' as with
supra is expressed by partitive j

which is produced in the Ape. in xiv.8 Ix to0 o%vou
... xexÔTtxev -xdvTa 'from the wine ... she made
all to drink' (repeated verbatim in xviii.3). This is
a direct link with Hebrev/ syntax.

( lo’ôCco ); classical authors use
2this verb with genitive object , but sometimes the accusa

tive in pre-Christian secular texts. Thus when 
in the IjXX takes an accusative object it can be understood 
as Hellenistic usage, but heavily and directly indebted 
to the Hebrew accusative object following j)3
which occurs c,300 times. Helbing refers to this 
usage rightly as a mechanical translation. In the Ape. 
this usage is found in ii.l4 c|>aYet’v elôojXôOum .

^Helbing, 49.

^So Moulton-Turner, III, 233

3p.l32.
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cf. vs, 20, x.lO, xviiolG, xix„18.
Elsewhere like W  , is often

followed by as in Gen, xxvii,19 'eat from my
game', which is rendered in the LXX by &c6 plus
genitive. This occurs in the NT in John vi.26 IcpdysTe 

h i t65v apTwv , cf, 2 Ki, xii.3 <pa>Y . ku to0 
dpTot) , etc. In the Ape, it occurs at ii.7

Ix TO0 Ç6Xo\) VMg 'to eat of the tree of life’;
possibly also in vs,17 ôo5oio aÔT̂  &x6 (onait

cpctY • &9C0 CA 046 _al) to0 p,d.vva , 'I will make
him to eat from the manna'. But the text is uncertain.

This latter construction finds no parallel in pre- 
Christian secular Greek authors^, thus is considered a 
pure Semitism.

ôpêopott when it has an object in the Ape.,
takes the accusative as in classical Greek. The Hebrew

?/3 ̂  also takes an accusative object. Cf. Apc.
ii.lO, xi.18, xiv.7, xv.4, xix.5.

The use of &%ô after in the LXX
(e.g. Deut. i.29 pn&s (popr)6fÎTe d-x* a&T0v 'do not
fear them' is based on Hebrew j/̂  which occurs 
numerous times, usually translated by &x6 in the
LXX. This Hebraism occurs in Matt, x.28 p'n <pof3sto’8e

Tffiv d'XoxTÊVvôvTwv TO o%io. ' do not fear those
who kill the body Such usage is not found in the Ape

^Says Helbing, 132,
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3. Cognate Accusative (Accusative of Content)̂
Hebrew and Aramaic make use of the cognate accusative 

to Strengthen the verbal idea . The addition takes the 
form of a noun derived (not in every case) from the verb 
stem, or at least from a stem of similar meaning^, e.g. 
Gen. xxvii.34 H > 7  ̂

~J 7  .V n 7  ‘J 'he cried (with) a very; - T T"
great and bitter cry'; cf. LXX Zech. i.2 (0̂ )11 ...

opY?lv .usŶ Xîiv (= -X T  jr ^

'(Jahweh) was very angry ... ' cf, the similar expression
in Ape. xvii.6 &0a6paou. lôov at-rnv ÔctSpa 
'seeing her, I marvelled very much'; cf, xvi.9 Imv- 

pa'rCcrO'ricoxv mUpa • ' scorched by a great
heat'. Cf. also Matt, ii.lO X̂'̂p'no'ev xp,p&v {ieŷ X-nv 
'they rejoiced exceedingly with great joy'.

While classical Greek contains similar constructions 
there is no doubt that in biblical Greek they are rooted 
in Semitic usage.

^Helbing, 88ff.; Bl-D §153; GK §117 p-t. 

^GK §117q..

^GK §117p; Bl-D §153 (1),
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4, Genitive
1R. Helbing notes that 'Die hebrdische Sprache

pkennt keinen adverbalen Genitiv' . For this reason, - 
and also because no vestige of the genitive case ending 
was in regular use in biblical Hebrew^, the use of the 
genitive case attached to verbs in the LXX shows no 
dependence on Hebrew syntax. Therefore the genitive 
case in biblical Greek seems to be employed in the same 
sense as in Hellenistic Greek,

5, Dative
'to praise', usually takes the accusative 

in biblical Greek,' which conforms with the pre-Christian 
secular use (very rare). It also conforms with the
Hebrew accusative after ^ ̂  TT .

It is worth noting however that the Hebrew of the 
later OT books (Ezra, Neh, Chron,) often introduced a 
dative object, e.g, I Chr, xvi.36 ^ ̂

n ^ 'praise Jahweh' which was rendered literally
T

by the LXX; cf, II Chr. v.l3,
X X ,9; Dan. Theod. iv,31, etc.

lp.l07

^For the adverbial genitive cf, Bl-D §169f 

^Cf. GK §89.
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This later OT usage is responsible for the occurrence 
of Oitvette 0ê  in Ape. xix.5.

At&dkrxco which translates in the LXX Hebrew
piel " 1 ^  ^  usually takes accusative of person and
object, which conforms with both Greek and Hebrew usage .

A peculiar intrusion of the dative in Ape. ii.l4 
requires explanations èô̂ ôaoncev BaXdx 'he
taught Balak'. This has no parallel in Greek, and 
indeed the manuscripts show confusion over the case; 
the dative is the more difficult reading. Perhaps it 
is a reflection the Hebrew usage illustrated by Job xxi.22 

J l  V I  7 ^ ^ '  'will one teach— 1* «« —  J •*« j
(to) God knowledge?' Here the object ? n has the 
sign of the dative ^ attached.

^Helbing, 39
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'OpyĈ ofiat in classical Greek usually
takes a dative object, as it does in the LXX often.

Only a few instances of SpyCSw with k%(

plus dative are known in classical Greek» Under
Hebrew influence^ one finds the expression in Gen. xl.2

^pyCoQ-n §ap<Ki) Ixl 'Toê’ç ôucrlv e&voüxptç 'Pharaoh
was angry with his two officers' (- 5̂ A/ "
other OT examples could be cited. This usage has
entered the Ape. in xii.17 &pY£cr6'n 6 ôpdxwv k%l

YuvcDLxC . The dragon was angry with the woman',
rioila) plus dative in the LXX reflects Hebrew

V  n k/ which is used to express doing something
for someone; e.g. Gen. xxx.31 ^ H tf/V-Q
'you will do for me', LXX pot . In
most places in the OT this construction is translated 

oby Greek dative ; Greek would ordinarily use the 
accusative or a following preposition. This is found 
only rarely in classical authors^ but often in the LXX 
as a Semitism. The NT uses it; e.g. Lk. vi.27 xaXSç 

Tcotst'tre ptcroffcn-v ' do good
for (or 'on behalf of': not 'to' of RSy) those who
hate you'; Mk. xiv.7 aô-rorç (A auTov ) eU

'do good on their behalf'; Ape. xiii.l4

^Helbing, 211
^Helbing, 3,
^Cf. Moulton-Turner III, 245; Helbing, 3
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eixôm 'to make an image
for the beast'.

These NT occurrences are best-understood as Semitisrns 
Remaining occurrences of in Ape, which take
an object take it in the accusative case.

npoô tuvlco , Nigel Turner^ observes that while
this verb in classical Greek takes the accusative in the 
LXX it has the dative c.150 times, against about ten 
times with an accusative object. Scattered occurrences 
with dative are found in Dio Cassius, Lucian, Josephus,
and Aristeas. The Hebrew iJ M  is usually followediindJ
by ^ , which in the LXX would be translated by dative.
This accounts for the dative following Kpocncuvêto
in Ape. iv.lOf vii.ll, xiii.4,15, xiv.l7, xvi,2, xix.4, 
10,20, xxii.8,9, C£. occurrences with accusative object in 
ix.20, xiii.8,12, xiv.9,11, xx.4.

A similar mixing of dative and accusative objects 
is found in Matt, and John.

Verbs of saying, eLiov , Xéyca nearly always
in the LXX represent with ^ or ^
In the LXX ^ = dative, and ^/f - %pôç „ Individual
translators sometimes mixed one construction for the 
other according to individual preference. For instance

^Moulton-Turner III, 245,

^Helbing, 217; Moulton-Turner, III, ,237
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in LXX Gen. Helbing counted 218 occurrences of the 
dative and 47 of crcpôç , while in the books of Kings 

7Cp6ç predominates. The Greek dative represents 
^ 459 times, ? H  333 times, while xpôç

= ^ 812 times, ^ only 49 times.
The Seer in the Ape, preferred the dative, which 
ding to Turner's 1 
%p6& is not used,

according to Turner's tabulation^ he uses 28 times, but

PART B. WITH PREPOSITIONS^

In his 'Preparatory Note on Prepositions in NT'
3Nigel Turner concedes that the study of case endings 

with prepositions is important for the exegete but he 
clearly warns against forming a ‘theology of prepositions' 
which presses fine distinctions too far, thus disregarding 
the overall Hellenistic tendency of laxity in using 
prepositions. The observations which follow will aim to 
point out the influence of Semitic usage on the prepositions 
in the Ape, and elsewhere in biblical Greek, demonstrating 
that what appears to be careless or ignorant choice of a

^Ibid

^Cf, Moulton-Turner, III, ch.18,

^Ibid., 249.
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particular preposition may in fact reflect clearly 
an awareness of Hebrew usage,

Bao'tXéwo occurs frequently in the LXX
for • ^ -V "J as opposed to idiomatic Greek
which would use the genitive^. This Hebraic usage is 
found in Lk. i.33, xix„14,27; Rom. v.l4; and other 
places. In the Ape. note v.lO xaE pao'tXe'ôo'Oücrtv

ItîI 'and they shall rule on earth' (so
Bl-D §177, but cf. 4 Ki. xi.3 where the identical 
(îoo'tXeôouDcîtx -çfiç - ' she ruled over the

land').
Tpdfpoj IxC . Typical of Hebrew use of the verb

'to write ' is Jer. xxxi.33 T] 3  ̂T . . ; V T " , T
‘on (their) hearts I shall inscribe them, LXX ItîI 

mpôCaç . Such usage is
found only in biblical Greek, the classical idiom using

Iv icpocnWy Ypct-9®(̂<3 'you write it on his forehead',
Plato Leges 854d. Note the Hebraic Ŷ Ypctpiiêvov

èxl T0V pe'cShscüv a6'ïïé5v Apc. xiv.l; cf. xvii.5.
'E-rotiad̂  etç is a Hebraism' where etç

introduces the predicate as does ^ in Hebrew. E.g.
2 Ki. V . 1 2  Ŷvea AaueiÔ oTt fiiroCfioo'sv ahxbv %6p&0G

e t^ pacrtXêa 'David realised that Jahweh had

^Helbing, 115; Bl-D §177 

^Helbing, 56.
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established him king' (= ^ ). This usage is
found in Apc„ ix, 7 E (,̂ etc

TtdXepov 'horses prepared for war;' cf. vs.15
'̂üot|Liaa|jLêvo6 eEç ĉf}v fijpav mt Iplpav 'prepared for

the hour and day'.
ICXaSco . In Judg. xi.37 xXâcro|iae, Ixl

m- mp0êvta |iot> = ' I shall bewail my virginity
( I-ÎÎÊ = r̂ J/)o Cf. Apc. xviii.9 xat xXaC'cmuo'tv 

{ h fc  046 al) aô'C'hv o& pamXs?§ 'the
rulers shall bewail her;' cf. vs. 11 ot Ipxopoi
... xXatovcrtv ... Ik’ a.h%'f]v 'the merchants
. . . bewailing .. . her ' „ The verb %sv6efv in Ape. 
xviii.11,15 is used in this Hebraic manner with IxC 
also.

Kp̂ KTw &x6 0 A common expression in the LXX^
influenced by /a/ used to express the person. For
example, 2 Chr. xxii.ll ëxpû ev a&*ïôv dxo xpom&Kou
'hid him from ...' = ^3 3 Z? . Helbing^ cites

'* ; *

only one secular Greek occurrence of xpuK'sco , from
the late historian Theophylactus 7,17.1.; also one 
instance of the passive from Homer and Euripides, 
respectively. Note Ape. vi.l6 ... %p6̂ a%s &Ko KpocF̂ cow

IloXe{j.lw (iGtd . In classical Greek 'to make
war against' is usually expressed by this verb plus 
dative, xoXspêco ps-xd having the meaning 'to make

^Helbing, 42.
Îbid,
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war in con1unction with? e.g. Xenophon Historica Graeca 
7,7,27. In biblical Greek however xoX . ps'cd always 
means 'to war against; e.g. Judg, v, 20 (A) IxoXlprjouv 

2ioup0, 'they warred against Sisera'
(= T D v  ).• **» » "

The expression is found in the Ape. in ii,16
7coXE{i'̂(5W pGT* ah't^v ' I Will War against them'

cf, xii.7 Toa xoXepllotït oroC ôpdxovTô  , cf.
xiii.4 KoXepfîGîx.t psT* a&To# ; xvii,14. The Hebraic
meaning is required in each case, with no possibility that
the classical sense could be read into the passages,

npooxvv'n<rouo% V Ivdxtov <ro\) in LXX
Ps. xxi (xxii) . 28 = Heb. ?  ] Z) ̂  ^ )T 1  T l iiJ  ̂ }

I V r : ;
'they shall prostrate themselves before you'? cf, Ps. 
Ixxxv (lxxxvi),9? Isa. lxvi.23. In the Ape. the 
identical Hebrew idiom in translation is found in
iii.9, XV.4, xxii.8.

Ix , In Ape, xviii.l fj yfl
Ix Tfk ôôÇriç a&ToU 'the earth was

illuminated by his glory' is very unusual Greek. The 
construction with Ix is Hebraic for e.g.
Eze, xliii.2 'the earth shone with his glory,

3 3 ^  n 1   ̂y  n  (LXX f) Ŷ1 IgsXapTiSV. . T * "
àno Tfic ôôÇtiç ) is nearly identical to

the usage in the Ape., the only difference being the 
exchange of Ix for &x6
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SxCpM ItcC in the LXX usually translates
n  ^  kJ o r with ^ A/ . Classical Greek■“ f ' . —1takes the dative after the verb , but due to Hebrew

influence biblical Greek adopts ItcC , e.g. 4 Ki,
XX, 13 I'k’ a&ToCG Ê sxiac 'Hezekiah took
pleasure in (lit. 'over') them'? cf. Ape, xi.lO

Xapoîfcrtv k%* oÜTofc 'they will rejoice over them',
Xopird̂ o) takes an object in Greek, as does

its Hebrew equivalent A/-H . But elsewhere in 
the OT after this verb partitive in several
places is translated by Ix or , e.g.
Job. xix.22 'why are you not satisfied with ray flesh?'
( &1KO ÔI OUpXfiJv HOD — ^  y/ 31 Z? 3 ) .I • ' T ; •
It is employed figuratively of the earth having its fill
of rain, Ps. ciii (civ). 13 6,%o xdpKOD ipY«v

o'OD xopTCLo0fp"eT%*, f) Ŷ  'with the fruit of your
labour the earth is satisfied'. One finds identical
usage in Ape. xix, 21 m  Spvea Ixop'cdcrG'ncfUv Ik
Tfflv (mpxâSv ' the birds were sated with flesh '. The

expression would not be tolerated in idiomatic Greek,
but represents acceptable Hebrew usage.

In Ape, V.9 %opaat(.€ Iv <you
2'purchased ... by your blood', N, Turner suspects

^Helbing, 258f. But there are classical occurrences 
of xaCpto h U .

^Moulton-Turner, III, 253? cf. Bl-D §219 (3).
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Semitic influence on the instrumental use of Iv  = 3 .
which though known in classical Greek was comparatively
rare before the LXX in which it is extremely common.
Likewise it is very frequent in the Ape. It appears in
the NT often in the phrase Iv  ( '̂ 00

XptcrtoS ) common to Paul and others. Note the similar
use in LXX Lev, xiv.52 d(paYve.e1T t^v otxCav Iv

a^jjiaTt TO0 èpvtôCoD 'h e  s h a l l  c le a n s e  th e  house by

the blood of the bird' which represents Hebrew 13 "3 ̂
'by the blood*. Dr. Turner^ notes further that here in
Ape. v.9 we have an occurrence of the curious instrumental
dative of price, which he considers a rendering of the 

?beth pretii meaning, 'with', 'for', 'at the cost of'? 
elsewhere in the NT it occurs in Rom, iii.25 EXacrrfjptov 

Iv  O&TO0 'at the price of his blood'
and v.9 ôtxatœOêv'çeç v0v Iv  atnaTt. omuoS 'now 
having been made right at the price of his blood'.

Kpd̂ o) 0 Ape, xiv.15 xpd̂ wv Iv tjHovÇ
HSY&kg likewise expresses an instrumental sense in a 

peculiar manner reflecting the practice well-established 
in biblical Hebrew"^ where the object of an action may be 
understood as the instrument by which it is performed.

^Ibid.

^BDB, Hebrew Lexicon s.v. 3, III, 3.
3These latter two passages are very doubtful. 

^Cf. BDB op.cit. s.v. 21 III, 4.
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Note Ps. Ixvii (lxviii),34 J
’to utter with the voice (LXX àéxmt. &v 'tfj (pwv̂  ),
The expression is found of course with other verbs;

W /( 3  3  -V 3  3  'to shake with the head', etc.
At this point we note Ape. ii.23 m  - 

. . .  dKOKi;ev<S I v  ÔavdTiÿ 'the children I shall
kill ... through pestilence', which is a Hebrew expression 
using &v to express'instrument by which' cf. Jer, xiv,12

D  J 1 3 X  n " j j x  3 : 1  ̂ 7:1")

'... and by pestilence I shall devour them' (LXX 
Iv 0avd.T(j> lyo) ow'csXio’w a&ToGc ) . Ape, vi.8

&KO%Te&VGL Iv ôfi(paC«̂ xal Iv %al Iv Gavd'îtÿ
reflects identical usage.

Kcüt lylvê o sl̂  represents a Hebrew use
of ^  ̂F7 3  of a transition into a new state,
condition, character, etc.? cf. Ape. viii.ll lylvê o

'çpC'tov %@v vôd'ïcov elç Eÿ&v0ov ' a third of the
waters turned into wormwood ' ? cf. xvi.l9 ml lylvê o 

n Y) (.iGYdXn elç TrpCa nlp'O 'the great
city was divided into three parts'. This idiom is 
found in many connections in the OT^, e.g. Gen, ii.7

n * ^ n  ^  ^ 3  3 X il  ̂1 'man became a
living person, LXX ml lŷ ve'co ... etc iv%'hv

2Ĝbmv . on this point Turner notes occasional 
parallels exist outside biblical Greek, but the Semitic

^BDB s.v. . ^ I. 4
^Oo. cit., 253.
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origin of the construction in the Ape. is obvious, 
especially when etc is linked with a form of sXvai- .
In Matt, xix, 5 {= Gen, ii.24) ëcrovmi etc odpxa *
Lk. xiii„19 etc ôêv&pov etc.

N&K&V + &X - Ape, X V .  2 TO&C
1 2vfcK̂ Svmc Ix TO0 OnpCoD is puzzling . Turner suggests

that it is a 'compressed phrase (sc. by separating 
themselves from or and delivered themselves from).
Nowhere else in Greek does vtxâiv take the preposition

k% I moreover, conjectures about the way this phrase 
should be rendered have so far been inadequate. This is 
because the definitions (Hebraic and otherwise) tradition
ally assigned to vtxÆv are unsuitable with what

s '  3follows - ex TO0 GtipCou . In making a fresh
approach to the question, we first note that several times
the LXX employed v[s]txoc and vSxt) to translate

n y  J and n .X ] respectively. While the
former has the sense 'everlastingness' (cf. Am. 1.11)
the former *-.s primary meaning-is eminence? e.g. I Chr.
xxix.ll 'To you, O Jahweh the pre-eminence ( FT -X 3 ff ) /

^This is a very difficult phrase, admits Charles,
II, 33.

2(

3Matthew Black has discussed the use of vtxdv 
in Romans and the Ape, in his article 'Some Greek Words 
with "Hebrew" Meanings in the Epistles and Apocalypse' in 
the forthcoming Festschrift for Prof. William Barclay.

^As noted in Black's article cited supra.
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LXX croî (A) uôpte 0.0 "h vCxTj (not 'victory'
of the RSV? cf, BDB op. cit, , s.v. FÎ X J where the
definitions 'eminence, enduring, everlastingness perpetuity' 
are listed). The related verb, H J  is represented
in the LXX by corresponding vtxdv in Hab. iii,19.
It is important to note that while in the Hebrew text 
the third chapter, which is a psalm, concludes with

'to the
choirmasters with stringed instruments' the LXX mis
translated at this points '(Jahweh, God is my strength, 
he fixes my feet among the company, he makes me tread 
upon my high places) to be pre-eminent in his song of 
praise ' ( To0 Iv al'CO0 ).
The slip of the translator reveals the fact that in Jewish 
Greek vixdv was used to express the idea of being
pre-eminent.

Possibly this is the sense required in Ape, xv.2? 
instead of struggling to understand the concept of victory, 
could it not be conjectured that To&c viîcô̂ vmc =
'those have pre-eminence over ( h i Here ~ in the
sense of comparison^) the beast, his image, and his 
numerical name?

^Cf, BDB, OP. cit., s.v. 'j'ÿ 6? cf. Lev,
21:10 a priest that is great above his brethren.
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Summary of Chapter IV
It has become apparent that at least in the Ape. 

(likewise in the LXX) when case endings attached to 
verbs with or without prepositions vary from literary 
Koine usage, this can be ascribed to Hebrew influence, 
and does not represent incompetence on the part of the 
respective authors. The widespread use of the accusative 
and dative cases in the Ape. reflects the fact that in 
Hebrew these are the commonly-occurring case endings.
The fact that the genitive is rare in the Ape. is 
explained by the near absence of any Hebrew equivalent.

The choice of prepositions to follow verbs has also 
been influenced by Hebrew usage, and in some passages a 
mistranslation could result if this fact is overlooked.
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CHAPTER V

SEMITIC INFLUENCE ON THE CLAUSE IN THE APOCALYPSE.

PART A. NOUN & VERBAL CLAUSES

Introduction
Basic to the structure of the Hebrew and Aramaic

languages and that of Semitic languages generally is the
distinction between noun and verbal clauses or sentences.
A noun clause, according to the standard grammarians ,
has as both subject and predicate a noun or its equivalent
(especially participles), e.g. Isa. xxxiii.22 H Î D

13 3 ^ 5  'Jahweh [is] our king'. A verbal clause
on the other hand always contains a finite verb as
predicate, and a noun (or pronoun) for its subject, e.g.
Gen. i.3 'and God:
said ... '.

This basic distinction between noun and verbal
clauses is not of merely technical interest, but has an
important role to play in expressing meaning, and

2according to Gesenius-Kautzsch ,

^E.g. Gesenius-Kautzsch 0141a,b.

^See §140e,
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... is indispensable to the more 
delicate appreciation of Hebrew 
syntax ... since it is by no 
means merely external or formal, 
but involves fundamental differences 
of meaning, Noun-clauses with 
a substantive as predicate represent 
something fixed, a state or in 
short, a being so and so? verbal 
clauses on the other hand, some
thing movable and in progress, an 
event or action (italics original).

After noting this important point of Semitic syntax, 
one is led to inquire whether a distinction of such basic 
significance in the OT left its mark on biblical Greek.
In answering this query, the noun clause will be con
sidered first, followed by the verbal clause.

NOUN CLAUSES

As noted supra, a noun clause contains no finite
verb, but has as both its subject and predicate a noun
or its equivalent. It stresses the state of being of
tie subject, its existence, its attributes, always in

1the sense of a fixed state ,
All Hebrew noun clauses fall into one of seven 

categories, depending on the type of nominal construction 
which serves as predicate? e.g.

1956), 10
^Cf. C. Brockelmann, Hebrdische Syntax (Neukirchen,
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a) wi th substantive for the predicate?
b) with adjective for predicate?
c) with participles?
a) with numerals;
e) with pronouns;
f ) with adverbs;
g) with any other construction such as 

prepositional phrase, as predicate.

Under each of these categories representative Hebrew/ 
Aramaic examples will be cited, with the LXX translation 
following, where it shows a literal rendering into Greek 
of the Semitic nominal construction:

a) With substantive for predicate (this mode of
expression is characterised by Gesenius-Kautzsch as
'especially Semitic')

Gen. v.l Tj T X  3 7 7 ^ ) 0  n ' t
-r -r * V  "

’This book [is] the generations of mankind';
LXX AS-Çî! plpXoç YevlcTECog* dvOpdwtojv .
Isa, xxxiii.22

apxwv fsa65v xvptoç 
pao'tXevç xuptoc

ni/1"

• U E P n a  nm';. 

T i i n :
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b) With adjective for predicate:
Eze. x l i . 2 2 b  T V  P h T ’ |? ]

'and i t s  w a l ls  fw e re j o f  wood';

LXX xa? ol Tor%o(, alTo0 ÇôXtvot (adjective)
Gen. 1 1 .1 2  2)\â X T O  i g f )

'and th e  go ld  o f  t h a t  la n d  [ i s j  g o o d ';

LXX ro Ôê xpuulov IxeCvriç xo&Xôv
Gen. x l i l . 1 3  D / W m  U 'ib  V J X )• T - ; • T : ;
'The men of Sodom [were] evil and sinners'?
LXX ot ôè avôpûJKOt ot Iv SoSojiot*;

TcovTipol xal dpaprwXoC ,

c) With participle for predicate:
Gen. x x i v . i D m ’a  Y i - . D m i N ?
'And Abraham [wasj advancing in days’?
LXX xal AjSpoap. . - , xpo0Gpn%&G fî!̂lp(*)v
Gen. 11.11 T \ K  j a ' m  y - m[ . T
'it ^is] the one flowing around the whole land'?
LXX ouTOG 6 xüxXfôv kSouv rf)V Ŷ l̂  ,

d) With a numeral for predicates 
Gen. x l i i . 1 3

I . T 1 T :
'the twelve (of us) [are] thy servants'?

LXX A6&GX0U e<?}.tsv ot 7cat.'ôlç crov .
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e) With a pronoun for predicates
Gen. ii, 4 i )  i 't V Î il H ?;

'these [are] the generations'?
LXX Adtti •?! pCpXiog Ysvlcrscac «
Cf. Gen. xlii.13 4] H 3 X

f) With an adverbs
Ps. cxxxvi.If 13"D/7
'His mercy [isj forever;
LXX e iç  'ÜOV al̂ 5va 'çô IXeoç a5i:o0 »

g) Other constructions (usually prepositional 
phrases):
Gen. xiii.i3b yujpn
'The youngest [is] now with our father'?
LXX 6 vewtepOG |ism mrpoc of̂ epov
Gen. 1.1 T ï ] U J j l

'and darkness [was] upon the deep';
LXX xal GXÔTOç sxdvco dpéof'ou
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It must be noted at this point that in Hebrew a true 
noun clause can sometimes contain the verb 'to be' with
out surrendering its essential nominal quality. For
example, in Gen, i.2 we read 'and the earth was ( J l U )T : IT
waste and emptiness'? this cannot be regarded as a verbal 
clause, since U H  ^ Ï1 here is only used to expressT ; IT
past time, not a sense of action dr progress. The 
clause would have identical meaning if the verb were 
omitted. The two conditions under which jl ̂  i7 canT* T

occur in a true noun clause are

a) n itself retains no verbal
force of its own in the sense 'to become', 
'to exist', but is weakened to become a 
mere copula;

b) the natural word order of subject-predicate 
is retained^ (the natural word order for 
verbal clauses, on the other hand, is verb- 
subject) .

This point of syntax is important for biblical 
Greek, since it means that a translated noun clause 
containing the copula could still be regarded as a noun 
clause, in translation, provided it complied with the two 
general conditions just cited. This is in contrast to 
the Greek understanding of nominal phrases, which of 
course can exist only when the copula is absent. This

^GK g§141i, 142c,f
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fact requires illustration from the Hebrew OT and LXX, 
since it will be employed to explain a significant 
characteristic of NT Greek infra. The following Hebrew 
noun clauses are rendered in the LXX by use of the 
appropriate form of the verb eIvG>«. :

Deut. xiv.l i ] j 7 x  n u ay — %" — . I"
'You [are], children . .. '
LXX YloC Ictus xvpCot)

Gen. xlii.13 ^ " 1 2 ^  1] 'U W
I V r T T ** ;

'The twelve (of us) [are] your servants';
LXX àcoàenà louev ol mtôlç crou .

Gen. xlii.21 ^ H 7'C
'Truly we [are] in the wrong';
LXX Iv d.uap-uCq, lauev

Eccl. i.Vb ■ Ï] "nl** f  •/ t* T
'the sea [is] not filled';
LXX GdXaom 06% ëcruai IjjLKtTcXajLiIvri
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PRESENT INDICATIVE FOR THE PARTICIPLE 
IN NOUN CLAUSES IN THE LXX

We have noted earlier in this study that a Semitic 
participle was often translated in biblical Greek by the 
present indicative. This is likewise the case even in 
some noun clauses - the Hebrew noun clause with a par
ticiple for predicate can be translated into Greek by the 
use of a present indicative form representing the par
ticiple, In each case where this occurs we would be 
justified in understanding the indicative verb as 
expressing not the action or motion of a verbal clause, 
although indeed a finite verb is employed, but a state or 
quality, along the lines of the Semitic noun clause in 
which it occurs. See, e.g., the following:

Gen. ii.io Xx'' inn
>3 T T :

'A river flowing';
LXX Tîomjiôç 6è IxKopgpemt

Gen. iv.9 K ’' H N  1 77T  • T ;
'Am I my brother's keeper?';
LXX pti (pvXoS TO0 dÔeXçoü slpt 1'̂
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Ecclo i.7a 'All streams flowing ( )
to the sea';
LXX 7idv"eeç ol %G(̂ appo& Kooe^ovmc 

etç 'ufiv GdXaouav

Nominal Constructions in Greek
The nominal clause is of course not unique to the

Semitic languages. In classical Attic the verb ĉrutv
1as a copula was often omitted^, producing a nominal 

phrase which in appearance is identical to the Semitic 
noun clause. Like Hebrew, the Attic noun clause could 
have as its predicate;

a) an adjective
b) adjectival participle (which was most frequent)
c) an adverb (rare - limited to fixed formulas

such as QaDjiaâ ov ocrov ).

pThe copula was very often omitted in poetic expression"«• 
Against these similarities however we now cite some striking 
differences. For attic, the copula omitted was for the 
most part limited to the 3rd person singular present 
indicative - Icrutv Other forms of el vat

^Ktlhner-Gerth, Ausfdrliche Grammatik der Griechischen 
Sorache, II, I. I., 40.

^Ibid
^Ibid., cf. Bl-D §127, where it is termed the 'most 

frequent omission by far*.
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when omitted in Attic, call for special mention in the
grammars, Hebrew however could omit, with perfect ease
and freedom, any person or tense of corresponding *7 3 *
Furthermore, while Attic Greek makes a relatively wide
use of the ellipsis of the copula, the same is not the
case for other epochs of the Greek tongue. According
to E. Schwyzer^, the predominant post-classical tendency
was to reserve noun clauses, which were viewed as ellipses,
for use in archaic poetic turns, fixed formulae, and
stylized expressions. The NT has in many places gone
even further than its contemporary literary Koine in

2employing the copula , Hebrew and other Semitic languages, 
in contrast, make a significantly wider use of the noun 
clause ( without copula) than the indo-European family of

3languages .
While both Semitic and Greek noun clauses frequently 

employ adjectives and participles as predicates, yet 
there is nothing corresponding in Greek to the distinctive 
Semitic use of a substantive as predicate of a noun 
clause, e.g. Eze. xli.22 ^  Q Q 'The
altar [was] wood ... ' . This category is especially

^'Schwyzer, II, 623 (cited by N. Turner in Moulton- 
Turner, III, 294).

2Moulton-Turner, III, loc. cit.
3Brockelmann, loc. cit.
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characteristic of the Semitic mode of expression, which 
emphasises the identity of sutoject with its predicate . 
Finally, Semitic noun clauses stand in sharpest contrast 
to their Greek counterparts on the question of expressing 
fixed states, attributes, etc. While this sense is 
basic to Semitic, there is no indication that Greek 
nominal phrases per se are to be taken to express states 
as opposed to actions. Such is foreign to Greek nominal 
phrases.

2In the Apocalypse
An examination of the Ape. shows clearly that con

structions very much like translated Hebrew noun clauses 
noted supra in the LXX are present, and furthermore, they 
can quite naturally be placed in the same categories into 
which OT noun clauses were divided.

-̂GK §141b.

^Cf. Bl-D §§127,28; Moulton-Turner III, 294-310 
gives a comprehensive analysis of the Greek nominal 
phrase, including tables of statistics for NT and Koine 
authors. It should be noted that the total of 91 
occurrences of ellipse listed there for the Apoc. is 
higher than that which is found in this study. This is 
due to the fact that here most cases of ellipse which 
occur in subordinate clauses are excluded, and will be 
treated separately under the various categories of 
clauses to be discussed infra.
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The categories listed supra on p.2 are repeated here, 
with exx, from the Ape. in each:

a) With Substantive for predicate (especially Semitic) : 
xix. 12 ol Ôè 6(p0aX|iol ,. *
(pXô̂  (if is omitted).
XX. 5 auTTi '?! élvd<rîacrtç 
xxi. 18a xal fî èvÔ(0̂Tj<jtç ..@ taom c

xxi, 18b xal f) ., $ xpucrfov
xxi. 21b xal f| xXa'ueta .., xpuolov
xxi, 22b & Y&p KÔptoç â Osôç va6ç

 ̂“ EcruL V 104* 459 al )
xxi. 23b xal & Xvxvoç al»Tf)c T& dpvlov
xxi i „ 13 Iyw "U& "̂AX<pa xal tô 9̂ ^

6 KpâS'Uoç xal h Icrx.a'SOi; ,
In addition, several examples could be listed which 
include the copula but, just as in the examples cited 
supra from the LXX, essentially are noun clauses:

xvii.9 al xg(paXal &KT& p̂n
elofv ... xal 0ao"tXetç lou'cd eicrtv

Cf. verse 12 xal tel ôixa xêpam ... ôéxa gagiXstc etoav 
xvii.15 To, %0aTa ... Xaol xal 8%Xoi et<rlv xal ëOvri
xvii.lS xal fi Ŷ vh . » « v n 'h (iSYdkri

With these exx. from the Ape. compare Matt. v,13
* ÉcTTS T& dXaç 'You are the salt ... '
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and Acts v.32 ml Icrpsv ( - eopev
B ) pdpÆüpGc 'You are witnesses'.

b) With adjective for predicate:

io3 6 Y&P xatpo<; IyŶ C 
xiv.13 hcuxdptot ol vexpoC
XV, 3 MsvdXa xal Gaupacruo, T& IcpYo, o"o»
ôfxatat. xal &Xi]01 val al 66o( odd
xvi.Tb d\r|9t.val xal ÔCxatat al xpfo'SK* auu
xviii.8 oTL loxDpôç xüpioc b 0eèç
xix.2 identical to xvi.Tb supra, 
xix o 9 a Maxdp tôt ol ,,, x exXTpil vo t

Add also XX,6; xxi,16b,c, 19; xxii„6 
xix, 11 b xâO'fii-ievoç al'cèv xta'TOç

xal d\T|0tv6ç 
Compare also Matt, v, 3 Maxdptot ol 
71‘ïcoxol 'Blessed [are] the poor ,,, ' ;

v.12 b pto6ôç &p,0v xoXÜG 
'Your reward [is] large .., ' ; 
and in Acts iv.l3 the same type of 
phrase is found with copula: dvOptoxot
dYpdppaTo C slcrtv xal I6t65mt 
'They [are] unlearned and ignorant men
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c) With participle for predicate;
i,15 poĵ <paCa dCcruopOT; SÇeta exxopeDO|.iâvT)
ii.17 Svopa xatvôv ŶYpo-tij-iêvov 
iv.l xal tôo0 06pa 'nvê>YpilvT)
i v . 5  xal I kuo, Xairxdôeç xupoç xato^iemt 

x i i . l  Yovt Keptps^XBuévT} T&v ^Xtov

v.l ptpXCov YGYpaPM&vov .., xa'cscrtpaYtoiilvov
xiv. 4 oDTot ol &%oXou0o0VTGG dpvC<j>
xvii.4 xal *h Yuvt ( fi Koine)

xeptPepXnuevri xal xexpooŵ lvn »** l%oDoa
xxi. 19a ol 6ej-ieXiotr ..« xexooxiTplvoi
xxii. 7b Maxdptoç h 'U'npSSv
xxii.8 K&YW ’icüdvvnç 6 dxouwv xal X̂êxwv m 0 m
xxii. 14 Maxdptot ol xX6vov'ceç mç cruoXdç avTfiSv 
Add to these Acts ii.16 To0%6 Icrutv %h elpTuiêvov 

'This [is] that spoken 
Mk. i.33 T)v SXt] fi xôXtç Ixtavv'OYl-̂lv'n
'the whole city [was] gathered',

d) A numeral for predicates
Ape. xiii.lSb xal 6 dptOpôç al'coü

£Çaxô(rtot Igfixovm eÇ
'Six hundred sixty-six [is] his number'?
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e) A pronoun for predicates
i o 6 ôôÇa ml xpdTTOç
XX. 14 ouTOç o ÔdvaTOç 6 ôevicêpoç

l<rs:tv (“ eon-gtv 104 680 1380)
'this jis] the second death';

xi.4 ouTot elcnv al 6.6 o IXoA'at, mt ô6o XoxvÊat
'these the two olive trees and the
two lamps ... '.

Compare with these Mk. i.27 TC Icrïtv ;
'What is, this! '

f) An Adverb for predicates
xiv.l2a *S6e fi 'çwv dyCwv lo'ütv

(™ ecrrtv 808 1893) 'here ^sj 
the patience of the saints'.

xvii.9 Sôe 6 voÊfc
'here jisj the mind ... '

Elsewhere in the NT note Acts iv.3
nv Y&P éô cépa ^̂6t)

'it was already evening'.

g) Other constructions for predicate
(usually prepositional phrases)s

xii.l creXfivri ÔTtoxd'coo 'cfiSv %o60v â-rflc
xxi.Sb *l6ou "h oTCTivh 0eoü peià

dv6p(&ît{jûv
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xxi. 3 xal a&TÔc 6 ôeoc peT* aôa'fî5v ĉrmt
xxi.8 TO [lêpoç aÔTfiSv êv Xlpvg 'ĉ

xato|iévir| xupl xal GeCoo
xxii,2b xaî nroB %om|ao^ evTet?0ev xal

IxetOev Ç6X0V
xxii,2c xal Ta <p6\Xa Totf 6̂Xou el<;

Gepaxelav t®v |0v5Sv
xxii.4b TO dvbpa a&To# Ixl tSv jiSTdxtov aÙT0v
xxii.12 o ptcrGôç jjiou peT* &po#
xxiiolS Ç̂ü) ot xôveç xal ot <fappaxol

xal of xôpvoi,
Compare Acts vii.9 otal ?iv 6 0eo<; peT* aÔToS

'but God was with him'.

While scattered references can be found in both 
Bl-D and Moulton-Turner, Gramm. Ill to Semitic influence 
on specific, narrow aspects of certain types of nominal 
phrases in NT Greek^, neither they nor any other gram
marian, so far as I am able to determine, has come upon 
the explanation of noun clauses in Greek dress presented 
here. The correspondence between the Semitic noun 
clause and its Greek counterpart appears to be both close 
and widespread, and the fact that there is simply no

^Bl-D §128 (7); Moulton-Turner, III, 295f,
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phenomenon elsewhere in Koine Greek of quite the same 
order as the noun clause in the LXX and NT seems to 
exclude the possibility that the point under discussion 
simply underwent parallel but unconnected development in 
the two languages involved.

The recognition of the existence of noun and verbal 
clauses in biblical Greek, with their basic distinction 
in sense and meaning, would, it seems, call for another 
look at many scriptural passages where such clauses 
occur, to determine what implications their presence 
might have for both translation and exegesis.

VERBAL CLAUSES

Verbal clauses, as noted supra  ̂always use a
finite verb and thereby place primary emphasis on the
action stated by that verb. Because of this emphasis,
the natural position for the verb is preceding its 

2subject .

lp.221
2 gGK bl42a. This order can of course be reversed to 

subject - verb if special emphasis is to be put on the 
subject in question.
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In the Old Testament
Since the verbal clause is the basic and commonest 

sentence structure of the Hebrew language, it seems 
unnecessary to cite examples of it from the OT at this 
point? it should be adequate to state simply that the 
LXX translators tended to render verbal clauses literally 
into Greek, retaining in most cases the original word 
order.

In the Apocalypse
Verbal clauses in the Ape. cannot, of course, have 

any unique claim to Semitic influence as was found to be 
the case with Semitic type noun clauses, simply because 
such verbal constructions, using finite verbs, are basic 
and natural in Indo-European languages as well as those 
of the Semitic family. It is instructive or our purpose, 
however, to note the word order followed in certain cases 
by verbal clauses in the Ape.;

a) the natural Hebrew word order in a verbal 
clause is Verb-Subject (- Object), In 
secular Greek as a whole, this order is 
certainly possible, but is common only 
with verbs of saying^., Cf„ the follow-

^Bl-D §472 (1)
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in g :  Apc. i v . l O  ^ïstro^vmi. ol 

Tecrcrdpec xpeo06TGpo& 

v ie  17 T]X0ev T) fîpépa ; x .7  xal 

&TeXêo0T) TÔ {luorfipLov ?

x i . l 8  TiX0ev 'n opY'6 cnov I x i i , 1 6

xal ^ivot^ey -fi y^ t 5 cftopa

b) The word order of Object-Verb-Subject
1is also frequent in Hebrew.' : Ape, vi,6

xal TO IXatov xal tov ptvov (if] aÔtxfîcrçç 
iiol Td&e XêYSt* & xpaTffiv

ii.3 xal uxopov'Tiv (, c

c) An order which is Hebraic, yet even
2more common in Aramaic is that of 

Subject-Object-Verbs Ape, i.7b 
xal oLTivGG aÙT&y èÇexêvTTioav

d) Finally, it should be noted that in 
the arrangement very frequently found 
in the Ape. of Subject-Verb (- Object), 
no Hebrew or Aramaic influence is 
present. It seems rather to be a 
favourite arrangement which belonged to 
the Seer's own style.

^GK §142f
'Kautzsch, Gramm. des bibl. Aram., §84, lb, who
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Summary of Chapter V Part A
No previous discussion of NT Greek syntax has 

considered the influence on Greek of the basic distinc
tion of Aramaic and Hebrew into noun and verbal clauses. 
It was found that noun clauses in the Ape. can be sorted 
into the same categories as their Hebrew equivalents, 
depending on their mode of construction, and their mean
ing is the same - that of a fixed state.

Verbal clauses, expressing action in contrast to a 
fixed state, are basic to both Greek and Hebrew, thus no 
case can be made for Semitic influence upon them, except 
possibly regarding their word order.'

While the evidence cited here sheds important new 
light on biblical Greek syntax, and aids in better 
exegesis by underlining the distinction between a fixed 
state and an action, it is not of such a specific nature 
that it would serve to indicate direct translation from 
Semitic sources.

cites Daniel ii.7,10. For a Hebrew example, cf. Isa. iii,17
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PART B. SYNTAX OF THE SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

RELATIVE CLAUSES^

The great majority of relative constructions in the 
Ape, are expressed by use of the attributive participle, 
with or without the article^: Ape, xvii.l ©Tç Ix

èxTa t65v &%6vT(0v Tdç k%%à, .

'one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls ... '.
This use of the participle is in full harmony with Greek 
syntax, but the frequency of occurrences in the Ape. is 
high. Quite frequently also the Ape. employs the 
relative clause proper, consisting of a relative pronoun 
followed by some form of the verb. Occurrences of this 
in the Ape. also follow normal Greek usage,

TVlien these categories of the relative construction 
have been allowed for, there remain certain phrases which 
seem to demand a relative sense yet which are puzzling 
indeed when viewed only in the light of Greek syntax.
In contrast to customary Greek, the Semitic languages 
frequently formulate a relative clause by using a noun 
clause, as follows : 2 Sam. xx.21 'a man of the hill
country of Ephraim V whose name

^Moulton-Turner, III, 106-10; Bl-D §§293-97.

Ĉf. Bl-D §412 for general comments on the attribut*
ive participle
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was Sheba * ? an analogous instance from biblical Aramaic
is Ezra v.l4 ]?Ü ̂  ^  (Ü ^  'to one whose
name was Sheshbazzar ', Job iii.15 'with princes Z l  fJ ^' L TT) i l  r that had gold' . This abbreviated form of

Vrelative clause omits the relative pronoun H A
and is linked to its antecedent by simple co-ordination^.
It has left its mark on the NT in four well-known passages
which are identical to the example cited supra, two of

2which are in the Ape, : vi.8 xal 6 xaOfiiiGVOG
Ixdvto a&ToS Svopa aôrÇ h OdvaToç ' and the one sitting
on it, whose name ŵas] death' i ix.ll dyteXov

Tfiç dpùouuo 5vopa a6r<̂  'sppaVbrl ’Apaôôwv
3'the angel of the abyss, whose name is , To these

we add the' following; perhaps viii,9 m
lÿvxd̂  ' those which were living (probably on the

pattern of Hebrew T3 (7 X l ) ) ?
xiii.l GripCov o.. exov xêpam ôêxa ' a beast ...
which had ten horns'? xiv,17 dvYs'Xoc xal

â TÔç ôpimvov ? cf. verse 18 Igovcrlav ,
The Hebrew relative clause is frequently introduced 

by Z  IP H  which is not a relative pronoun in the 
Greek sense, but an original demonstrative pronoun^.

^GK il55e,

^The other two are John i.6, iii.7,
3Cf. Burney, Aramaic Origins, 30-32.
^GX il38a.
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Since the demonstrative sense of Z  is connected
with its use-in relative clauses, it is not surprising to 
discover that the Hebrew demonstrative pronoun proper 
( n I' etc. ) and sometimes the definite article are 
used to introduce relative clauses, especially in poetic 
expression'^. Under Hebrew influence the Ape. in several 
places uses the definite article to introduce a relative 
clause which consists of a preposition plus noun (or 
pronoun). First, a Hebrew example; Gen. i,7

P 3  ̂  D n  P i  ̂  'The watersI * T"  ̂ * —* -*
which were under the firmament' (lit, 'those under the 
firmament'), which in the LXX is rendered in such a way 
that “) kJ} ( is represented bv the genitive articleV

This unusual syntax is found in the Ape. in the following 
passages; v.l3b T& Iv a&Totc Tcdvm 'all [living
things] which are in them ... '? Ape. ii.1,2,12,18,
iii.1,7,14 Tilg kv '3îkpéc«ÿ èxxXTjcrlaç , etc.
The long standing debate over whether should be
read instead of Tfjç is carried a step further by
noting that in the LXX passage just cited the genitive 
article was used to translate Z  (Û / i  viii.3

^GK §138g.

Ĉf„ Charles, I, clvi,f.; J. Schmid, Studien zur 
Geschichte des Griechischen Apok.-Textes 2. Teil, 198, 
G.D. Kilpatrick reviews both in Vigiliae Christianae 13 
(1959), 7f.
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ooe Tè xpübbUv To &w(6x(,ov to0 0pôvou ‘the golden [altar] 
which is before the throne ' ; x,5 tov o6pavl>v xal

T& èv a&T̂  xal yfiv xal ua Iv aÙT̂  xal
TTiv OdXoomv xal Ta Iv auT,‘the heaven and those things 

which are in it, and the earth and the things which'are 
in it, and the sea and those things which are in it*?
XX. 13 TOÜC Iv a&T̂  'those which were in it';
possibly also i.4 Tatç Iv t'̂I Âcrla 'to those who
are in Asia'. To these examples without the relative 
pronoun we add the following which are based on the same 
Hebrew construction but in which the pronoun occurs:
Ape. V.13 7cSv XTlopa o Iv t^ o5pav̂  'all creation
which is in heaven' (from a construction employing .

^  Z) ); i.4b a Ivdmiov Tô  0p6vou a&ToS
'... which are before his throne ... '.

The common Hebrew practice, after employing a '
participle, to resolve the construction into a finite
verb plus Waw is a familiar one, discussed elsewhere in
this study^o It is cited here for the light it casts on
certain relative constructions in biblical Greek which
are introduced by an attributive participle which in the
following portion of the relative clause is resolved
into xa£ plus a finite verb. Some of the Hebrew

2exx. cited by Driver illustrate the Hebraic nature of

^See section HI, part D,

^Hebrew Tenses^, 137f,
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the phenomenon; Gen. xxvii.33 ~T ]..X IX Q
^  r l  r -  hunted game and brought it before me'

(lit. 'who hunted game, and he brought ... ’). The LXX
translates idiomatically with two participles;

6 OnpGÔoîxç Qfipav xal elcrevêY’taç ,
In several passages in the Ape. the same construction 

appears, which slavishly resolves the second participle 
(and any subsequent ones) into a finite verb; vii.l4

elo'tv of lpxo{ie\»o6 Ix %Ÿ\c

|j.SYdXT|ç xal IxXvvav ( xXuvovTcg sahidic) T&c 
crçoXdç' aWfiJv xal eXeuxavav 'these are those who *

come through great tribulation, and who wash (lit, 'and 
they washed') their robes and whitened them' (lit. 'and 
they whitened them'); possibly also viii.2 êx'îd 

&YYGXoû  ol' Ivwxtov Toî 6eo0 Icrufixaoav xal 
EÔôÔ'ncnxv aÔTo?ç Ixto. odXxtYŶ C 'seven angels which

stand before God, to whom were given (lit, 'and they were 
given') seven trumpets'; xiv.18 &YY®̂ o<

l̂ oDO'lav Ixt TO a xupôc xal IcpovTjOBV ' another
angel ... who had control over the fire, and who spoke' 
(not 'and he spoke'); perhaps also xx.l2 xal &%8ov 

TOÙÇ vexpo6ç . o - IdTTt̂Taç evdxtov 0eo9
xal (3t0X£a f)vo£%0ii(m,v 'then I saw the dead

which stood before God, and the books which were opened'
(instead of 'and the books were opened').
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T 2Lohmeyer followed by Ozanne has drawn attention
to the relative clause in the first verse of the Ape.
which contains a Hebrew construction practically identical
to those just cited supra. The first clause MSwxev
is continued by means of the resolved finite verb plus

xal loipavGV / on the analogy of the Hebrew
construct following 3  K  . Ozanne cites OT examples

3exhibiting similar characteristics, such as Isa. xlix.7 :

fip mi ■'fX wf
'because of the Lord who is faithful, the Holy One of 
Israel', who has chosen vou ' (lit. 'and he chose you').
On the basis of this verse, the similar syntax of Ape. i.l 
should lead us to translate 'the revelation of Jesus 
Christ which God gave ... and which He made known (not 
'and he made it known').

Attention has been called by R.B.Y. Scott^ to a 
pair of verses in the Ape, which have what he terms 
'comparative relative clauses' expressed with the finite 
verb instead of the participle. He notes that the con-

5struction is well known in Hebrew , as.relative sentences

^Die Offenbarung Johannes, 6? Burney, Aramaic Origins, 
95f,, also discusses this construction,

2In his Ph.D. thesis. Influence of Text and Lang. of 
OT on Rev.

^Cf„ Gen. xxiv.l4, Judg. i.l2, 1 Sam, xvii.26.
^The Original Language of the Apocalvpse, 9.
^Cf, GK §155g.
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which are attached to substantives which have the particle 
of comparison (usually 3  ) : Job vii.2 ”7 ̂  J/D

^.^^1'asa servant desiring (lit, 'he desires') 
the shade' ; Isa, Ixii.lb 3  '3 FI -Fl ijj )♦ : T T

3   ̂ 'and her salvation as a torch burning 'T ; *■
(lit. 'as a torch burns'); LXX renders t5 Ôs 

omfiptov jj.ou cbç Xajimc xavOficremi. .
In these examples it is noted that the particle of

comparison is attached to the noun, and the following
verb is finite, not participle. This construction occurs
also in the Ape., in the following places; i.l6

& nXtoç cpaCvst (later corrected to <patv<ov
by 1611 2067 ,al) 'as the sun shining ' (not 'as the sun
shines'); x. 3 woxep Xêwv puxSmi (altered to

pvxopevoG 93) 'as a lion roaring' (not 'as a lion
roars'). As indicated by the presence of variants, the
corresponding Greek construction preferred a participle
in such constructions.,

Klaus Beyer in his detailed analysis of the Semitic
element in NT conditional relative clauses^ touches on

2a phenomenon which is found twice in the Ape, , He 
notes that while by nature the Semitic relative clause 
is singular, referring for example, to 'when somebody 
such clauses are often translated in the LXX in plural

If

1Semitische Svntax im Neuen Testament, 141-232. 
^Ibid. 192.
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clause is very common. This is especially noted in 
the LXX when the finite verb of the main clause in 
Hebrew is plural. Thus the plural forms of the relative 
pronouns in the two Ape, passages may in fact reflect a 
Semitic type relative clause, as follows: Ape, iii,19

&Y& oouüç ( OÜÇ 2019 sŷ ^̂  vg) |dv tptXfiS
'those whom I love ... ‘ xiii.15 Xva

n  ' 'ocrot Idv ̂ “xpocrxuvfiawtv 'cause those who would not
worship ,,, '„ In supporting his point Beyer cites 
two striking OT parallels to the Ape, passages where the 
identical sense is expressed by the singular relative 
pronoun: Prov. iii„12 (cf. Ape, iii.l9), and Dan. iii.5,11
(cf. Apc. xiii.15).

This examination has shown how the numerous relative 
clauses in the Ape. which do not follow the accepted 
Greek form actually preserve one of several types of 
relative constructions native,to biblical Hebrew and 
Aramaic,

CIRCUMSTAITTIAL CLAUSES^

Any words which relate a fact subordinate to the 
main flow of narrative, or which describe a circumstance

^Cf. Bl-D‘§417.
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connected with the action expressed by the main verb may 
form a circumstantial clause. Black gives the following 
apt definition^:

One of the commonest of Semitic 
subordinate clauses, character
istic of both Hebrew and Aramaic, 
is the so-called Circumstantial 
Clause, by which circumstances 
are described which are attendant 
on or necessary to the understand
ing of the action of the main verb, 
but subordinate to it 
Its translation may vary with the 
requirements of the context, but 
it is usually best rendered by 
'now*, 'while', 'when'.

This is illustrated by Gen, xix.l 'The two messengers 
came to Sodom in the evening, while Lot was sitting in 
the gate of Sodom' , -

The inclusion of a circumstantial clause intO' a 
sentence in Hebrew or Aramaic is of course affected by 
the tendency of these languages towards simple co
ordination; in other words, the clause will appear to

ohave been simply thrown into the sentence , with a Waw
3providing the only syntactical link with what precedes ,

1 3Aramaic Approach , 81.

^Driver, Tenses, 195f,

^Ibid,
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Word order in circumstantial clauses varies, but 
that encountered most frequently is : conjunction (Waw)
plus noun (pronoun) plus verb (or participle or predicate 
noun, etc,), The primary position of the noun serves to 
arrest the attention of the reader, by altering, the word 
order of the natural flow of clauses.

The Semitic circumstantial clause corresponds on the 
whole to the Greek circumstantial participle^, which 
denotes manner, accompaniment, etc, especially in its 
modal use; a good example is Demosthenes De Cor, 217;

Xuxovpevoç xal orêvcov xal ÔDCfpsvaCvüJV o'lfxot xo,0f)TO 
'he sat at home grieving and groaning and fretting'.

The striking difference between Semitic and Greek 
circumstantial clauses is of course a matter largely of 
syntax. The hallmark of the Semitic type clause is its 
introductory Waw, followed by a noun (pronoun) which is 
a construction not paralleled in Greek^. Note the 
following: 1 Ki, xix.l9 'and he went thence and found
Elisha, N " i n l  and he was ploughing*?
LXX renders the Hebraic clause literally by xal 
a&TOG fipoTpla . Gen, xviii.8 'as he stood beside them

7 X ) V  W-1ÎU they ate'. LXX

^Designated as 'adverbial' in some grammars, cf. 
Bl-D @411.

^Cf, GK @156.
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a lT o ç  ÔG xapGKTcfiXGt aÔ Torç ; 2 Chr. X ,  2
'while he was in Egypt 0  ̂ 3 % ?  3. }/') (7 3* » *
Lxx xat aÜTÔG Iv AlyGxTg .

R.B.Y. Scott^ drew attention to the occurrence of
this type of circumstantial clause in the Ape. in the
following passages; ii.lS xal ol xôôgç aÜToO

6|iotot xaXxoXL(3dv(ÿ ‘ now his feet are like burnished
2bronze ' . x.l xal Tp&c Ixt Tf)v xecpaXfiv a&ToU otal 

t6 TîpôoTüxov a&To# œç 6 uXtoç xal ol ^ôôgç 
a&To# o)c ôeft’Xot xupô  'now the rainbow was on his 

head, and his face vjas like the sun, and his legs were 
like flaming pillars'? xii.l 'a woman clothed with the
sun, with the moon under her feet xal creXfivT) vxoxdTco

Tfôv xoôffiv aÔTfjç 7 xvii.ll 'and the beast which was 
and is not, now he is an eighth and is of the seven
xal aliroc oySooc Icnttv xal &x Tfiiv IxTd lortv @

Another type of circumstantial clause which in 
Hebrew is introduced by Waw•followed by the predicate

3with a preposition is also reflected in the Ape. A good

Ip.ll.
2The following, cited by Scott, appear doubtful: 

Ape. ix.7,8,9,17, xvii.4.
3Such a construction is found in Greek as well, but 

only with the circumstantial participle: |xl to0
dppaToç xaOfîî-iGvoç t Î)v ^opsCav g x o ü g îTt o  'he was
making the journey seated in his chariot' Xenophon, 
Anab. i.7,20.
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Hebrew example is Isa. iii.7: 'I will not be a healer
while in my 'house is neither bread nor clothing

T] n 1 ̂ X  ^1 13  12 j . Clauses of this sort
have a somewhat more independent character than those 
discussed supra, but are still to be regarded as circum
stantial clauses^. Note the following: Isa. vi.6
'and he sent one of the seraphim to me, now in his hand
was a glowing coal ' 3  ) 3   ̂Q  9 LXX

xal Iv  xGLpi e%%ev dvôpaxa ; Amos %ii.7
The Lord was standing beside a wall ... now in his hand 
was a plumb line ' 3TJ fs/ 7 3  ̂ 3. *) LXX
xal Iv  %G&pl auToff dôdpaç ? 2 Sam. xiii.18

' now she was wearing a long robe J1 J  T} 3  \l^ ^  A/ ): T *•* T ;
LXX xal ex' aÙTflt; v̂ %(,Twv

Scott noted occurrences in the Ape. of clauses which 
fit this pattern, although he does not make any attempt 
to illustrate the Semitic nature of the construction or to 
distinguish between the two forms of the clause which 
are employed in Hebrew. Note the following: Ape. ii,17
'I shall give him a white stone and upon the stone a new 
name written xal Ixl \̂fl<pov v̂o{ia xatvôv

YGYpappêvov xii.3 ' a dragon ... having seven
heads and ten horns, now upon his heads were seven crowns 

xal e%V xeçaXàç a&ToB Ixm ôtaô'̂Piij.a.m ?

^GK §155b.
Ĉf. Lancellotti, 9Sf,
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xii.l 'a woman clothed with the sun ... now a crown of 
twelve stars was on her head xal Ixl xetpaMIc

arê̂ avoç dcTïêpcov ôdÔsxa ? xiii.l ’then I
saw a beast ... now ten crowns were on his horns xal

exl xepdTwv a&To8 ôêxa ôtaôfpam ^nd a name
of blasphemy on his heads xal k%l Tag xecpaXdç a&To#

Svopa pXacrtpTipCaç ? xiv.l 'I saw and beheld the
lamb standing upon mount Zion, now a hundred fortv-four 
thousand were with him xal psT* aWo0 &%aT&v
Tsouapdxovm Tlouapeç xtXtdôsc ? xiv.l4 ' now upon

the cloud was sitting xal Ixl Tfiv ve<plXiiv xa0fi,uevov 
xvii.5 'now on her forehead a name was written' xal

&xl péTüWîov a&T̂ G ovopa Yeypapplvov ? xix.l2
'while many diadems were on his head xal Ixl ttiv xecpdAfiv . 
xxi,12 'now at the twelve gates were twelve angels' 

xal Ixl Totç xvXfi5oav &YY&ko%G ôdôexa .
By comparing these passages with the LXX translations 

of Hebrew circumstantial clauses cited supra, it becomes 
clear that they are of the same character, both represent
ing the purely Semitic mode of denoting circumstances 
attendant to the main action of the sentence in which 
they are found. The primary difference being in the 
introductory Waw (xal) used in the Semitic type clauses.
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CONDITIONAL CLAUSES^

A degree of uncertainty in the text of Ape, vi.l 
indicates a measure, of primitive dissatisfaction with 
the construction which according to the Received text 
ends with two imperatives xal ( tÔe

} ( 046 1828 2042 sy^^ al). The phrase is repeated 
with similar textual.support in verses 3,5 and 7,
A similar current dissatisfaction and uncertainty with 
the Received reading led some modern editors of the 
Greek NT (Nestle-Aland, United Bible Societies' Greek NT) 
to excise the naC plus second imperative probably due 
in part to the repetitive sense which would result in . 
three of the above-mentioned passages (verses 1,5,7) 
from the inclusion of the xal eTôov which opens
the following verses cf. vs, 5 "'Epxou xal , xal
eTôov , xal t&où Ixxoç plyag (but there is in each

case textual evidence for omitting xat eiôov ); cf. 
xvi.l ‘XmYeTs xal sxxêe'ue .

A glance elsewhere in the NT shows that this curious 
expression employing two imperatives coupled by xaC 
is not limited to the Ape, but is found also in the 
sayings of Jesus. In Jn. i.39 for example, when 
questioned about where he stays, Jesus replied, "Rpxeô e

^See also chapter m  part D 'Semitic Influence of 
Waw consecutive',
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ocat 6̂ e<y0e (cf. i.46 where xal Vôe
occurs)? Mk, vi.38 VGete ( %o,i om)^»
Blass-Debrunner describe this construction as 'asyndeton

2instead of subordination with finite verbs' and refer 
to the similar classical expression aye ,
As used in the NT however, the two imperatives coupled by 

xaC are distinguished from an ordinary imperatival 
construction such as 'rise, take up your pallet ... '
in one important sense. While the double imperative, 
known from class. Greek as well as in Koine expresses a 
coi-nmand, in the standard imperatival sense, the construction 
with which we are dealing can be best understood as a 
conditional clause of a decidedly un-Greek nature.
Thus %p%09 xal ïàds should be translated in the
Ape. by 'if you come, you shall see' - at once different 
from simple command.

Such a construction is in harmony with a Hebrew 
construction scattered throughout the OT, described as 
an imperative in logical dependence on a preceding

3imperative . The two are connected by Waw copulative, 
and while the first imperative as a rule contains a 
condition, the second states the consequences of that

1 q •Cf. Bl-D b461 (1) for further examples. Black, 
Aramaic Approach3 has also discussed this idiom? cf. 
90f.

^Bl-D §461 (1); cf. Moulton-Turner III, 75.
^GK §110f.*
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condition's fulfillment. The construction is used 
especially to express the consequence especially desired 
by the speaker: Gen. xlii.18 4 7 7 Jl W V
'This do, and live' (i.e. 'if you do this, you shall 
continue to live'); note how the LXX translator altered 
the second imperative to future tense, bringing the 
construction more in line with ordinary Greek syntax: 
T o Cto  xo tfjo u T e  xo,l ^fipTso'Oe ? Isa. xxxvi,16

 ̂ y A  -A 1 (1
T  *r

'make with me peace, and come out, and eat ... ' ('if
you make peace and come out, then you shall eat'); LXX 

el Po6Xeu8s e6XoYîi0̂ ]vcüi &%%ope6ea0G .
This construction of the conditional clause in the Ape. 
is preserved in its most literal form where the two 
imperatives are employed,

K. Beyer has drawn attention to the use of the 
conditional clause plus si or ldv with the
indefinite subject to express 'if anybody', etc.
This use of si Tiç » ldv Ttc while acceptable Greek,
is used frequently in the LXX to translate a Semitic 
conditional clause plus conjunction or, respectively, a
conditional participle: Gen. xix.l2 3 ̂  K p3]

tJ ^ 'and all who you have' (i.e. 'if you have
anyone with you'), LXX e ï Tie croi . Note also the

^Semitische Svntax, 226ff
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1plural Hebrew protasis, rendered singular in the LXX .
On the basis of this evidence Beyer reckons that

frequently el Ttç / ldv Tie in the NT is based
on a Semitic relative clause or conditional participle.
From the Ape. he cites xiii.9 el Tie E%ei o?e
(wrongly cited by him as wTa )? cf. ii.7a 6 Ixwv

2where a substantival partie, serves as protasis , 
xiv.ll el Tie Xaupdvet . In each passage the
translation 'if somebody/anybody*is to be preferred, on 
the basis of the Hebrew pattern whi ch underlies the 
construction.

Semitic influence on individual conditional clauses 
in the Ape. is also treated by Beyer, who calls attention, 
for example, to occasions when, in Semitic languages, 
the customary sequence of protasis followed by apodosis 
is reversed, usually to express a strong wish, an oath,

3or a command . This seems to have influenced the 
similar reversal in the Ape. on three occasions: xiv.ll

xal o6x ixouori v dvdmvcrt v 'rptêpaç xal vühtoç 
xal el TIG XapPdvet t 5 xdpaypa 'they have no

rest day or night ... whoever receives the mark' (i.e. 
'whoever receives the mark has no rest ... ')? ii.5

^Cf. ibid. for other examples
2For many similar passages in the Gospels cf, ibid, 
^Op. cit., 75f.
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’epxojiai crot xat xivfpto Xu%v£av
làv jjî pGTavofimpG ' I will come to you and remove

you lamp if you do not repent' (i.e. 'if you do not
repent, I will ... ' ) ?. cf. vs. 22 lôoù pdWco avT'ov

sIq  x X £ vt|v . . .  l a v  pf] psm vof|ouxn v 'B e h o l d ,

I will throw her on a sickbed ... if they do . not repent' 
(i.e. 'if the^do not repent, I will ... ').

TEMPORAL CLAUSES

An oddity of biblical Hebrew is its custom of 
introducing a temporal clause by imperfect consecutive 

i j  J I ( xat lylveTo ), especially if the 
temporal clause is slightly independent of the narrative 
in which it is imbedded, or if it opens a new section of 
that which has been narrated previously^. In rare cases 
the perfect consecutive fT FT 7 is used in similarT  T ;
fashion. In translating, it is usually found best to
ignore the ^3^7 which is redundant, and begin* * -
with the temporal conjunction, as in Judges i.l:

i/wjiT' ilia pnK "n^i'• i * •
which is translated by RSV rightly by 'After the death '
of Joshua' (not 'It came to pass, after '). It is
especially instructive for understanding îs!T Greek to note

^GK §lllf,g.
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that in this and other OT passages the LXX translates 
literally: xal lysveTo peTd TsXevariv Trp'ouG ,
cf. Gen. xxii.l L  Q ITf/ ''DU

11 ? A  n 'After these things' (not 'and it came to 
pass, after '). The LXX: xal lylvsTo pend m

pfljaam m 0 m  Ex, xvii.ll Ï1 ^ Tl )

7 3 ^  J1 l i /  P] ID  ̂3  ̂ 3 l j J X 3  'wheneverT »,* » ~r tj —; ;
Moses held up his hand . „. ' ? LXX xal lŷ vsTO OTav

&%f1psv M couotig T&G xelpaç . Here note the
less frequent use of the perfect consecutive
The same construction appears in biblical Aramaic in
Dan. iii.7 /(•’’3?» J/ ' ' 1 3

T  Î "• T I • : r ' i
'Wlien all the people heard'? Theodotion xal lylvsTo

omv uKoucnxv ol Xao£ . It is significant that in
Theodotion the redundant xal lylvsTo introductory
formula is employed, even though no Aramaic counterpart

*1 —j n 2to Hebrew i l  I appears .

On the form lyCveTO in the LXX for iterative 
n  ^f]  ) , see M. Johannessohn, 'Das biblische

xal eYeve-ro und seine Geschichte', Zeitschrift für
verg1e i che nd 0 Sur achfo r s chunq 53 (1925), 163,

2Burney, Aramaic Origin , 12f, following Dalman,
Words of Jesus p.32 declares that this construction belongs 
exclusively to biblical Hebrew, and that it has no Aramaic 
equivalent, in spite of the occurrence in Dan. iii.7 which 
Dalman himself cites. But in light of the rendering of 
the passage by Theod,, the question of direct Aramaic 
influence on the Greéc temporal clause should remain open. 
While Dalman rightly states that Hebrew plus
temporal conjuction is foreign to Aramaic, yet one must 
not overlook the fact that the temporal *'3 3  was
rendered by Theod, as xal kxêvexo , seemingly as if
the latter came to serve as a standard introductory formula 
for certain temporal clauses in Jewish translation Greek, 
Cf. Bauer and Leander, il09g.
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Along with the fully written introductory formulas
bibHcal Hebrew employed• ; -  T T ;

an abbreviated introduction, retaining the Waw and temporal 
conjunction, but omitting the  ̂ FI ^  ̂FT 2
Judg. ii.18 il 1 H^ TD**PiT 31 'whenevernr Î I * *• * :
Yahweh raised up' which the LXX translates literally:

xal oi;i (sic) eyeCpev xupioq 7 Judg. iii,31
(preposition) 'after him

there was Shamgar ' ; LXX xal pe?' a&Tov dvêcncn Sapayctp «
In the first chapter of his Semitische Syntax im 

1Neuen Testament Beyer surveys the temporal constructions
2 ~~7 *1 'Iunder discussion here , The construction f < I

• : ”
followed by temporal conjunction occurs about 400 times
in the OT^, especially in the older portions of the
Hebrew writings^. He concludes from his study that
while this construction was an essential syntactical 

5medium for the original Hebrew narrators, it was 
unnecessary for the LXX and other ancient versions of the 
OT. The oddity of this construction literally trans-

1 ' Satzeinleitendes xal sYêveTO mit Zeit-
bestimmung', 29ff.

^Cf. especially 32-52.
3For statistics in the OT see Johannessohn, op. cit.

161.

4p.30.
5Cf. Beyer, 61, 'notwendige syntaktische Mittel'.
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lated into Greek becomes apparent when the temporal 
clause in the LXX is compared with natural Greek idiom. 
Nowhere in secular Greek does there appear anything 
related to the construction under consideration. In the 
first place, temporal conjunctions do not often appear 
as the first element in classical and Hellenistic Greek 
temporal clauses. When they do, however^ they can stand 
alone onav â.7coXôwvmt or, in most cases, they
are followed by 6è or ouv ; *6mv dXCaxiyeat ,

omv ô v auTbç mpaylvopat «

In the NT
The majority of temporal clauses in the NT are 

written in good Greek style, employing ôê immediately 
following the temporal conjunction; cf. Matt, viilô

'̂ Omv ÔE vTîcrueôri'çe 'Waen you fast'; Mk,
xiii,14 *̂ Omv ôè ô̂'O’̂e TÔ pôéXuYj-ict 'VThen you
see the abomination'? Lk. xii.ll "Omv ôè Gtmpêpoxriv 
'IVhen they bring you'. However there are scattered 
occurrences in the Gospels of temporal clauses which 
have a close similarity to the Semitic type noted in the 
LXX. Burney cites five cases in Matt, where the

Burney, op. cit., 12. On pp.11-13 are listed many 
instances of a closely related Hebreŵ  idiom, that in which 
the introductory is followed by an infinitive
with a preposition, usually 3  or 3  , rendered in
the LXX by kv plus infinitive. ‘ Instances of
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Hebraic xal ŷlvsuo plus temporal conjunction
is found, always at the conclusion of a narrative passage: 
vii.28 xal lyêveTo ô e lTeXeo*ev ' 'when
Jesus finished'; cf. xi.l, xiii.53, xix„7, xxvi.l.
This fully written form of the Hebraic temporal clause 
does not occur in the Ape.

Àn abbreviated form, based on examples from the OT 
noted supra, is found in the NT, employing xaC as
the first element of the clause, followed immediately 
by the temporal conjunction (omitting lylvê o ):
Matt, vi.5 xal omv xpocrevxTpOs 'when you pray ' ;
the Lukan parallel (xi.2) has eliminated the xal.
Cf, Mk. xi.25 xal omv CTfixsTe ; cf. xii.ll,
xiv.7,25.

In the Ape.
A search of Hoskier's apparatus yields several 

passages which preserve the Semitic xal preceding 
the temporal conjunction: vi.l2 xal elôov xal

v̂ot̂ ev 'cfiv crtppaytôo, ' I looked when he opened
the seal'. Here the second xal supported by 
uncial P (Gregory 024) plus numerous minuscules is totally

this are to be found in the NT, especially in Luke-Acts 
This type of temporal construction, however, is not 
found in the Ape.
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unnecessary to the sense of the sentence from a Greek 
point of view, and is quite untranslatable. The only
explanation for its existence seems to be that it represents 
a Hebrew Waw in 3] , Other occurrences are:
iv.9, vi.3,5,7, viii.l, x.4, xi.7, xii.4 ml (oio)

Xva omv , also vs. 13; xvii.lO, xviii.l,
xix.l, XX.7, xxii.8.

FINAL CLAUSES

In Attic Greek, Final Clauses introduced by tva 
or 07CWÇ employ either the subjunctive or (less 
frequently) the optative mood of the verb^, never the 
indicative „ In the NT the mood employed is generally 
subjunctive , but especially significant is the occasional
use (especially in Paul and the Ape.) of the future 
indicative in place of aorist subj.^, as illustrate< 
by Ape. iii.9 tÔo5 'xotfiow a&To&c v̂o, ôvo'tv

^Schwyzer, 671ff.; K-G II, §553.
2Cf, Moulton-Turner, III, 100, ‘Its mood was always 

subjunctive in classical Greek (or oblique optative)

^So Bl-D §369.

^Turner, loc. cit., remarks that in Ape. and Paul the 
fut. indie, is used 'quite profusely' (with aorist subj. 
as variant, Bl-D §369 (2) ). ...
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( rjÇüxrt 045) xat îcpocntuvficroucrt v (“ oiooxv
046) xal V ( yvw<rri ^  ) 'I will
require of them that they come and prostrate themselves 
.,. and learn'.

The significant question, heretofore unsettled, may - 
now be asked : is the intrusion of the future indie, in 
these NT final clauses to be attributed to a tendency in 
Hellenistic Greek to.substitute indicative for subjunctive?^ 
Turner, in his thorough treatment of NT final (purpose) 
clauses (note.2 supra) states that the fut. indie, is 
used in final clauses in Hellenistic Greek. Examples can

pbe found in Radermacher's Grammar : note the following:
a\-̂ (3atve xpôç ps , iva crot àxo'tdÇopat  ̂ 'come

towards me that I may set you apart'. Radermacher cites 
nine other exx. illustrating this use of fut. indie, in 
Hellenistic literature (but one example, Enoch vi.3 must 
be discounted because of its Semitic background). By 
his own admission, however, these are far from abundant^, 
so could hardly be called upon to explain the proliferation 
of Xva plus the future indie, in the NT, where Turner

On the mixing of future indicative with aorist sub
junctive, cf. Bl-D §§363, 369 (2), Radermacher,
Neutestamen11iche Grammatik (2nd ed. 1925), 174,

2Radermacher, op. cit., 173.
^Berlin Grk, Urk, III 8842, 14,
^Loc. cit., 'doch sind die Beispiele nicht hdufig'.
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finds no fewer than thirty-seven examples'̂ . It is safe 
to say that the substantial intrusion of these futures 
indie, in NT final clauses cannot be adequately explained
as due to Hellenistic developments. The NT as a whole
exhibits neither carelessness nor indifference regarding 
the choice of mood.

In this study it was noted earlier (supra, chapter m, 
'Aorist subjunctive replaced by Future indicative follow
ing v̂a ) that under specific conditions of Semitic 
influence biblical Greek employed the future indie, where 
it would not be acceptable in Greek. This was often done
in the LXX to represent an imperfect tense verb in the

2original Hebrew text . When a study is made of the final
clause in biblical Hebrew one is struck by the fact that
when the clause is expressed by a final conjunction plus

3finite verb, that verb is always an imperfect . It is 
natural then for a Greek translator at least sometimes to 
forsake idiomatic Greek usage which would use Xva 

plus subjunctive, and to use instead the future indicative 
as the formal translation equivalent of the Hebrew 
imperfect tense. This is illustrated by the following 
examples from the LXX: Deut. xix.28 eèXoYîp"£!>

■̂ Turner, op. cit. , 100, cf. Radermacher, op. cit., 
216, who gives further examples outside the NT.

^Cf, also Bl-D §363.

^Cf. GK §165a,c; 107g.
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(A) o-e xuptoc 0 0G&G orou 'so that the Lord your
God might bless you' (MT verse 29)  ̂ ^

n i n "  lii Ki. ii.31 V *' • r : j ; T ;
tva cn)vf)0pt<; a xotfjoistç 'that whatever you do

might prosper'; MT D  X  3 ^ ^

cf. ii.4 Uo,  

cTïfjcnei 'that the Lord may establish'; MT
"0 ' P t ^ The Hebrew passages are cited

to illustrate how the imperfect always follows the final 
conjunction.

In the Ape.
In the following passages from the Ape. the final 

clauses are identical in syntax to those from the LXX: 
(iii.9 cited supra), vi.4 Iva atpd̂ oucriv cf. verse 11

tva avaml5crovmi (AP 046 1), viii.3 tva Ôwaiei
cf. verse 6 tva oaXxCcrovo'tv (2084 2321), ix.4

I va ddixVoTxrtv verse 5 I va paoavtorefjcrovmt
verse 20 Xva fifi xpocrxuvfio'ovo'tv ( W  CA) (xiii ..12
is identical), cf. viii.13 Vva xal xtfp xotficret 
(616 2084 2321), xiv.13 Y va dvaxa'fjo'ovmt ? verse 16

Y va ôéo"Bi / xviii.4 I va |ifi ovvxo&vwvfpGTG 
(2044 2054 al), xix.18 Y va âyeare (051* 2056),
xxii.14 tva ècruat xal elo*eXeu(ro\>Tat (syr^^)^»

^Turner, op. cit., 100 cites examples elsewhere in
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It is now necessary to examine final clauses of 
another type. Frequently in biblical Hebrew the final 
clause, like most other dependent clauses, may be joined 
to its main clause by simple Waw copulative without 
the final conjunction^: see for example Lam. i.l9

, while they sought food ilX
I D  ^  3 that they might revive themselvesr  : T

Here the LXX translator felt obliged to indicate the 
final force of the clause by inserting Xva : %va

( ? { )  ^vxàç o.î>̂ Giv ? cf.
I Ki. xi. 21 'Send me away ^. . T V  I ” ”  \

that I may go to my land'? LXX in this instance renders 
literally, in very un-Greek manner; 'Ega%6o%G(,Xov 

pe xal dxocrtpltjrco elç Tqv y^v pov «

In the Ape.
Compare now the following final clauses from the

Ape. which exhibit identical construction: iv.lb
'Avdpa , xal (Tot ' come up here so that I

2can show you' ; this is not Greek, but is obviously

the NT which employ future indicative in final clauses, 
indicating that this Semitism was widespread in biblical 
Greek,

^GK §155a.
o'Not jussive as was suggested by Lancellotti, 71.
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representing the Hebraic mode of final clause under 
discussion. The tense used in both LXX and Ape. is 
future indicative, A passage which has caused considerable 
confusion to translators is v.lO xal x̂oCricnev aô'îoùç 
... PacriXsCav xal Ispetç xal pacrtXeucrovoav ( X  P:
not jSacrtXeuovo'tV of A 046 snl tile yîlç 'and
he made them .,. kings and priests that they might reign 
on the earth' (not 'and they shall reign' of the RSV)? 
ix.l9 ... xal &v aù̂ ô G ddixfjcrovcrov (181)
'that with them they might injure'̂ . Possibly also xi.7
'The beast shall make war with them xal vtxficrsi, a&%o&G

xal dxoxTevetr au-rouç that he might conquer and kill 
them'? xiii.7f. ... xal IôôOt) a&T̂  ê oucrla &xl
xSoav cpvXrjv xal Xaôv ... xal xpooicv vnouucri v
aô'üôv .. . and authority was given him over all tribes 

and peoples ,,. so that they should worship him'.
XV. 4 xdvm m  0̂vn ôvcrtv xal xpocncuvfjcrovo'i v

evdxtov crou 'all the nations shall come that
they might worship before thee'? xx.7f. \u0̂ osTai 6 

Zaiavd̂  • • . xal x\avf)ottt. 'cd 20vr|
'Satan shall be released ... that he might come forth to 
tempt the nations'; xx.lO (possibly): xal 6
ôtdpoXoc - = - lpXfi0Yi etc TO0 xupoc
xal 6elou oxou xal 0TipCov xal 6 ijfeuSoxpocpfi'TTjc ,

'Lancellotti, 62f. would make ix.l9b a circumstantial 
clause? I would prefer, on the basis of the syntax 
described here, to understand it as final.
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xal paotiivicrôî ovmt 'and the devil ... is
thrown into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the 
beast and false prophet are, so that they might suffer *

CONSECUTIVE (RESULT) CLAUSES

This section on syntax will conclude with obser
vations on the Semitic nature of certain consecutive 
clauses in the Ape. The accepted manner of expressing 
result is by use of followed by an infinitive^
or indicative (rare in the NT): Rom vii.6 *... we are
set free cootts ÔovXsiSsiv so that we might
serve ... *'.

In Hebrew however, the consecutive clause is most
frequently added by means of simple Waw copulative

2followed by the jussive . This is especially found 
after interrogative sentences, e.g. Hos. xiv.lO

Ü O / 7  Ẑ? 'who is wise,V » I I ♦ » T * T T •
SO that he understands these things?' The LXX translates 
literally: ilc cro(poc xal a\)vf)cnst mtfm ;

A clear occurrence of the same type of translation 
consecutive clause is found in Ape. xxi.3a 'Behold,
God's presence is with men xal oxrivdcret fis'c* aÔTëv

M̂oule, Idiom Book ,̂ 141. 
^GK §166a.
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so that He dwells with them'

Summary of Chapter V Part B
The use of the attributive participle to express a

relative clause is in line with Greek syntax, but the
high frequency of occurrences in biblical Greek is dif
ficult to account for, except as due to Semitic influence. 
The use of the possessive pronoun in a relative clause is 
peculiar to the Semitic languages, however, and is to be 
found influencing the phrase 6vopa in the Ape.
as well as in the 4th Gospel. Introduction of the 
relative clause by the use of an article, especially in 
the genitive case, can be traced directly to Hebrew syntax, 
which sometimes uses a definite article as a relative
pronoun. This has influenced the Ape. in several places.

The translation of the Ape. is affected by the 
recognition that the attributive participle used to 
introduce a relative clause can, in Hebraic fashion, 
be resolved into a finite verb yet still express the 
sense of the participle, as in Ape. vii.l4 'these are 
those.who come ... and who wash ... ', and who whiten ... ’
Such highly characteristic Semitic usage could hardly 
be explained as due to the author's style - it is best 
explained as translation Greek. Scott's 'comparative 
relative clause', found twice in the Ape., also can best 
be accounted for as due to translation from Hebrew,
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The occurrence in the Ape, of two distinctly Semitic 
circumstantial clauses also is difficult to explain 
apart from the hypothesis of dependence on Semitic sources 

The conditional clause expressed by two imperatives 
linked by xal which Black cites where it occurs in 
the Gospels is also found in the Ape,, based here on OT 
Hebrew usage. Most significant in determining Semitic 
influence is the phenomenon noted by Beyer where the 
customary sequence of the conditional clause is reversed, 
the apodosis followed by the protasis. This seems not 
to have any parallel in secular Greek, and can only be 
explained on the basis of such a reversal well-known in 
the Semitic languages. The three occurrences of this in 
the Ape, would seem to suggest again a Semitic source.

The Semitic mode of introducing a temporal clause 
with Waw immediately followed by the temporal conjunction 
is found several times in the Ape. Its un-Greek nature 
is emphasised by the fact that in some places copyists 
excised the xal from their texts,.

Final clauses in Hebrew are expressed by the 
imperfect tense of the verb, and this usage has influenced 
passages in the Ape. to employ the Greek future indicative 
instead of the customary subjunctive. Where this has 
occurred, direct Semitic influence can be suspected. 
Likewise, the joining of a final clause to its main 
clause by simple Waw has influenced the Greek of the Ape. 
in several passages. Such usage is foreign to the Greek
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language, and can be justified only by appealing to 
translation of a Semitic source for each occurrence.

Finally, the Hebrew consecutive clause, expressed 
by Waw plus jussive verb, is seen as the explanation for 
the unusual syntax of Ape. xxi.3.
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CONCLUSION

The most significant observation which can be made 
regarding the Greek text of the Ape. is that there appears 
to be no manuscript or family of manuscripts which pre
serve a relatively high number of more Semitised readings 
affecting verbs and clauses. Research has failed here 
as it has with previous studies to turn up anything 
equivalent to the Western text of the Gospels and Acts 
with its greater number of Semitisms. Another fact, 
noted by previous researchers, has been observed again 
here as well, that the relative antiquity of the individual 
witnesses to the text of the Ape. has little to do with 
the number'of Semitisms preserved by them. Of the 
Semitic constructions discussed in this thesis which are 
preserved in fewer than five extant witnesses, the 3rd 
century p^^ gives the more Semitised form in five places, 
but in four places the Semitism has been smoothed over.
This hardly differs.from a fifteenth century minuscule 
2067, which has alone, or with just a few others, pre
served in three places the more Semitised reading.
From this it is evident that the reconstruction of the 
more primitive, Semitised text of the Ape, must proceed 
from a broad textual basis, not overlooking the testimony 
of any witness. It is interesting to note that codex 
Aleph, while considered to be inferior to the other uncials 
in the text of the Ape,, has preserved more of the
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Semitised readings cited in this thesis (a total of six) 
than has Alexandrinus, which is judged to be the best 
complete witness to the Ape. (it preserved only four 
Semitic readings in places where fewer than five witnesses 
support the variant, as compared to six for Aleph).
Thus while no single manuscript of the Ape. can be con
sidered as superior in respect to its more semitised 
nature, neither can any witness be a priori rejected 
merely on grounds of its age.

Regarding Hebrew meanings expressed by Greek verbs, 
a conjecture was made that passive occurrences of

0au(id̂ etv in the Ape. should be translated to
express the sense 'be devastated', 'desolated'. Also 
the use of ôlôwpi for 'set', and causative require
is due to Hebrew usage.

The primary contribution of this study has been an 
increased understanding cf the specific nature of Semitic 
influence in the important areas of verbal syntax and 
clauses in the Ape. The results, of course, may be 
applied to other Jewish Greek. The findings may be 
summarised as follows; 3rd person Impersonal Plural - 
while recent scholarship has shown this construction to 
be more widespread in Hellenistic Greek than previously 
assumed, still it cannot account for the greatly expanded 
use of it in Greek documents under direct Aramaic influ
ence. The use of this construction to avoid naming 
God, also found in the Ape., can be sho^m to be based
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on Aramaic usage. Concerning another problematic usage 
of the Voice in the Ape., we argued that the two occur
rences of intransitive express
a causative sense, based on the Hebrew piel and hiphil 
stem verbs. The Semitic custom of employing an auxiliary 
verb has probably left its mark on the Ape. in those 
places where such constructions as ‘go and pour out',
'take and pour out', etc. occur. Regarding the long
standing puzzle of passives of Ôaujjid̂ etv in the
Ape. we have cited new evidence showing them not to be 
merely deponent preferring the aorist passive ending, 
but rather to reflect a Hebrew meaning. Finally, the 
passive lavnorO'̂vat was presented as a member of
that group of 'theological passives' used to avoid 
naming God. This is due to the influence of Hebrew 
niphal.

The use of the Mood in the Ape. has undergone the 
following forms of Semitic influence; the deliberative 
question is cast in the present indicative instead of the 
customary subjunctive mood under the influence of the 
Hebrew participle, which is used often for deliberative 
questions in the OT. Concerning the substitution of 
future indicative for aorist subjunctive, we noted how 
in the Ape, and elsewhere this can be explained as due 
to the tendency to translate Hebrew imperfect by Greek 
future indicative. Likewise the Greek future indicative 
with hortatory sense is due to a Hebrew cohortative.
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Perhaps the single most important section of this 
study was that on the tenses of the finite verb, which 
developed more clearly than any previous study the 
formal translation equivalents employed in biblical and 
Jewish translation Greek. For the sake of clarity the 
relation between Greek and Semitic tenses is presented 
in graphic form, on p. 11 9 supra. At its most elementary 
level, the Greek present indicative represented a 
Semitic participle, while Greek aorist was used to render 
Semitic perfect tense verbs. The Greek future, then, 
was reserved for the Semitic imperfect, while the perfect 
represents Hebrew derived conjugations. Such translation 
equivalents were of course not always adhered to, and 
exceptions can be found for any category cited here.
On the other hand, the very simplicity of this pattern, 
when seen in light of the many illustrations cited in 
the relevant section of this thesis, argues for its 
general validity. In determining the time at which the 
action took place one must deal with biblical Greek 
tenses in the same manner he would render Hebrew or 
Aramaic verbs - rely on the context of the verb in 
question. The related problem of sudden shifts of tense 
in the Ape., which has puzzled generations of scholars,' 
is likewise solved by appealing to the shift in tense 
made in an underlying Semitic source.
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A related Hebraic construction, the Waw consecutive, 
has left its mark on the syntax of the Ape. most clearly 
where it is used (represented in translation by xaC ) 
to introduce the apodosis of a conditional clause, thus 
creating a syntactical oddity unknown in secular Greek,

Regarding Semitic influence on the infinitive, we 
noted that long ago Charles laid the foundation for 
explaining the Semitic nature of To0 plus
infinitive in certain passages in the Ape. as expressing 
necessity. Here for the first time evidence is cited 
demonstrating that the construction was even better 
known in Aramaic and Syriac than in biblical Hebrew.
By availing ourselves of Hoskier's apparatus we have 
discovered occurrences of this construction in the Ape. 
which have escapied the notice of previous scholars.
In the case of infinitives which are resolved into finite 
verbs, based upon a well-documented Hebrew practice, 
further examples have been suggested in addition to 
those presented by Charles. Regarding the so-called 
'nominal' .use of the infinitive ascribed by Lancellotti 
to Hebrew influence, it was noted in this section that 
the construction is found in Greek as well, although there 
is admittedly a Hebraic construction in the OT which is 
identical.

In the section on Participles, it was shown that 
the resolution of a participle into a finitive verb, on 
Hebraic lines, is well-attested in the Ape. New occur-
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rences were added to those cited by previous scholars.
The Seer's use of the perfect participle was seen to 
reflect Hebrew derived conjugations. On the widely- 
debated issue of whether participles used as relative 
clauses fall under some variety of Semitic influence, 
it is decided best to avoid the one-sided argument of 
exclusive influence of Hebrew, maintained by Lancellotti, 
and recognise that Hellenistic Greek made wide use of 
the same construction. In contrast to Greek participles 
which usually denote time past, present, or future in 
relation to their main verb, Hebrew participles of them
selves express no difference of time. This has been 
found to influence the use of the participle in the Ape. 
Such usage appears most clearly in the circumstantial 
employment of the participle. We noted also that when 
the tense of the participle did not coincide in proper 
chronological sequence with that of the main verb, along 
the lines of Greek syntax, it was due to this timeless 
nature of the Semitic participle.

In a chapter on case additions added to the verb it 
was seen that when verbs in the Ape. take a case different 
from literary Greek usage, Hebrew syntax has influenced 
such a change. lilien the preposition is attached to the 
verb, its translation can be significantly varied if 
such Hebraic influence is overlooked.
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Another aspect of Semitic influence on Greek not 
previously discussed is that of Semitic noun and verbal 
clauses. In this thesis it was seen that noun clauses 
which can be traced in the Ape. can be sorted into the 
same categories as their Semitic counterparts, depending 
on their mode of construction, and their meaning is the 
same - that of a fixed state. Verbal clauses, expressing 
action in contrast to a fixed state, are basic to both 
Greek and Semitic languages, thus no case can be made for 
Semitic influence upon them, except possibly regarding 
their word order, when it varies from that expected in 
usual Greek. While the evidence cited in this study 
sheds important new light on biblical Greek syntax, and 
aids in better exegesis by underlining the distinction 
between a fixed state and an action, it is not of such 
a specific nature that it would serve to indicate direct 
translation from Semitic sources.

The final chapter, dealing with Semitic-type sub
ordinate clauses, showed that the use of the attributive 
participle to express a relative clause is in line with 
Greek syntax, but the high frequency of occurrences in 
biblical Greek is difficult to account for, except as 
due to Semitic influence. The use of the possessive 
pronoun in a relative clause is peculiar to the Semitic 
languages, however, and is to be found influencing the 
phrase ovofio, aè'rÇ in the Ape. Introduction
of the relative,clause by the use of an article.
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especially in the genitive case, can be traced directly 
to Hebrew usage. This has influenced the Ape. in 
several places. The translation of the Ape. is affected 
by the recognition that the attributive participle used 
to introduce a relative clause can, in Hebraic fashion, 
be resolved into a finite verb yet still express the sense 
of the participle. R.B.Y. Scott's 'comparative relative 
clause', found twice in the Ape., is due to Hebrew influ
ence also. Both these constructions can best be accounted 
for as due to direct translation from Hebrew, The occur
rence in the Ape, of two distinctly Semitic circumstantial 
clauses also is difficult to explain apart from the 
hypothesis of dependence on Semitic sources. The conditional 
clause expressed by two imperatives linked by xaC 
which Black cites where it occurs in the Gospels is also 
found in the Ape., based here on OT Hebrew usage, . Most 
significant in determining Semitic influence is the 
phenomenon noted by Beyer where the customary sequence 
of the conditional clause is reversed, the apodosis fol
lowed by the protasis. This seems not to have any 
parallel in secular Greek, and can only be explained on 
the basis of such a reversal well-known in the Semitic 
languages. The three occurrences of it in the Ape. would 
seem to suggest a Semitic source. The Semitic mode of 
introducing a temporal clause with Waw immediately followed 
by the temporal conjunction is found several times in the 
Ape, Its un-Greek nature is emphasised by the fact that
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in some places copyists excised the from their
texts. Final clauses in Hebrew are expressed by the 
imperfect tense of the verb, and this usage has influenced 
passages in the Ape.'to employ the Greek future indica
tive instead of the customary subjunctive. Where this 
has occurred, direct Semitic influence can be suspected. 
Likewise, the joining of a final clause to its main clause 
by simple Waw has influenced Greek of the Ape. in several 
passages. Such usage is foreign to the Greek language, 
and can be justified only by appealing to translation of 
a Semitic source for each occurrence. Finally, the 
Hebrew consecutive clause, expressed by Waw plus jussive 
verb, is seen as the explanation for the unusual syntax 
of Ape. xxi.3.

It would be futile to suppose that on the basis of 
the new evidence presented in this study the vexing 
question of the original language of the Ape, could be 
finally and convincingly answered, but it would be 
disappointing as well if this research did not provide 
limited direction toward the eventual solution of the 
problem. Briefly, there have been three basic replies 
to the question of original language :

a) the Ape. was originally written in Hebrew 
(Aramaic) and subsequently translated into 
Greek;
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b) the Apc. is in part a translation from 
Semitic documents, with linking sections 
written in Greek;

c) the Ape. is composed de novo in Greek, 
uninfluenced by direct translation from 
sources; its peculiar grammar and syntax 
is to be explained solely on grounds of 
the author's unusual style.

The evidence here presented has, I believe, testified 
against alternative c), since the syntactical oddities 
examined were so often seen to be the same as those. 
found in the LXX, and there due to translation of Hebrew. 
The choice between a) and b) is not so simple as some 
would wish, due to two facts? first, the Semitisms 
affecting the Verb and the Clause are seen to be widely 
scattered throughout the Ape., thus preventing the 
formation of a hypothesis that Semitic sources lie behind 
only certain portions of our present text. On the other 
hand, the second fact is that there are portions of the 
Ape. which are nearly free from Semitisms - i.e. the 
epistles to the Seven Churches, and at the same time 
portions which contain a concentration of these construc
tions, such as chapters eleven and twelve, etc. This 
has been noted previously, especially by Bousset and 
Charles, and it effectively prevents a cursory decision 
that a Semitic source underlies the entire Greek text of 
the Ape. It is perhaps best to suspend judgment on the 
matter until the complete evidence of the Semitic influence 
on grammar and -syntax of the Ape. has been presented.
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The related question of which Semitic language,
Hebrew or Aramaic, underlies the relevant portions of 
the Ape. must also be reconsidered in the light of this 
thesis. R.B.Y, Scott, who maintained that the Ape. was 
wholly a translation from Hebrew, based his arguments 
partly on the obvious fact that the Ape. is very closely 
bound up with the Hebrew OT so far as citations and 
allusions are concerned. He and others who have adopted 
the same view have been unable to account for a few 
syntactical constructions which are far more at home in 
Aramaic than in OT Hebrew, however. Most noteworthy is 
the use of the participle in the sense of a finite verb, 
which is usual practice in Aramaic, but which occurs only 
occasionally in the Hebrew of the OT. Similarly, the 
use of the 3rd person impersonal plural verb is strongly 
Aramaic in character, while it occurs but rarely in 
biblical Hebrew. Also, the use in biblical Greek of the 
genitive articular infinitive influenced by the use of 
l2 plus the infinitive is much more widely spread in 
Aramaic than in Hebrew. On the other hand, it is wise 
to avoid the opposite extreme of C.C, Torrey, who insisted 
that all evidence pointed to an Aramaic source for the 
whole of the Ape. Most of the syntactical peculiarities 
cited in this study could in fact be ascribed to both 
Hebrew and Aramaic, Until we have evidence to the con
trary, it is probably safest to assume that due to its 
strong links with the language of the OT prophets, the
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primary source of Semitic influence on the Ape. is biblical 
Hebrew, with allowance being made for certain Aramaisms 
whose existence is well established.

One recalls the statement by Nigel Turner in his 
discussion of the Greek of the 'Testament of Abraham'-^ s

... biblical Greek ... is usually 
so drenched in Semitic idioms and 
forms of syntax that it is 
extremely difficult to decide whether 
a book has been translated from 
Hebrew into Greek or whether it was 
originally composed in that language.

For the 'Testament of Abraham' Turner concludes that
Hebraic influence is so strong that the book was either
a direct translation, or it was composed in a form of
Greek already influenced by Hebraic idiom and syntax,
'We may' he closes, 'call this "Jewish Greek" '.
The Ape. can accurately be described in identical terms,
and with no hesitancy be categorized as 'Jewish Greek',
in the fullest extent of that term, in spite of recent 

oprotest ,

^NTS 1 (1955), p.222f. 
oCf, Dr. Rydbeck's'What Happened to New Testament 

Grammar after Albert De Brunner?' NTS 21 (1975), 425: 
'peculiar language of a peculiar people is too much of 
a polemical slogan ... '.
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APPENDIX I ; "EXSN

Charles, followed by Ozanne, attributes e%cov 
which is seemingly employed as a finite verb in Apoc. i,16 
to Semitic influence^, since it follows the pattern of

pparticiple equivalent to finite verb. But Beyer “ points 
out that 'exsov has no verbal equivalent in Hebrew
or Aramaic, In illustrating this he cites statistics 
which show that the partie, active of (except
in expressions such as ya.o'Tp(, &xstv ,
etc.) appears 115 times in the LXX, sixty of which are in

3I-IV Maccabees . He concludes from this fact that MT 
occurrences of the related substantival partie. 6 
reflect a Greek, not Semitic, mode of expression. While 
it is so that §xwv is used in Greek with the sense
'to have', yet the manner in which it is found (with or 
without article) in some NT passages seems to me to reflect 
a Semitic construction which I will attempt to demonstrate.

Î, 29, 316; Ozanne, Thesis, 18f„, who cites Apoc, 
V.6; x,2; xiv.l4; xvii.3; xxi.24.

p"Semitische Svntax im Neuen Testament, 208f,

^Ibid. Cf. H. Hanse, TWNT II, 817.
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In the description of the four beasts given in 
Dan. ch. vii, the Aramaic  ̂̂  is used to express the 
dative of possession, as followss

vii.4;: r?!> V3;iîA- - • ' / ' “ •
'and it had the wings ... of an eagle';

cf. verse 6 5T  ; -  ; ' -  T ;
'and it had four wings ... ';

note also its use in vss.7,20. With these verses we 
now compare the description of the four living beings 
about the heavenly throne in Apoc. iv.7f, where the 
identical descriptive style of language is found;

m l  TO TpCTOV M%COV TÔ

-KpOOtOîtOV [  co<s ]  &V0p(5% OV

'and the third being had the face of a man

(vs.8) XCLÎ TO, Téouupa

'and the four beings ... had each six wings .
xal àvdTtaucrtv oôx ëxovTeç 
(2053: sxovm ' 2023** 2321) Vêpac

xal VÙXTOQ

'and they have no rest day nor night ... '
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The Seer uses the partie, in this sense in the description 
of the New Jerusalem, ch. xxi. 11,12,14:

( îc a î  ë Ô e iÇ e v  j. io t  , . .   ̂le p o u o o A Y ij i

KamPaCvouoav ex to0 o6pavo0 ... )
&%OUOUV TT]V é’ôÇaV TOt? 0 8 0 0  ^  . . .

^XODOO, T s l'xo < s  p & y a  . . .  ë x o v o B '

xuXfiJvaç ôœôexa ...

(and he showed me ... Jerusalem descending
from heaven ..,) with the glory of God ...
having a great wall ... with twelve gates ...
and the wall of the city had twelve foundations ...',

Obviously x̂wv is no literal equivalent of
Aramaic H ̂  expressing possession, nor of Syriac 
’ivt leh, which renders every time it occurs
in the Apoc. The significance is to be found, however, 
in the fact that all the 'ext»>v clauses cited are the
equivalents of Semitic noun clauses which in Aramaic/ 
Syriac would be expressed by Jl /  Hv-h leh (in

here seems to express 'with', 'accompanied 
by' rather than simple possession, thus paralleling what 
Bl-D §419 term 'pleonastic' meaning 'with', which occurs 
in Lk. ii.42D; 'and when he was twelve years of age, his 
parents went up to Jerusalem with him ( ot

YovGfc O&TO0 êxovTcç a&Tov ). Cf, Mussies,
325f.
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Hebrew, ) of possession^. The importance of
the distinction between noun and verbal clauses in
Semitic languages is universally recognised. The former
always refers to a fixed state, the latter to an act.
This basic difference of syntax plays an important role 

2in OT exegesis , and realisation that a siiTdlar mould 
was forced by Jewish and Jewish Christian authors on 
Greek syntax should open the field for possible new 
insights into translation and exegesis of portions of the 
NT as well. The syntactical distinction in this case 
derives from the fact that in Hebrew and Aramaic the noun 
clause is often used in descriptions such as those just 
cited^.

It remains now to explain why the Seer would favour 
the participial form to express possession in
a (Greek translation ) noun clause^. This is likely due

^rancellotti, 88 reaches similar conclusions along 
Hebrew lines.

2 QG-K S140e: the distinction 'is indispensable to the
more delicate appreciation of Hebrew syntax ... involves 
fundamental differences of meaning'.

^Cf. Bauer and Leander, 326 'drücken einen Zustand 
aus dienen der Beschreibung und Schilderung'. The dis
tinction between noun - and verbal - clauses in Syriac is 
less distinct (cf, Ndldeke, 215),

^Of course not every occurrence of in the
Ape. should not be assigned a Semitic sense; èv

X̂ovoCL is good Greek, likewise èxoyv kv t'Ç xe&p(
has close parallels in other Greek literature, *
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to the fact that Semitic noun clauses contain only nouns 
or their equivalents, i.e. pronouns, adjectives, or par
ticiples  ̂. A verbal clause, on the other hand, has as 
its predicate a finite verb. The Seer, in employing this 
descriptive quality of the Semitic noun clause would 
choose the partie, form " the finite
in such a context would signal a verbal clause instead of 
descriptive noun clause, thus spoiling the sense. The
growing tendency in Aramaic to employ parties, as finite

2verbs would of course blur somewhat the distinction 
between the two types of clauses in places where partie.

3were used but this does not affect the construction 
under consideration because Aramaic possessive ^
and Syriac 'iyt leh are of course not participial; and 
are firmly rooted in noun clause usage.

The distinction between noun and verbal clauses was 
bound to affect biblical Greek, yet NT grammarians seem 
not to have considered its influence, as far as I can 
determine. Even Charles in his Short Grammar of the 
Apoc. failed to note how the basic forms of the two types 
of clause have been transferred quite literally into Greek^,

^G-K §140a, §141b.
2Bauer and Leander, .326.
^Ibid.
4This subject will be treated supra in the section 

of this dissertation dealing with clauses.
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APPENDIX IT : THE RESUMPTIVE PRONOUN

We now make an excursus to study another Semitic 
characteristic of relative clauses, the resumptive pro
noun, and especially to survey the recent work of 
W.F. Bakker^.

Professor Bakker, of the University of Amsterdam, 
has made a significant contribution to our understanding 
of the resumptive pronoun in Greek relative clauses.
The study includes a rich selection of examples of its 
occurrence, arranged chronologically to cover Homer, 
the classical period, and Hellenistic Greek, in the
widest sense of the term. Although tacitly confessing

2a lack of knowledge of Semitic languages , the author 
does not hesitate to deal with the Greek of the I,XX 
(including the apocrypha) and the NT, and to contend 
with the closely-debated issue of Semitic influence on

3the frequently-occurring resumptive pronouns there .

Pronomen Abundans and Pronomen Coniunctum. 
Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie 
van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde. Nieuwe Reeks,
Deel 82 (Amsterdam and London), 1974.

2On p.34, n.l03 credit is given to P.W. van der Horst 
'for his assistance in interpreting the Hebrew texts’
[o f the Ot] .

^See especially 34-42.
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The author's primary contribution to the under
standing of resumptive pronouns, stated in briefest form, 
is the distinction made for the first time between non- 
essential versus essential relative clauses. By. 
non-essential (non-restrictive) is meant one which 'is 
not essential to the meaning of the sentence, but merely 
adds an idea. Such a clause does not determine the 
antecedent, but is almost independent' . Into this 
category fall the resumptive pronouns in both ancient
and Koine Greek, but excluding most (not all) from

2biblical Grebk. Thus the author can conclude that in 
ancient Greek the term pronomen abundans is a misnomer 
because where the pronoun is employed it is not redundant, 
but serves a definite purpose. The situation in Koine 
Greek differs, since in at least some cases the pronomen 
abundans serves to reinforce the relative pronoun which 
had been reduced to a mere connective.

The function of the widely employed resumptive pro
noun in Semitic languages, according to Bakker, is 
altogether different. While truly Greek relative clauses 
which include a resumptive pronoun are non-essential, in

Pp. 13,35; cf. 29 'not only in Ancient Greek, but 
also in the Koine, the pronomen abundans is used for 
clearness' sake and in order to emphasise a certain word'

^Cf. 32.
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Hebrew/Aramaic tlie relative pronouns H W  ̂  / ’I ̂
have an inherent obscurity which is cleared up by 
addition of a personal or demonstrative pronoun. They 
become necessary to the full understanding of the sentence 
so are termed essential, in contrast to the non-essential ■ 
Greek counterpart.

By applying this distinction to the resumptive pro
nouns in the LXX, the apocrypha, the NT, and NT apocrypha. 
Prof, Bakker seeks to determine whether occurrences of 
the resumptive pronoun in biblical Greek are due to 
Semitic influence.

Examination of Hoskier's apparatus shows the textual 
evidence to be surprisingly stable and consistent in trans
mitting the resumptive pronoun. The only possible 
instances not appearing in Nestle's text of the Apoc. for 
which ms. evidence exists are ii.18 Tdôs XêYsi- 6 

ulôç TO0 0eo0 & TOüç o({)ôaX}io0ç a&To0 <l)ç «pXÔYo.
7ti)p6ç 'Thus says the Son of God, who has eyes like

oflames of fire' (lit. 'who has his eyes ')'; possibly
also i.ll, where a single minuscule preserves a resumptive 
pronoun: "0 X̂é̂ st-c YP&̂ ô  stç PtpxCov xal

aÙT& (792) mTç èxxXn,o*Catç 'Whatever you
shall see, write in a book and send them to the churches'; 
finally, under this heading a conjecture will be put

■ Described by the author as merely nota relationis, 
therefore by nature weaker and more ambivalent than a true 
relative pronoun.

2Cited by Lancellotti, lOlf.
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forward which, if accepted, would contribute to resolving 
an ambiguous, if not particularly troublesome, verse.
Ape. i.l is traditionally rendered 'The revelation of 
Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show to his servants 
what must take place* (RSV). The versions, ancient and 
modern, do not stray from this, and indeed it is the only 
way to understand the present text. The relative clause 
'which God gave him' is the heart of the puzzle, though. 
How could the Seer write of God giving a disclosure ojE 
Jesus W  Jesus? Textual evidence hints at a bit of 
primitive uncertainty at this point as well - for 
nv lôœxev 046 reads aK'fj 181 reads
a&TO0 . It could at least be suggested that a5rn 

represents a corrupt form of an original resumptive 
pronoun a&*uf)v ; i.e. nv êôwuev 6 0eôc
'which God gave it'. The verse would then be translated 
'The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave to show 
his servants what must take place ,., '. The traditional 

would be a primitive corruption which 
entered the text prior to the time the ancient versions 
were translated.

The method so clearly developed and fully set out 
in Prof. Bakker ' s monograph is accepted by this v/riter, 
with but two criticisms. First, the crucial decision of 
whether the relative clause in question is essential or 
not allows for a measure of subjective opinion, and so, 
it seems, cannot in itself be relied upon as an absolute
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guide as to whether- any given resumptive pronoun is
essential or not. It would be safer to ask, after
applying this rule, whether there is evidence for Semitic
influence on the particular passage in question, before
declaring that the resumptive pronoun is or is not Semitic,
The author himself recognises this problem v/hen he discusses
the occurrences in the NT^. The second criticism concerns
the accurateness of the statement made that the Semitic

} (  /  used to introduce relative clauses are
2merely nota relationis . There is ground for arguing to

the contrary, that 1 is not simply a loose
connecting particle but is essentially a demonstrative

3pronoun, often belonging to the main clause . This 
has support from the fact that in Hebrew the demonstrative 
pronouns (1 T and  ̂Y are sometimes used as 
relative pronouns.

Bakker finds 18 examples of the resumptive pronoun 
in the NT (based on Nestle's text), eight of which 
follow the Greek pattern (i.e. are non-essential). This 
number in a text the size of the NT corresponds favourably

^See 39f.

Vf, 33,36. 

^GK §138a,e.

Vf. 42
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to the frequency of the construction in Koine Greek. 
Along with these are two examples termed 'uncertain'; 
then are listed eight cases where Greek would never have 
used a pronomen abundans, one in Mark (vii.25), seven in 
the Ape. (iii.8, vii.2,9, xii.6, xiii.8,12, xvii.9)^.

Bakker also cites four Semitic type resumptive 
pronouns occurring in codex D (Luke viii.l2, xii.43; 
Matt, x.ll, xviiio20), but failed to include them in 
the statistics. Cf, Black Aramaic Approach ,̂ 101 
'The construction presumptive pnJ again predominates 
in the text of D '.
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